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The King of Glory

Inaugural Address

by Jimmy J. M. Roberts*

After twelve years as a teacher at

Dartmouth, Johns Hopkins University, and

the University of Toronto, Professor Roberts

was called in igyg to the William H. Green

Professorship of Old Testament Literature at

Princeton. An alumnus of Abilene Christian

College (A.B . ,
summa cum laude), Harvard

Divinity School (S.T.B . , cum laude), and
Harvard University (Ph.D.), Dr. Roberts

was the recipient of three High Honor
Scholarships at Harvard Divinity School and
a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship at the Uni-

versity. Among several research grants is

included the Johns Hopkins Euphrates Ex-

pedition to Tell Freyy in 1973, of which he

was associate director and epigrapher. A
writer and editor of many articles for schol-

arly journals and encyclopedias, Dr. Roberts

is the author of three books (Johns Hopkins
University Press) and three further volumes
now in progress.

Psalm 24 reads as follows:

To Yahweh belongs the earth and its fulness,

the world and those who dwell therein;

for he has founded it upon the seas,

and established it upon the rivers.

Who shall ascend the Mountain of Yahweh ?

And who shall stand in his holy place?

He who has clean hands and a pure heart,

who does not lift up his soul to what is false,

and does not swear deceitfully.

He will receive blessing from Yahweh
and vindication from the God of his salvation.

Such is the generation of those who seek him,

who seek the face of the God of Jacob.
1

Lift up your heads, O gates!

and be lifted up, O ancient doors!

that the King of glory may come in.

Who is the king of glory ?

Yahweh, strong and mighty,

Yahweh, mighty in battle!

Lift up your heads, O gates!

and be lifted up, O ancient doors!

that the king of glory may come in.

Who is this king of glory ?

Yahweh of hosts.

He is the king of glory

!

*September 23, 1979
1 Reading pny 'Ihy y‘qb by emendation.

The MT is clearly corrupt.
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Twice in this relatively short Psalm,

Psalm 24, the question is asked,

“Who is the king of glory?” The Psalm-

ist responds with an answer that may
have been totally adequate in the An-
cient Near Eastern world of polytheism.

The king of glory is Yahweh. That is,

he is not Baal or El as the Canaanites

might claim. He is not Dagan as the

Philistines say. Or Chemosh of the Mo-
abites or Milcom of the Ammonites. The
real king of glory is Yahweh. But note

that the answer of the Psalmist is not

simply Yahweh. The divine name is

amplified by a series of epithets: Yah-

weh, strong and mighty, Yahweh,
mighty in battle, Yahweh of hosts. This

suggests that a modern, living in a

world where the straightforward gods

of ancient polytheism have been re-

placed by far more nebulous forces of

history, society, or psyche, might re-

phrase the question to obtain a more
relevant answer. Put bluntly, “Who is

Yahweh?” Or perhaps more adequately,

what is the nature of the God whose

triumph our Psalmist is celebrating?

In the first place, one should note the

continuity between Yahweh and the

older gods whom he displaced. This is

clear from the strange metaphor in

verses 7 and 9: “Lift up your heads, O
gates!” Ancient Palestinian gates had

no parts that moved up and down. The
command to lift up their heads, there-

fore, is a secondary metaphor, borrowed

from another setting. F. M. Cross has

identified that setting with a passage in

the Canaanite Baal epic.
2 When the

assembly of the gods was cowed by the

messengers of Prince Sea and hung
their heads in subjection, Baal encour-

2 Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Cam-

bridge: Harvard U. Press, 1973) 97-98.

aged them to resist under his leadership

with these very words: “Lift up your

heads, O gods. . . The Israelite poet

has put Yahweh in place of Baal and

the temple gates in place of the divine

council, but the basic pattern of the

Baal myth is retained, Just as Baal re-

turned in triumph from his victory over

Prince Sea, Judge River, to be pro-

claimed king of the Gods, so Yahweh
returns from triumph in battle to be

proclaimed king of glory. Moreover,

verse 2 grounds Yahweh’s sovereignty

on his founding the world upon the seas

and rivers. The motif here suggests a

mythological background in which

creation followed Yahweh’s victory over

seas and rivers, conceived as cosmogonic

enemies like the Prince Sea, Judge

River, of the Canaanite myth. Such a

view is clearly expressed in Psalm

74:12-17:

But you, O God, are my king from

of old;

you bring salvation upon the earth.

It was you who split open the sea by

your power;

you broke the heads of the sea mon-
sters on the waters.

It was you who crushed the heads of

Leviathan

and gave him as food to the creatures

of the desert.

It was you who opened up springs

and streams;

you dried up the ever flowing rivers.

The day is yours, and yours also the

night;

you established the sun and moon.

It was you who set all the boundaries

of the earth;

you made both summer and winter.

3 Andree Herdner, Corpus des tablettes en
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Note here how the theme of the God’s

victory over the sea dragons is followed

by the theme of creation. This is clear

in the reference to day and night, sun

and moon, but it also is what is in-

tended in the reference to opening of

springs and streams. The closest parallel

is in the Babylonian creation epic where

Marduk splits open his slain foe, Tiamat,

the Sea, and then proceeds to create the

world out of her carcass, including the

rivers which flow from her eyes and the

springs which were opened up from

other parts of her anatomy. The extant

Canaanite texts so far published are

lacking any creation account, but Thor-

kild Jacobsen has shown that the Baby-

lonian myth was borrowed from the

West, 4
so it is likely that the Canaanites

had a tradition of Baal creating the

world out of the carcass of Prince Sea,

Judge River, and it is this tradition that

Israel appropriated in speaking of Yah-

weh’s founding the world on the seas

and establishing it on the rivers.

If we may drop the ancient mytho-

logical language for the moment in

favor of a more current jargon, the

Canaanites worshipped Baal as the god

who established and preserves order in

the world. The powers of chaos, disso-

lution, and evil personified by the un-

ruly Sea had been defeated and were

kept under restraint by this god. This

aspect of ancient polytheism was simply

taken up and only slightly modified by

the new Yahwistic faith. It was Yah-

weh, not Baal, who established the

orders of creation and made possible a

fruitful life in a relatively harmonious

cuneijormes alphabetiques (MRS X; Paris:

Paul Geuthner, 1963) 2, i 27.
4 “The Battle Between Marduk and Tia-

mat,” JAOS 88 (1968) 104-108.

universe. But the element of continuity

remains strong. In both Israel and

Canaan people were aware that the

possibility for meaningful existence

—

both of the human and non-human
creation—was dependent on the order-

ing grace of divine power.

The epithets attached to the name
Yahweh in our Psalm point in another

direction, however. They are military

metaphors and theoretically could refer

to Yahweh’s display of power in his

cosmogonic war against Prince Sea, but

in the Israelite literature preserved for

us their actual referent is quite different.

So, for instance, in Exodus 15, the oldest

Israelite poem we possess, Yahweh is

celebrated as “a man of war” (verse 3),

but in reference to his historical victory

over the Egyptians, not in reference to

the cosmogonic wars of Canaanite

myth. There was also an ancient poetic

collection known as the Scroll of the

Wars of Yahweh (Num. 21:14), and

to judge by the quotation from that

source these poems dealt with the Is-

raelite struggle to conquer Palestine,

that is, what Judges 3:1 calls the “wars

of Canaan.” The later wars of Saul and

David were also called the wars of Yah-

weh (1 Sam 18:17; 25 ;28), however,

and some of these may also have been

celebrated in this ancient poetic collec-

tion. Moreover, the metaphor of Yah-

weh as king owes a great deal of its

popularity to David’s imperial expan-

sion that, for a brief period, elevated

Jerusalem to an imperial capital and

brought widespread recognition to Yah-

weh, the imperial deity.
5 Psalm 47, for

instance, celebrates God as the great

king over all the earth who had sub-

5
J.J.M. Roberts, “The Davidic Origin of

the Zion Tradition,” ]BL 92 (1973) 329-344.
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dued the nations to Israel and calls upon

these subject nations and their gods to

join in the worship of Yahweh.

6

In other words, the epithets attached

to Yahweh in Psalm 24, when read in

the light of Israelite literature, give a

historical dimension to this God.‘ Yah-

weh is the god who delivered Israel

from Egyptian bondage, carved them
out a homeland in Palestine, and raised

them to an imperial power of the first

rank. In more abstract terms, this king

of glory is a God who involves himself

in political processes. His role is not

limited to establishing an ordered uni-

verse or controlling the rhythms of

nature like some ancient caricature of

the Deist’s god. Yahweh, the warrior, is

no pacifist, nor has he, like some of his

worshippers, conceded the world of

politics and diplomacy to less scrupu-

lous rivals.
8

6 Roberts, “The Religio-Political Setting of

Psalm 47,” BASOR 221 (1976) 129-132.
T The term ‘zwz is used only here as an

epithet of Yahweh. Gbwr is more common.
It is used of Yahweh in the context of his

defeat of the Philistines (Ps 78:65-66); it

appears as an epithet for him in the Zion

tradition (Isa 10:21; Zeph 3:17); and it is

often used of him in reference to the exodus

or new exodus (Dt 10:17; Isa 42:13; Jer

32:18; Neh 9:32). The closest parallel to

gbwr mlhmh is ’ys mlhmh, which occurs in

passages dealing with the exodus (Ex 15:3)

and the new exodus (Isa 42:13). ’Ihy y‘qb,

though based on an emendation in our pas-

sage, presents an interesting anomaly. Os-

tensibly a northern term, while it does occur

in passages from the exodus tradition (Ex

3:6, 15; 4:5; Ps 81:2, 5), it is also an epithet

very much at home in the Zion tradition,

cultivated in the south (2 Sam 23:1; Isa 2:3;

Pss 20:2; 46:8, 12; 76:7; 84:9; 94:7).
8 One can only agree with Patrick D. Mil-

ler, Jr., when he argues that any serious

theology of the OT must give significant at-

tention to the conception of God as warrior,

Here, too, there is an element of con-

tinuity. Yahweh had his rivals in the

ancient world. He was not the only god
of the Ancient Near East who “acted in

history.”” Part of Israel’s struggle with

her environment was centered around
precisely this question. Which god
really did control history? Was it Yah-

weh, or Asshur, or Marduk? From the

modern point of view, it really would
not matter very much if one could

simply change the names and be left

with essentially the same deity. But the

element of continuity does not extend

that far.

Psalm 24 adds another qualification

to its delineation of the king of glory

when it raises the question of this god’s

demands on his worshippers, “Who
shall ascend the mountain of Yahweh?
And who shall stand in his holy place?”

The Psalmist’s answer makes it clear

that Yahweh’s demands are not limited

to the sphere of irrational taboos; they

are primarily ethical or moral, and they

address the individual, not just the

group. Both these points are worth

stressing. Yahweh is the great God who
created and sustains the natural order,

and he is the God of history who directs

the destiny of nations and peoples, but

he is also the personal God of the in-

dividual man or woman. Job, Psalms,

and Proverbs are as much a part of the

canon as Exodus, Samuel, or Kings.

The same God who saved and guided

the nation of Israel in her struggles also

The Divine Warrior in Early Israel (Cam-
bridge: Harvard U. Press, 1973) I 7 I -

9
J.J.M. Roberts, “Myth Versus History,”

CBQ 38 (1976) 1-13; H.W.F. Saggs, The
Encounter with the Divine in Mesopotamia
and Israel (London: Athlone Press, 1978)

64-92; and the earlier literature cited in these

sources.
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comes as savior and guide to the indi-

vidual Israelite in all the particularity

of that individual’s personal struggles.

Yet Yahweh, the personal God, comes

with demands, and the nature of those

demands are worth noting. The Psalm-

ist speaks of innocent hands and a pure

heart. That is, correct outward actions

that are a true reflection of the inward

intent of the heart. And there is a par-

ticular stress on honesty, especially in

the matter of swearing oaths. All of

which underscores an overriding con-

cern for justice and integrity in the

affairs of men and women. Again Yah-

weh is not totally unique in this regard.

Throughout the Ancient Near East the

gods were the guarantors of justice and

the sanctioning powers behind the

moral laws that regulated human
society.

Nonetheless, there are a number of

subtle differences that do distinguish

Yahweh from his rivals. In the Near
East the divine functions were diffuse.

Typically one god was creator, another

was the imperial god, another was the

god of justice, and another was the per-

sonal god. In the Babylonian creation

epic, for example, Marduk creates the

world, but it is Ea who creates man-
kind. The lines were fluid and there

was some movement toward monothe-

ism, but the essence of polytheism is a

division of labor, and that essence was

never overcome in any lasting way in

the Near East outside of Israel. In con-

trast, Yahweh, the king of glory, took

over all the divine functions so com-

pletely that there was no room left for

anything like the traditional pantheon.

As creator he transcended the created

order in a way that few of his rivals

ever could. Many of them were, after

all, personified parts of the universe

itself—Shamash the sun, Sin the moon,

Anu the heavens, to mention only the

most obvious.

The very character of the events that

led to the formation of the people of

Israel marked Yahweh as a God of

justice who saves the oppressed, and this

insight into his character was crystal-

lized in a formal covenant that kept his

demands before the people .

10 Thus Yah-

weh, the national god of Israel, could

never be reduced to simply a personifi-

cation of the national will. His ethical

demands remained a constant corrective

to the very human tendency to identify

national policy with the divine will.

Moreover, Yahweh’s concern, as a per-

sonal god, for the individual, stood in

judgment on any tendency to deify

the state at the expense of the individual

or to reduce piety to ceremonies of state.

At the same time, since Yahweh was

the national God and the upholder of

social norms as well as the personal

God, there was protection against the

perversion of religion into a purely in-

ward, personal piety.

In short, Yahweh incorporated in one

deity the valid but scattered insights of

Ancient Near Eastern religion, and so

transcended the inherent limitations of

contemporary polytheism. The various

aspects of his dominion were often in

tension, but a community faithful to

this God could never resolve this ten-

sion by simply dismissing any of these

aspects of the divine rule. Of course,

even when one has stressed God’s sover-

eignty in nature and history, in the life

of the community and of the individual,

one has not fully answered our initial

10 Delbert R. Hillers, Covenant: The
History of a Biblical Idea (Baltimore: The
Johns Hopkins Press, 1969).
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question. The Christian will ultimately

feel that our Psalmist’s identification

of the king of glory is painfully inade-

quate. The nature of the deity we wor-

ship cannot be fully grasped without

the revelation through the son: “no one

knows the father except the son and any-

one to whom the son chooses to reveal

him” (Matt. 11:27). Nevertheless, the

partial insights of the ancient Psalmist

remain valid. While the Christian can

say more about the king of glory, he

can say no less and still be faithful to

the Christian God.



Transformation in

Christian Education

Inaugural Address*

by James E. Loder

I. Introduction

I
could express a debt of gratitude to

many of my colleagues for what lies

behind and has led up to the opportu-

nity I have to address you in this ca-

pacity today. However, I will be explicit

only about the debt I owe to Dr. Wyck-
off for his introducing me to the field

of Christian education. Though I came

in protesting, refusing to take his re-

quired course in Christian education

during my undergraduate days, Dr.

Wyckoff has given me continual sup-

port and guidance for which I continue

to be grateful.

Although proposing a constructive

statement in an inaugural address can

be little more than suggesting a method,

setting a direction and demonstrating

the promise thereof, I have taken the

opportunity with knowledge of its

limitations to do just that. This has

afforded me the occasion to draw to-

gether around a central theme several

of the diverse strands of inquiry which

have characterized my work in the field

of Christian education thus far. For me
this is an exercise in condensation,

sharpening a focus and articulating a

future direction. I am at the same time

aware of the widespread ferment and

diffusion of positions and foci which

*December 12, 1979

Since 1962, the Rev. Janies E. Loder has

been a member of the faculty at Princeton

in the area of Christian Education. A native

of Nebraska, Dr. Loder is an alumnus of

Carleton College (A.B.), Princeton Theo-

logical Seminary (M.Div.), Harvard Divinity

School (Th.M.) and Harvard University

(Ph.D.). From 1962 to 1964 he was a Dan-

forth Fellow at the Menninger Foundation
and is the author of Religious Pathology and

Christian Faith (Westminster, 1966).

permeate every aspect of the field of

Christian education, so a measure of

the value of the position which I am
about to outline will be its ability to

reduce an always bewildering and

sometimes paralyzing confusion to

some semblance of creative order, and

at the same time remain open to that

pervasive ferment.

II. The Interdisciplinary Problem

It is with Dr. Wyckoff’s view of the

field that I wish to begin, since his

more than any other’s is the most

adequate overall organization of this

sprawling complex phenomenon,
“Christian education.” It is he above

all others who makes it clear that with-

out theory
,
self-consciously constructed,

making the bridge between foundation-

al disciplines (which includes the con-

ventional theological disciplines as well

as the human sciences) and the major

educational questions (which include

such basic matters as educational ob-

jective, scope of what is to be taught,

how it is to be taught, where, when
and by whom)—without good theory

—

“than which there is nothing more
practical”—we will fall into a kind of

mindless pragmatism, drawing from

this or that discipline at random, or no

discipline at all, to answer whatever

educational demand seems most press-
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ing. However, it is precisely in the con-

struction of theory, which attempts to

bridge between the foundational disci-

plines on the one hand and educational

questions on the other, that we have a

major unresolved issue which 1 want to

explore here. Namely, what basis for in-

tegration can be found for correlating

the foundational disciplines among
themselves such that they can inform

educational concerns without generat-

ing contradiction and hopeless confu-

sion in the answers they provide for

educational practice?

This it seems to me is a prior ques-

tion, not something that will emerge as

the practice of Christian education goes

on. In fact, as it goes on without ad-

dressing this question it tends to en-

trench itself in its derivative role as

servant of current educational fads. I

may just mention that Dr. Wyckoff,

currently on sabbatical, is working on

a similar issue; so, the focus here is not

directed at his work. Rather I am con-

centrating on a general problem which

in my view is the prevailing obstacle to

further systematic development of the

field. C. Ellis Nelson, another prom-

inent theorist in this field, once asked

the key question : “Is Christian educa-

tion something particular?” I would

answer, “Yes, institutionally, prag-

matically and historically, but in terms

of any systematic integrity, currently

the answer must be, No.” This is the

problem we must address.

III. A Brief Paragraph on Method

The proposal I have for interdisci-

plinary method is derived from other

contexts, particularly interdisciplinary

seminars in the human sciences. Inci-

dentally, by human sciences, I do not

mean those that aim toward human

engineering, but those disciplines that

strive to describe and interpret (without

manipulating) culture, where the basic

units are symbol and value; society,

where the basic units are the group and

the social organization of groups; per-

sonality, where the basic unit is the

human personality, its structure, dy-

namics and part-processes. At one such

interdisciplinary meeting of these hu-

man sciences, Claude Levi-Strauss, the

French social anthropologist, together

with others called attention to the “un-

invited guest” at every interdisciplinary

discussion; namely, “the human mind.” 1

Levi-Strauss had reference here to what
for several years J. Piaget has been de-

veloping under the more specific no-

tion of “genetic epistemology.”
2 That

is to say, there are certain generic

structures embedded in raw, i.e., unin-

terpreted, human experience that give

shape to language and thought, to

self-understanding, to the ordering of

personal, interpersonal, and intergroup

relationships, to the formation of hier-

archies of value and symbol systems,

including the disciplines we use to

study these phenomena. What these

figures and others, such as John Dewey,
and M. Polanyi, and T. Parsons have

done in their respective ways is to sug-

gest, if not legitimate, by theory and

research a thematizing of the human
sciences. By inferring from observable

behavior that certain elementary struc-

tures or patterned processes underly

and give shape to our general experi-

ence, they assert that whether one ana-

lyzes culture, society or personality

these patterns will inevitably appear

1 C. Levi-Strauss, Structural Anthropology

(New York: Doubleday Anchor, 1967), p. 70.
2

J. Piaget, The Principles of Genetic Epis-

temology (New York: Basic Books, 1972).
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although in different manifest form de-

pending upon which order of reality

is in question. For instance John Dew-
ey’s theme or key-patterned process was

“transaction” which he found operative

in all orders of reality from organic

life to the highest levels of inquiry and

social organization. M. Polanyi's theme

was “personal knowledge” which was

grounded in the organization of body

and brain, and it extends to the forma-

tion of modern culture. T. Parsons’

theme was “socialization” according to

four pattern variables which structure

an isomorphic relationship among or-

ganic life, personality, society and cul-

ture.

What I will propose in more modest

terms in the following paragraphs is

such a thematization for not all, but

certain of the foundation disciplines

most germane to Christian education. I

propose that it will integrate appropri-

ate theoretical reflections not only upon

the human sciences but also upon the

conventional theological disciplines as

they together attempt to address the edu-

cational concerns of the church. In the

conclusion of this lecture, I will try to

show in some specific ways that such a

thematization may make considerable

difference in how one conceives of edu-

cation in a theological context.

IV. The Theme of Transformation

The basic theme of this address, then,

is transformation because this is one

theme in which the major disciplines

foundational to Christian education

may be integrated. Moreover this theme
is central to these disciplines, so their

coming together in transformation is

not treating any one of them in a pe-

ripheral way; accordingly, the integra-

tion I am suggesting is not a tangential

matter for any. Thus my hypothesis is

that the theme of transformation pro-

vides a major step in constructing a

systematic, m/<?rdisciplinary (as opposed

to a m^/ffdisciplinary) foundation for

Christian education.

To develop this theme, I propose to

divide it into its underlying structure

and its surface manifestations. By
analogy to language, I propose to call

the underlying structure “the grammar
of transformation” and its surface mani-

festation “the expressions” which are

generated or given coherent meaning
by that underlying structure or gram-
mar. By talking about a grammar of

transformation, I do not have reference

to Noam Chomsky’s transformational

grammar. That is, I do not want to

account for grammar by means of trans-

formations. Rather, I want to account

for transformation by using “grammar”
as a metaphorical description of a per-

vasive and persistent structure of mean-
ing which, in fact, is inferred from se-

quential realities.

As such a structure, transformation is

synchronic. This is, it has an inherent

“logic” that maintains a consistent pat-

terning of relations among basic ele-

ments. Thus, the basic units of any par-

ticular order of reality (i.e. the psyche

and its subparts, if one is talking psy-

chology; value and symbol, if one is

talking about culture, or groups and
their interaction if one is talking socio-

logically, or the relationship between
God and any one or all of these forms

of human organization, if one is talking

theologically) are patterned for trans-

formation in a recognizable fashion re-

gardless of which order of reality is

being discussed. The regularity of this

patterned process, involving basic parts

in a systematic interrelatedness (as de-
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scribed by appropriate disciplines), will

be called the “grammar” of transforma-

tion.

Although the grammar of transfor-

mation as a structure is ahistorical, its

generative capacity produces a great

variety of expressions which are dia-

chronic or historical in nature, ranging

from personal history to the broader

expressions of social and cultural trans-

formation. As linguistic grammar
through semantics is generative of an

infinite variety of meaningful sentences,

so transformational grammar through

the basic units of the order of reality

under consideration is generative of a

great variety of manifest sequential,

historical expressions. These expressions

are simultaneously, utterly new and co-

herently linked with past conditions

and meanings. Thus transformation

consistently weaves continuity and dis-

continuity into a coherent pattern of

meaning.

Summarily, then, the theme of trans-

formation taken as a whole is a deep

structure of experience that generates

a multiplicity of personal, social and

cultural expressions. Accordingly it ap-

pears in virtually all of the major dis-

ciplines foundational to Christian edu-

cation. Thus, in interdisciplinary work,

identification of the structure will en-

able us to trace the analogy of transfor-

mation from one order to the next, but

expressions of the structure will remain

unique to the order of reality being

considered.

V. A Paradigm Case

In order to fill out the discussion of

the grammar of transformation a bit

more fully, I will take a paradigm case

of its expression
,
which is used both by

B. Lonergan and A. Koestler,'' namely,

the instance of Archimedes’ discovery

of the first principles of hydrostatics.

You will recall that King Hiero the

tyrant of Syracuse had had a crown
fashioned by a goldsmith of doubtful

character. He wanted to know from
Archimedes whether or not any baser

metals had been added to the gold.

Archimedes knew the weight per unit

volume, but he could not determine

the volume of such a complicated orna-

ment. Confronted with the problem he

was apparently baffled at first, but one
day while getting into his bath he

watched the water level rising from one
smudge on the basin to the next as his

body sank into immersion. Then it oc-

curred to him in a flash that the volume
of water displaced was equal to the

volume of the immersed parts of his

body. This sudden bisociation between

the complicated figure of his body in

the water and his problem with the

crown released such tremendous energy

and enthusiasm that he jumped out of

the bath and ran naked through the

streets of Syracuse shouting, “eureka”.

Fortunately he could account for him-

self afterward by developing the prin-

ciples of hydrostatics and proving them
in an empirical test. Thus, a particular

expression of transformational gram-
mar made history.

The grammar of this sequence which
intertwines novelty and continuity con-

sists of five steps: (i) a conflict borne

with persistence; (2) interlude and
scanning; (3) insight felt with intuitive

force; (4) release and redirection of the

psychic energy bound up with the orig-

3 B. Lonergan, Insight (New York: Philo-

sophical Library, 1970), p. 3L and Arthur
Koestler, The Act of Creation (New York:
Dell, 1969), p. io5f.
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inal conflict; and (5) interpretation

which tests the insight for coherence

with the terms of the conflict and for

correspondence with the public context

of the original conflict. This particular

episode is an expression of transforma-

tion that proceeds sequentially through

the steps following an underlying pat-

tern which in itself as structure is syn-

chronic. The pattern is present all at

once as a latent structure of meaning
capable of constructing a coherent re-

lationship among novel mental con-

nections, or “bisociations,” as Koestler

calls them, and the given terms of the

original conflict situation.

The sense of the coherence of the

structure consists in this: once the con-

flict is entered and energy invested in

it, the psyche seeks resolution and is

deeply reluctant to give up the conflict

until a resolution is found. When no

insight is forthcoming this may give

rise to “negative insight,” i.e. one has

the wrong problem or a misleading con-

flict. Then, the conflict may be dis-

missed or redefined and the process be-

gun again. The coherence of these steps

like the coherence of a sentence has a

built-in expectation of completion. We
all have, as Frank Kermode said of nar-

rative, “a sense of an ending,” and that

is because of the underlying grammar.
The second aspect of the grammar or

wholeness of this sequence is that one

may enter the sequence consciously or

intentionally at any point in the struc-

ture, but still be drawn to complete the

whole. I have suggested with Archi-

medes how one enters at the point of

an initial conflict. However, there are

often times when we have answers be-

fore we know what the questions are.

Lest you think that this is sloppiness,

it was Einstein’s procedure for discov-

ery. He knew intuitively that there was

something wrong with the Newtonian
world view and that he had the answer

somewhere in himself when he first

read Newton’s Principia Mathematica.

If one enters the process in the middle,

transformational grammar would call

for one to work backward into the la-

tent conflict resolved by the insight and

forward again into interpretation.

One may also enter on either side

of the middle step (insight) of the

grammar. Sometimes one finds he/she

is working on a latent conflict, scanning

for an orientation to a problem that has

not yet been articulated, and the ex-

pected solution has not yet come forth.

Such persons are “the seekers” or “the

wonderers” who sense an as-yet-undis-

closed beginning and ending to a proc-

ess in which they find themselves al-

ready immersed.

One may also enter on either side

of the insight with a sense of new en-

ergy ready to reinvest. One might

wake from a dream in which insight

and resolution occurred, but upon
awakening the dream is nearly forgot-

ten and one merely feels good, like

celebrating. The grammar of transfor-

mation calls for a working back

through to the source of the resolution,

recovery of the dream, if possible, and

a grasp of what latent conflict has been

resolved and how. It also calls for work-

ing forward into an interpretation of

the sequence and a validation of the in-

sight.

The final thing to note about the pat-

tern of transformation is that mediation

is required for the elements of the orig-

inal conflict to come together in a new
way. In Archimedes’ case, the insight

erupting from the creative unconscious

mediated the elements of the conflict
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for the construction of new meaning.

The substance of the mediation is based

on “bisociation”, or “habitually unre-

lated frames of reference coming

together to form an unexpected mean-

ing”, such as taking a bath and measur-

ing the purity of a gold crown. Thus,

the creative unconscious, which pro-

duces a complex bisociation between the

bath and the gold problem, brings about

a spontaneous antithesis-in-synthesis

and so constructs new meaning. This is

the source and substance of the discon-

tinuity in transformation and the locus

of what is fundamentally new in rela-

tion to the overall sequence.

VI. Transformation in Hitman
Sciences

It can be shown that this grammar
has an organic base in orthogenesis, i.e.

the tendency of organic development to

continue in a straight line regardless of

environmental influence. However, it

first appears in a complete psychological

form in the stage-transition process of

human development .

4

It seems to be

the internal organization of the process

by which the personality makes its way
from lower to higher levels of complex-

ity and complexity management, and at

the same time maintains integrity and

continuity within itself. As a process im-

plicit in development, it operates with

unreflected or non-intentional regular-

ity during the earliest, highly formative

years of life, giving rise to intellectual

and linguistic competence as well as

maturation of the ego in object relations.

4 An instance connecting stage-transition

to orthogenesis is Peter Wolff’s monograph,

"The Developmental Psychologies of Jean

Piaget and Psychoanalysis” in Psychological

Issues (New York: International Universities

Press, 1970), Vol. II, No. 1, Monograph 5.

The wider significance of this transfor-

mational pattern becomes evident when
it is appropriated by conscious intention

and transposed to different orders of ex-

experience. For instance, the use of

narrative forms (folktale, parable,

myths) to construct patterns of world

coherence and personal identity are

common transpositions of the pattern

(via symbol and metaphor) in fictional

or imaginary time.’

It is this process transposed into an

intentional effort to deal with experi-

enced conflicts, for which there is no

known, satisfactory, prescribed frame

of reference, that gives rise to the cre-

ative process, a sequence worked out in

real time. This was exemplified in

Archimedes’ case, but the creative proc-

ess is not confined to the work of

genius. It is a process we may all em-

ploy to bring new insight into an un-

defined, conflicted situation. In fact, it

is the process we will use if the conflict

situation is to become an occasion for

new insight and the heightening of

consciousness, or “conscientization as

Paulo Friere would say. The creative

process, then, may be seen as develop-

ment made intentional and intelligible.

It is also the process by w'hich stand-

ard stages and patterns of development

themselves are transformed. In Carl

Jung's description of individuation
6 and

in E. Erikson’s description of young

r> E. Maranda and P. Maranda, Structural

Models in Folklore and Transformational

Essays (The Hague: Moulon, 1971), espe-

cially p. 83b J. Fowler et al., Life Maps
(Texas: Word Books, 1978).

G C. G. Jung, The Structure and Dynamics

of the Psyche
,
Vol. 8 in the Collected Works

(Princeton: Princeton University Press.

1969); or The Portable Jung (New York:

Viking, 1971), especially Chs. 1, 2, 6, 9.
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man Luther
,

7
the standard develop-

mental sequence of stages is itself trans-

formed in what may be called a trans-

formation of the ego. Here the logic of

transformational grammar is preserved,

but it is transposed from that which acts

upon development from within as the

steps of the stage-transition process to

that which acts upon development from

outside as archetype (Jung) or Spirit

of God (Luther).

In personal development one finds

transformational grammar overturning

and then renewing patterns of adapta-

tion; it is also the case in the social and

cultural contexts. Since this is currently

an emerging aspect of my thesis, I will

cite just a few examples: social anthro-

pologist, Anthony Wallace’s studies of

revitalization movements
,

8

and political

scientist, Manfred Halpern’s” analysis

of social and political change are just

two for whom transformation is the key

process on a widespread social and po-

litical scale. These theorists find that

certain major social movements exhibit

a complex series of surface interactions

but over a period of time the logic of

transformational grammar seeks to

emerge as the infrastructure of social

and political reorganization.

There are others for whom transfor-

mation is reinterpreted in light of other

processes such as socialization in a ten-

sion-reduction, pattern-maintenance sys-

7 Erik Erikson, Young Man Luther (New
York: W. W. Norton, 1962).

8 A. Wallace, “Revitalization Movements”
in W. Lessa and E. Vogt, Reader in Com-
parative Religion (New York: Harper &
Row, 1972), p. 503ff.

9 See among his other papers, Manfred
Halpern’s “Transformation and the Source

of the Fundamentally New,” a paper pre-

pared for the American Political Science

Association, 1974.

tem. One such figure would be Talcott

Parsons
10 who reinterpreted the trans-

formational dialectics of Karl Marx as

a strategy for radical social change that

is ultimately subject to the pervasive

power of the pattern variables in so-

cialization. Marxists and other trans-

formationalists, of course, make the

reverse emphasis. Others might be cited,

but this should suffice to suggest the

location, power and pervasiveness of

the theme of transformation in social

and political thinking. Even though I

cannot here make any assessment of its

significance, transformation is certainly

not a peripheral matter at the level of

social organization, but one that re-

quires careful systematic study and
analysis both in relation to the structure

and the particulars of a given social

context.

In similar manner, let me just sug-

gest that at a culture level, where sym-

bol systems function to preserve the

core values of a given social order,

transformational grammar is a signifi-

cant and sometimes dominant force.

It is essential to the systematic structure

and educational application of Larry

Kohlberg’s work on the development of

moral judgment .

11
Also, though it may

not be as pervasive as Claude Levi-

Strauss thinks, his monumental work
on mythology and the formation of

culture is an elaborate demonstration

that cultural forms may well be guided

by transformational grammar .

12 Here

ln See T. Parsons’ analysis and interpreta-

tion of Marxism in Sociological Theory and
Modern Society (New York: Free Press,

1967), Ch. 4.
11 L. Kohlberg, Collected Papers on Moral

Development and Moral Education (pub-

lished privately, Spring 1973), Ch. XIII.
12 C. Levi-Strauss, Structural Anthropol-

ogy, and Mythologiques I, II, III (Paris,
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one also thinks of Robert Bellah’s work
on “symbolic realism ”.13 As already in-

dicated, parable, narrative and myth
may all depend upon the operation of a

transformational grammar. They may
either embody an explicit expression of

transformation and/or call forth new
experience as a transformation of the

old .

14

I do not by mentioning a few key

figures and positions expect to establish

a full-blown thesis, but rather to sug-

gest the fecundity and integrative po-

tential of transformation as a theme

running through those human sciences

which are most germane to the foun-

dations of Christian education. No sys-

tematic understanding of Christian

education can avoid it, and, as we will

see, in a theological context it becomes

a matter of primary importance. In fact,

it is the theological understanding of

how we learn faith that thrusts trans-

formation as a general theme into the

foreground. Thus, we now move from

created to uncreated forms of grace.

VII. The Theological Context:

Transformation Transformed

The appearance of transformational

grammar in its theological context takes

us directly to the heart of education as

a Christian reality, and simultaneously

1964), of which Vol. I, The Raw and the

Cooked (New York: Harper & Row, 1969)
is the first to be translated into English.

13 R. Bellah, Journal for the Scientific

Study of Religion, 9/2 (Summer 1970) 89-

1 15; see also Bellah’s Beyond Belief (New
York: Harper & Row, 1970).

14 For instance, not all folktales are trans-

formational in their plot structure, but as

symbol systems they may call for a transfor-

mation of some aspect of the experiential

order in which they arise.

gives that grammar its ultimate form,

the form by which we must finally

come to understand and interpret all

penultimate forms. If the teacher of

Truth is the Holy Spirit and it is by his

Spirit that Christ is bestowed and faith

is created, then we must take special

note of the person and pattern of

Spiritus Creator. The Creator Spirit, it

is suggested by Luther, is characterized

by a “grammar” of its own .

15
If Regin

Prenter’s study of Luther, Spiritus

Creator
,

1C
is correct, grammar begins

as the Spirit of Christ makes the gospel

meaningful for us, that is to say it

begins in inner conflict. To have the

gospel come to us with meaning is to

be thrown into a conflict of immense
proportions. The Spirit of Holiness

makes us sinners, the enlightenment

makes us blind; the dimension of the

Holy calls into play the threats of evil,

annihilation and damnation. The self,

its community, and its world are ex-

posed as alienated from each other and

within themselves.

This is the intention of the Spirit in

Luther, to convict through conflict and

then to overcome that conflict through

the Word of the Gospel. Thus Luther

himself is moved by that Spirit from the

just God who condemns to the just God
who justifies by faith. Between the mor-

tification and the vivification, the death

and the new life, is anguish and long-

ing, a struggle of immense proportions,

far beyond the dimensions scanned in

an ordinary growth process and cer-

tainly beyond those dimensions scanned

by the creative scientist or artist in the

throes of productivity. In this “eros is

15 W. A., Vol. 39:2, pp. 104-105.
16 Regin Prenter, Spiritus Creator (Phila-

delphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1953), especially

p. i84ff.
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crucified”, the human spirit is exposed

in its brokenness and restored only as

the gift of that same sovereign Spirit.

The destiny of this regenerative work

is a sanctifying unity with Christ in

worship and in his ongoing redemption

of the world.

In this highly condensed illustrative

account, it is possible to see transforma-

tion transformed. The grammar of

transformation remains constant, but

Spiritus Creator radically transforms

the origin and destiny of the transfor-

mational work of the human personal-

ity. In the human personality trans-

formation begins and ends with the

development of the personality’s adap-

tational capacities, or, in simple terms,

begins and ends with the human ego.

But in theological context it is a pat-

tern that begins with Christ’s initiative

borne in upon the personality by His

Spirit and brought through conflict

into faith and worship, of which the-

ology is an integral part. A similar

kind of argument could be made for

social and cultural transformations un-

dergoing transformation by the Spirit

of Christ .

17 Thus does double trans-

formation in theological context bring

expression to Christ’s Word in, accord-

ing to, and beyond the life and the

times of his people.

As in the paradigm case, the aspect

of continuity in theological context is

all important. The intention of Christ’s

Spirit toward us cannot be broken with-

out our falling into an existentialist’s

narcissistic love of struggle, an enthusi-

ast’s repressive denial of it or a ration-

alistic obsession with interpretation, to

17 Paul Lehmann’s work in both his major

volumes, Ethics in a Christian Context and
The Tranfiguration of Politics, gives indi-

cations of the direction suggested here.

suggest just three possible distortions.

From the origin to the destiny of the

Spirit’s work, from the inner to the

outer aspects of human participation in

that Spirit, continuity is to be main-

tained for the sake of the integrity of

the Spirit’s act of creation.

When transformational grammar is

operative in the creation of faith the

crucial feature of novelty is the new
creation, the jolt into awareness where-

by one awakens, as Barth put it, to the

on-going transformational activity of

Chirst’s Spirit in the world. This awak-
ening Barth himself describes with

dramatic bisociative language:

. . the jolt by which man is wak-
ened and at which he wakens ... is

not the work of one of the creaturely

factors, co-efficients and agencies

which are there at work and can be

seen, but of the will and act of God
who uses these factors and Himself

makes the co-efficients and agencies

for this purpose, setting them in mo-
tion as such in the meaning and di-

rection which He has appointed. We
are thus forced to say that this awak-
ening is both wholly creaturely and
wholly divine. Yet the initial shock

comes from God .”18

What is “wholly creaturely and wholly

divine” represents the extreme in “ha-

bitually unrelated frames of reference

coming together to form a meaningful
unity” (Koestler), especially when one

considers the impassable gulf of sin

which would otherwise eternally sep-

arate all that is creaturely from the

Divine Creator. Thus, the intertwining

of ultimate continuity with ultimate

18 K. Barth, Church Dogmatics IV:2, p.

557b
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discontinuity according to the pattern

of transformation makes this which we
call conversion, or the awakening into

sanctification, or being shocked into

metanoia, a personal instance of the

Word of God under the agency and

initiative of God.

Let us be clear that the transforma-

tional activity of Ghrist’s Spirit in the

church and the world reflects the same

grammar personally expressed in con-

version, but transposed and extended to

the redemption of all creation. Conver-

sion is not conversion out of but into

the transformation of all things. Thus,

as Arthur Darby Nock has pointed out

in his classic study of conversion,
10

the

threat that Christianity posed to Rome
was vastly greater than say Mithraism

or any other sort of cultic conversion

since one could, so to say, be a Mithraist

on the side. In theological context when
transformation is transformed, one can-

not be a Christian on the side. That is

to say, neither on the private nor on the

public side alone, but only through and

through a comprehensive style of life.

Thus we have in conversion an instance

of uncreated grace, which marks the

transformations already embedded in

personality, society and culture as

created grace. These may be taken in

faith as pedogogical analogues for par-

ticipation in the ultimate reality of the

Transformer of all things. We must say

more about this in the following section

on education.

In H. Richard Niebuhr’s classic study,

Christ and Culture
,

20
the fifth type,

“Christ the transformer of Culture,”

suggests the long standing significance

of the transformational theme in the

19 A. D. Nock, Conversion (London: Ox-

ford University Press, 1952).
20 H. R. Niebuhr, Christ and Culture

(New York: Harper & Row, 1951).

history of the church and its theological

self-understanding. From predominant-

ly Johannine and secondarily Pauline

biblical sources, this view extends his-

torically up to the present through

Augustine, Calvin, F. D. Maurice, a

19th-century British theologian and,

more recently, Professor Willis’ inau-

gural earlier this year establishes a di-

rection also in line with this approach.

By mentioning this historical and ty-

pological continuity, I do not wish to

pigeonhole what anyone may be saying.

With the exception of Maurice, Nie-

buhr points out that no one fits the type

perfectly. Rather, by way of this ty-

pology, I simply wish to indicate where

the transformational theme converges

with the traditions of the church. Us-

ing this typology (one of five) is also

a convenient way to acknowledge the

fact that this is not the only way to

think about these matters.

Now we must examine how the

transformational thematization of the

foundational disciplines of Christian

education might effect how we perceive

the practice of Christian education.

VIII. Education in a Theological

Context

Transposing the transformational

theme into a theologically oriented

educational context means that the

theme becomes, not an ideology or

archetype, but a model. The model

indicates that between the two aspects

of this inherently interdisciplinary field,

“Christian” stands not in a modifying

but in a transformational relationship

to “education”. So in conclusion, I will

illustrate briefly two ways this may take

more concrete form. The first concerns

what is called the “guiding principle”;

the second concerns “learning tasks”.
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(A). The Guiding Principle

The guiding principle articulates, in

a way that is both theologically and be-

haviorally sound, the nature of the es-

sential reality with respect to which

all the various subdivisions and aspects

of Christian education are to be defined,

directed and evaluated. As we know,

what questions one can ask and what

action one can take depends greatly on

how and what one can perceive. The
guiding principle tells one in the field

how to perceive him/herself in relation

to the fundamental reality that is at

stake.

I have said that the whole enterprise

may be systematically related to trans-

formation as an integrative theme. Its

internal structure, the manifold expres-

sions generated by it, and its own
ultimate transformation by the Spirit of

Christ are all implied when I propose

that the guiding principle and way of

perceiving the entire enterprise, is

“transformation in both its penultimate

and its ultimate forms”. The value of

this particular formulation is that it

includes other candidates for the posi-

tion such as “the bible,” “Jesus Christ”

or “Christ’s redeeming activity in the

world,”
21 but to speak of the trans-

formational activity of Christ’s spirit

makes explicit connections between

those theological concerns which most

directly bear upon education and those

understandings of the human sciences

which are most relevant to the recon-

struction of human life in the modern
world.

Lest this be left without more specific

implications, I will draw a few concrete

conclusions for the learning tasks of the

21 D. C. Wyckoff, The Gospel and Chris-

tian Education (Philadelphia: Westminster

Press, 1959), p. 87k

church, parochial school or seminary as

guided by the theme of transformation.

My hope is that with the guiding prin-

ciple of transformation, intentional ef-

forts at Christian education on a per-

sonal or institutional level, may be less

likely to rend the whole cloth of theo-

logical learning.

(B). The Learning Tasl{s

Rethinking the learning tasks under

the guidance of transformation takes its

primary directive from the 5 separate

steps of the transformational pattern

and from the implicit drive toward

continuity among them. We have said

that one may consciously and inten-

tionally enter that transformational pat-

tern at any of the 5 points, but if we are

to be guided by the logic of transforma-

tional grammar, entrance at any one

point implies and presses toward par-

ticipation in all 5. However, movement
toward such closure among these learn-

ing tasks may be influenced by any

number of factors, and the particular

types of learning may be arrested or

perverted. Christian learning tasks,

then, are intentionally fostered forms

of learning by which one comes to par-

ticipate in the ongoing transformational

Spirit of Christ. Accordingly these tasks

overcome some of their potential inhi-

bitions and perversities when they are

seen and practiced in a transformational

relationship to each other.

I will briefly specify five types of

learning both in their positive form

and in their most common perversion.

“Types” of course are subject to further

breakdown and specifications, but these

types, will nevertheless serve to make
transformation more educationally con-

crete. I will not take the 5 steps in the

order given above, but in the order in
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which they represent how we most

commonly think of and practice Chris-

tian education.

(i) The first type of learning is

learning interpretation and responsible

action. I put it this way because inter-

pretation and action should be seen as

mutually informing. In the paradigm

case, it was all important that Archi-

medes could account for himself in

theory and verification, i.e. interpreta-

tion and responsible action. This is the

fifth step in the sequence generated by

transformation, but the most common
point of intentional entrance into the

practice of education. It seems that we
tend to begin at the end. It is this task

with which we most commonly associ-

ate education; who does not ask his/

her child “What did you learn?” and

“What did you learn to do?”, assuming

this is the point of all education? In

more sophisticated terms this task is

associated with the best sense of the

term “professional”, one who professes

and practices in accordance with the

knowledge he/she professes. We are

most familiar with this task so I will

not say more about the positive aspect.

However, a common educational per-

versity is close at hand; i.e. interpreta-

tion easily becomes not an activity that

reaches back into the history of the in-

tense struggles and redeeming insights

that give rise to the knowledge one pro-

fesses, an especially serious omission

when theological content is at stake.

Instead interpretation slips into becom-

ing the answer. Similarly the learner’s

action becomes imitative and not a per-

sonal engagement that generates further

insight vis-a-vis the demanding claims

of the content Christianity teaches. One
becomes a “good” learner, learning how

to study but never how to generate his

or her own thought, and one becomes

a “good” practitioner but without

thinking. In essence, the perversity is

that interpretation is reduced to an-

swers, albeit “good” ones, and practice

is reduced to imitation and following

“good” advice, with the result that

professionalz'jTtt emerges in the wake of

stagnant ideas and empty jargon. In-

stead, learning interpretation in corre-

lation with responsible action is staying

alive and responsive to the transforming

Spirit of God who continually gives

rise to biblical, theological and histori-

cal meaning in the very midst of cur-

rent human action.

(ii) The second type of learning

most common to us starts at the open-

ing end of the sequence of transforma-

tion; namely, with conflict. This is

learning to face and embrace appropri-

ate conflict with perserverance. This is

a complex matter; diagnosing critical

conflicts with care requires considerable

sensitivity, as Paulo Friere and the ad-

vocates of praxis make plain. Care is as

important as perseverance; one cannot

create what he/she does not care about

—and persist in. Difficult as this is, it

is what is required especially in relation

to the social issues of oppression and

justice and to more clinically oriented

educational experiences.

The perversity which lies embedded
in this type of learning, if it should get

separated from the guiding principle of

transformation, is that learners become
narcissistically preoccupied with the

human struggle, and conflict fails to

heighten consciousness of God's action

in the world. This occurs because it’s

not clarified from the outset that the

ultimate and decisive conflict is not “my
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suffering,” “their suffering” or “our

suffering.” Rather, what is God doing

in this world, “the humanizing environ-

ment of good and evil” (as Paul Leh-

mann would call it), to create a people

who are truly human according to the

humanity of Christ? That is the con-

flict to face and embrace with perse-

verance because in its many particular

forms which always engage human
suffering, that is the conflict that initi-

ates transformation as Christ’s living

answer.

(iii) The third in the order of learn-

ing tasks familiar to us and inherent

in the sequence of transformation is

learning to celebrate. Although “learn-

ing” and “celebration” may sound to

some like a contradiction of terms

(since some associate celebration with

what you do after learning is done),

that is precisely the perversion of cele-

bration and calls us to the importance

of rethinking celebration according to

the grammar of transformation. In the

paradigm case, Archimedes does not

celebrate disorder but the discovery of

the hidden order of things. Celebration

in transformation is not isolated out-

burst; it is not a temporary self-indul-

gence in random selection of instinct

gratification, but the repeated awaken-
ing to and profound appreciation of the

fundamental but hidden order of all

things undergoing transformation into

the glory of God. In this particular

learning task there is an important co-

rollary; namely, one tends to learn what
one celebrates or whatever generates

energy and enthusiasm. Hence, what
order or whose order one celebrates is

the all-important consideration since

that is the order which will be learned

and driven deeper into the learner with

every repetition. In cryptic terms, you

become what you celebrate.

(iv) This fourth type of learning

task I will call comtemplative wonder-

ing. This leads one to enter the trans-

formational sequence at the point of

interlude and scanning. Here the learn-

er is encouraged and supported in a

state of expectant searching; he/she is

immersed in the exploration of connec-

tions and combinations of meanings

for which both the basic problem and

the redeeming conflict may still be ob-

scure. He/she has only a strong hunch,

or rather I should say, the hunch has

him or her. It is like following an inner

voice or carrying on an internal dia-

logue with the unseen teacher as

Augustine and Calvin suggested .

22

Most of us visible teachers have a great

deal of trouble with learners who do

not know exactly what they want to

learn but at the same time put us in

competition with an unseen voice they

trust implicitly.

However, Carl Rogers for one, has

been especially instructive in showing
us that a context of persons who supply

the freedom to learn ,

23 supporting and
refocussing that inner guidance, rather

than supplying answers or interpreta-

tion, is a vital part of the overall proc-

ess of learning anything. Most especi-

ally this is true of spiritual matters. It

is obviously a crucial part of transfor-

mational learning because without

scanning—or in broader terms, without

legitimation and support for contem-

plative wondering—insights will be

proportionately shallow and governed

by expediency rather than satisfying

22
J. Calvin, Institutes III; I; IV, p. 593f.

23 C. Rogers, Freedom to Learn (Colum-
bus: Charles E. Merrill, 1969).
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the deeper longings behind contempla-

tive wondering. One may learn the

language and thought of Karl Barth

(or anyone’s favorite theologian) even

to the point of knowing what he might

say next, but without acquiring the ca-

pacity for contemplative wonder one

will never come to an intuition of the

Source that gave rise to Barth’s lan-

guage and thought in the first place. So,

this is the deeper longing to be learned

and supported: contemplative wonder
that moves toward ever more compre-

hensive or universally valid understand-

ings of that inner leading into the

reality of the Transformer of all things.

The perversity of this is, of course,

subjectivism and the dark love of

“inscape”. However it should be noted

that the chronic fear of subjectivism or

self-absorption is as antithetical to trans-

formation as its opposite. The first per-

verts contemplative wonder by self-

indulgence, the second by denial.

(v) The form of learning I believe

we understand least is perhaps most

crucial to the transformational process;

namely, learning from convictional ex-

periences or from insights that reach

the proportions of convictional signifi-

cance. Those numinous experiences

which have overwhelming convicting

force often seem to be threatening aber-

rations from the ordinary course of

life because they are the bearers of the

discontinuity of grace, yet they have a

profound significance upon the lives of

those who have them. Some studies

show that 75% of Presbyterian clergy,

UPUSA, have had experiences of sud-

den spiritual awakening; 45 to 47% of

Presbyterian laity
24 have had such ex-

24 Presbyterian Panel, March 1978 Ques-

tionnaire, Research Division of the Support

periences; and about 4/10 of the Ameri-

can population.
25 Now, it is not that

everyone must be induced into having

an experience, nor is it that we should

worship convicting experiences, nor

should we gather into groups for which

the membership ticket is having had

an experience or being able to have one

on a weekly basis. These are some of the

perversities of howr such experiences

teach. When such experiences do their

educational job, they serve a prophetic

role; symbolically and substantively

they preserve the sense of the reality

of “uncreated grace,” and make the

decisive break with the human order

and the human spirit. They declare

that Grace is God’s alone to give and

so move one through the dialectic of

transformation into the worship and

glorification of Him, the supreme end

of the transforming work of Christ’s

spirit. As such they are signs of the

presence and power of the Kingdom of

God and they belong not to the con-

victed person but to God’s people. They
expose, however momentarily and par-

tially, the nature of the reality into

which all of life is being integrated.

Each of the five types of learning

needs the others to complete the over-

all theme of transformation as the

guiding principle of intentional Chris-

tian education. However, no one person

will be equally competent in all, but

all together in the body of Christ under

his unifying intention, constitute the

learning community of faith that ex-

hibits the transforming life of Christ in

and for the world.

Agency, United Presbyterian Church in the

U.S.A.
23 A. Greeley, Sociology of the Paranormal

(Beverly Hills: Sage, 1975).
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Of course, much more needs to be

said about answering the educational

questions which were mentioned at the

outset, but this may at least suggest the

direction of the vision of Christian

education that begins to emerge when
the theme of transformation takes a

more systematic role in structuring of

the field.

“Therefore every scribe who has been

trained for the kingdom of heaven is

like a householder who brings out of

his treasure what is new and what is

old” (Matt. 13:52).



The Curriculum

Enterprise in Perspective

by D. Campbell Wyckoff

ritics of national curriculum enter-

VJ prises in the past have usually come
at them from some fairly limited ideo-

logical angle. Curriculum designers,

usually after a period of defensiveness,

have nevertheless taken these criticisms

seriously, weighed them thoughtfully,

and attempted to respond with appro-

priate changes in design and in product.

To do this, they have had to come at it

from a wider perspective than the critics

chose to adopt, being alert both to new
theological, ethical, and educational in-

sights, and to the needs and demands of

the churches.

But the blinders stay on, and the crit-

ics stay at it. They do go at it more
feebly than before! The old theological

and educational thunder and lightning

are no longer there. But there is merit

in listening carefully to what they say.

The range of today’s criticism runs like

this: “It’s not producing Bible-believing

Christians.” “It lacks evangelistic

thrust.” “How do you really expect to

get a (supply a denominational label)

from a watered-down ecumenical cur-

riculum?” “The theologies of hope, lib-

eration, and story are missing.” “They

ignore Piaget, Kohlberg, and Fowler.”

“All talk—no action!” “Just pale copies

of the secular school.” “The whole idea

of curriculum is nonsense—people don’t

learn the important things that way.”

Since 1954. Mr. D. Campbell Wyckoff has

been Thomas W . Synnott Professor of Chris-

tian Education at Princeton Theological Sem-
inary and since 1969 has been also the Direc-

tor of the Summer School. A native of New
Yor/{, Dr. Wyckoff is an alumnus of New
Yorl{ University (M.A. & Ph.D.) and is the

author of many articles in professional jour-

nals and of a number of booths, including The
Gospel and Christian Education (Westmin-

ster, 1959).

Some of this is simply misunderstand-

ing of what is going on. In that case,

curriculum designers, with understand-

able weariness and a certain reluctance,

still look again at the product to see

where it may possibly need revision for

lack of clarity. Curriculum interpreters

also step in to clear up such misunder-

standings so that the product may be

effectively used.

But some of the criticism sends cur-

riculum people back to reexamine their

assumptions and design. Are they being

faithful to the church’s educational

mandate? Are they taking new theo-

logical, ethical, and educational develop-

ments seriously enough? Are they alert

to the imperatives of justice and the

need for effective social action in today’s

world? Do they understand the dy-

namics by which education in faith and
for faithfulness takes place? Are they

seeing learners as learners developmen-

tally and holistically, both as individuals

and as social beings? Do they under-

stand and treat teachers realistically, as

themselves learners but at the same time

carrying appropriate authority and re-

sponsibility for the guidance of the edu-

cational process?

#**#*##
The serious criticism boils down to five

positions that the critics push. Each has
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some sort of theological, cultural, and

educational rationale; proposed forms

of educational institutionalization (even

when this is denied) ;
and a set of prac-

tical expectations. The five positions

may be put this way: no plan at all, a

position taken by radicals of both ex-

tremes—real charismatics led by the

Spirit alone, and those out to smash all

structures as oppressive; self-realization,

accompanied by assumptions on educa-

tion’s therapeutic role; training for

Christian vocation, often expressed as

education for mission; conscientization

and deschooling, assuming that faithful

discipleship is action for social justice

and that this involves a search for al-

ternatives to religious schooling; and

indoctrination, fleshed out in modern
terms of socialization.

The “no plan at all” people, when
they are serious about it, argue for the

existential vs. the systematic, but are

really denying the validity of the cur-

riculum idea, for a curriculum is an

educational plan. As an educational

plan it derives from a broader concept

of method, one that sees the methods of

Christian education as those human and

divine-human relationships through

which learning takes place. Such a con-

cept of method embraces both the for-

mal and the informal, the planned and

the unplanned, while curriculum is a

matter of planned educational experi-

ence. Curriculum, even when it uses

informal methods (as it often does) has

to formalize them.

Looking back over one’s Christian

journey, it is easy to see that unplanned

and informal educational relationships

have probably had more power than the

planned and the formal. Yet it is incon-

ceivable that the church would proceed

without an educational plan, leaving

things to chance. Hence the curriculum.

For curriculum purposes, all possible

methods are surveyed and those that

seem most promising for the achieve-

ment of the church’s educational pur-

poses are selected and their appropriate

use arranged for.

The “self-realization” people have a

real point. Christianity seeks life abun-

dant for each individual. But today the

emphasis on the individual has become
lopsided, and social responsibility suc-

cumbs to privatization. In the “culture

of narcissism” to which Christopher

Lasch calls attention, personal liberation

becomes licentious and therapy drugs

the social conscience.

The “education for mission” people,

on the other hand, clearly see the social

and world imperative, and seek a corps

of committed and able disciples to carry

out that imperative. Talents are to be

channeled, abilities thoroughly culti-

vated, and skills highly developed. Ac-

tion is involved, since it is improbable

that a person or team could be effective

in mission unless the training had

meant involvement in the real thing

and critical reflection on the effective-

ness of that involvement. But there is

the danger that mere training is substi-

tuted for action and that the individual

is seen only as a potential tool for the

accomplishment of an external end. In

the process, narrow specialization takes

the place of a broad Christian culture.

Vocation, theologically understood,

gives in to training for role or job. In

the end, people who lose themselves in

causes too often lose perspective, are

spiritually impoverished, and experience

meaninglessness in frustration.

There is no question about the keen

conscience of the “conscientization and
deschooling” people. They know, as
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well, what education is all about. Ivan

Illich and Edward Reimer have a su-

perb command of basic educational dy-

namics. Paulo Freire, for all the laby-

rinth of nineteenth-century German
ideology through which he trudges,

knows from experience what dialogical

education is and how it is practiced.

Ronald Marstin, in Beyond Our Tribal

Gods, The Maturing of Faith (Orbis

Books, 1979) demonstrates how radical

Christian action for social change re-

lates to the systematic development of

faith. But in their impatience for change

they stereotype learners, caricature other

educational positions, refuse to tolerate

those who differ, and get confused

about the inevitability of institutionali-

zation.

The “indoctrination-socialization” peo-

ple, at their worst, tend to emphasize

the scholar’s understanding of religious

phenomena at the expense of the re-

ligious understanding of personal life.

Sometimes this is the overemphasis of

the biblicist, sometimes that of the

dogmatist, sometimes that of the psy-

chologist, the anthropologist, or the

sociologist. Each one has some key

knowledge or some particular process

that will do the trick. But they do know
their business when it comes to the edu-

cational force of tradition, culture, com-

munity, family, and cult. Often they are

completely aware of the need for going

beyond mere induction to personal and

social change, as evidenced by the con-

tributions to Padraic O’Hare’s sympo-

sium, Tradition and Transformation in

Religious Education (Religious Educa-

tion Press, 1979). They rightly look

with disdain upon those who let Chris-

tian education degenerate into an aim-

less sociability in the vague hope that

somehow in the process something good

will be caught by someone! Perhaps as

adequate a position on religious sociali-

zation as has been formulated is that of

Donald Miller’s “identity construction”

(“Religious Education and Cultural

Pluralism,” Religious Education
, July-

August, 1979), in which strong social

educational forces are seen as balanced

by individual dynamics in the process

of the transformation of consciousness,

and in which religious identity is given

theoretical, social, and practical expres-

sion. John Westerhoff’s subtle change

in the understanding of catechesis is

along these lines.

#######
The curriculum is under all sorts of

pressures: social, cultural, political,

aesthetic, theological, ecclesiastical, edu-

cational, catechetical, behavioral. Some
of the pressures represent authentic

need for change; some are ephemeral;

some are falsehoods. Too many want to

aim the curriculum in some limited

ideological direction. Curriculum de-

signers have responded with a kind of

“constructive resistance.” That is, they

have tried to sort things out and come

up with a broad and balanced idea of

what the educational plan should be.

While it is impossible to speak for

all curriculum people, it is possible to

articulate a consensus that seems to be

developing: It is the function of cur-

riculum to provide a plan for develop-

ing, maintaining, and enhancing those

understandings, attitudes, and skills

that serve the church’s purposes in

worship, witness, and wor\.

Plow did this consensus come about?

Attempting to reorient the curriculum

to the changed theological climate of

the day, the International Council of

Religious Education in 1948 declared

that “the organizing principle of the
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curriculum from the viewpoint of the

Christian gospel is to be found in the

changing needs and experience of the

individual” in relation to God, others,

vocation, the church, history, and the

universe. Previously, it had been gen-

erally assumed that the curriculum was
to be organized as bodies of subject

matter related to such matters as these.

The shift in emphasis was from content

to human development.

A tension was thus set up that proved

difficult to resolve: experience embodied

in the Bible, theology, history, and

ethics vs. the developing experience of

the individual. The former tended

toward a static and purely instructional

curriculum. The latter lent itself to cur-

ricular anarchy.

How was the dilemma to be dealt

with? Long discussions of the organiz-

ing principle of the curriculum in the

Cooperative Curriculum Project of the

late 1950’s and early 1960's eventuated

in the insight that it was to be found

neither in experience embodied in sub-

ject matter nor in the developing ex-

perience of the individual, but rather

in the experience of the church. Ex-

pressions like “the educational ministry

of the church” and “church education”

gained currency. A major curriculum

centered on “education for covenant

life.” New facets of the church’s wor-

ship, witness, and work were explored

and became important concerns in cur-

riculum design. Individuals were seen

as engaged in Christian education as

they were deeply involved in action and
reflection in the developing life and
work of the church, including its study,

at their particular levels of need and

experience. The church was seen as

faithful when it was engaged in wor-

ship, witness, service to human need,

and action for social justice, and at the

same time renewing its rootage in the

Bible and the tradition.

In its current statement, Foundations

for Teaching and Learning (1979), the

United Methodist Church emphasizes

that Christian education is a task of the

church as a pilgrim people, and that

“all the concerns of the church will be

present in the church school's educa-

tional ministry: ecumenical and inter-

religious concerns, evangelism, mis-

sions, religion and race, social concerns,

stewardship and worship.” The aims of

Christian education are part of the task

of the church: to enlarge our grasp of

the Bible, to commune with God, to

appropriate and renew our tradition,

to take part in the church’s nurture and

mission, to receive Cod’s grace and

grow in faith, to take up our ministry,

to make ethical decisions, to serve as

stewards of Cod’s gifts, to work toward

common goals, and to communicate the

faith.

Joint Educational Development, the

ecumenical embodiment of the educa-

tional plan and program of twelve de-

nominations, has its sources in “the

Christian claim that Cod is at work in

the world and calls the church to serve

the world : the ‘push’ of the gospel,”

and “the concrete situation of people,

individually and corporately: the ‘pull’

of the world." Its agenda includes the

story of faith, the faith community, and
the situation of people in today’s world.

The intentions of educational ministry

that it articulates are engagement of the

Christian community in sharing the

gospel, perceiving the human situation,

participating responsibly in the hu-

man community, carrying on the

church’s life and ministries, helping per-
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sons to achieve full human stature, and
effecting justice and reconciliation—in

other words, conscious and reflective

involvement in the life and work of the

church today.

To implement this theological and

educational stance, Joint Educational

Development’s curriculum venture,

Christian Education: Shared Ap-
proaches, proposes four complementary

modes of involvement. Usually they are

listed in an order that moves from the

easiest to the most difficult to use:

“Knowing the Word” (gaining a

knowledge of Scripture as a basis for

discipleship) ; “Interpreting the Word”
(learning to interpret the Bible so that

it may inform contemporary reflection

and action)
;
“Living the Word” (en-

abling persons to participate in the life

and mission of the Christian commun-
ity), and “Doing the Word” (partici-

pating in God’s mission for justice in

the world through intentional living

—

living that moves back and forth be-

tween action and reflection).

Clearly, however, the interplay is be-

tween the latter two, “Living the

Word” and “Doing the Word" (Chris-

tian education primarily in the mode of

engagement), and the former two,

“Knowing the Word” and “Interpret-

ing the Word” (Christian education in

the reflective mode). Some maintain

that a congregation may choose a par-

ticular approach to the exclusion of the

other three. While that might be dic-

tated by circumstances for a limited

time, it would in the long run frustrate

the intention to educate through full

participation in the life and work of a

faithful church. A faithful church puts

living and doing in dialogue with

knowing and interpreting, however its

particular situation may lead to the tim-

ing and sequence of its use of the var-

ious approaches.

Lawrence O. Richards has said it as

succinctly as it can be put: “Christian

education has to concern itself with the

processes within the Body which nur-

ture corporate and individual growth
in Christ.” (A Theology of Christian

Education, Zondervan Publishing

House, 1975, p. 16.)

#######
If it is the function of the curriculum

to provide a plan for developing, main-

taining, and enhancing those under-

standings, attitudes, and skills that serve

the church’s purposes in worship, wit-

ness, and work, the points of the critics

have been taken very seriously indeed,

but within the context of an organizing

principle—the church’s developing ex-

perience—that no one of them, from
their limited standpoints, had been able

to see.

Instead of “no plan at all,” the cur-

riculum anticipates the unexpected in

the events of the church and the world.

“Self-realization” may find a social con-

text of meaning in the life of the com-

munity of faith and its response to the

issues that church and person face in

the world. “Education for mission” may
become a full-orbed concern for the per-

son, the church, and the world in criti-

cal and effective give-and-take. “Con-

scientization and deschooling” may
yield to action for the achievement of

justice in human relations, supported by

appropriate educational institutions.

“Socialization” may even lose its me-

chanical, deterministic, and individu-

alistic connotations and turn into ab-

sorbing action and reflection in and

through the life and work of a church

seeking to be faithful.
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Now when Jesus was to be born in Bethlehem

of Judea in the days of Herod the king, behold,

there came wise men from the east, saying

“Where is he that is born King of the Jews? for

we have seen his star in the east, and have come
to worship him.” And with them they brought

gifts: gold, frankincense, and myrrh.

Gold was a gift for earthly kings. It was
brought by Melchior, the youngest of the three.

But as he rode across the endless desert in

the night, there was one who thought of him.

His sister, standing in the doorway from which

she watched him leave those weeks ago, thought

of him, and of the gold he carried for the

king.

(The Sister of Melchior)

My brother brings a gift of gold

to the child who’s to be king.

Melchior, my younger brother,

never could decide himself

on anything that touched his life

—

much less decide on anything

that’s bound to touch the lives of men
and women all across the earth,

and so he followed that old man,
that Caspar, who claimed he’d found

the place and time the king of heaven

and earth was to be born.

Melchior

A King!

My brother always wanted power
but never had it in himself
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to earn the strength that makes for power,

and so he seeks it in another

—

a king that he supposes will

command the thrones and armies of

the world, although if he had listened

to what the old astronomer

was saying, Melchior would know
that Caspar goes to find a king

whose power’s over waves and wind
and not the politics of men.

But both of them are crazy men

—

one seeks a king of swords;

one seeks a king of stars.

Neither sort of king is there

for them to stumble on in Judah.

No; they will not find a king.

The most the two will find out there

will be a baby bloodied by

its birth and crying for its milk.

Some peasant’s child perhaps, a boy

born into peasant’s rags and squalor

in some dirty, drafty hut

of dirt and rock—if indeed a hut

is what they have instead of something

less. The mother and the father

will look up in disbelief

to see three men in silk and jade,

with camels from Arabia,

bowing humbly at the door.

The father, he will roar with laughter

when the humor of the visit

strikes, and the mother will

be silent in her shame—a peasant

woman with a peasant child

and three rich men with nothing to do

but have a joke on both of them
or any stupid peasants they

could find tonight—either that or

this was some absurd mistake,

so funny it was cruel. And then

to carry out the joke the three

will summon forth their jeweled slaves

with boxes full of useless things

that only rich men can afford
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to keep : myrrh from Balthasar,

the crazy man whose eyes grow wide

at anything bizarre; Caspar,

old astronomer, scientist-

philosopher whose mind is creaking

like his bones, kneels and places

frankincense before the bawler

like a sacrifice before a god;

and lastly, my own Melchior,

who brings a gift of gold, pure gold,

because he thinks the wrinkled child

will one day smooth into a king

—

and gold is fitting for a king,

especially a king of kings

who’ll rule the world from East to West
and probably from North to South

and Northwest to Southeast.

I’m sure the king in gratitude,

if he deigns to leave off wailing,

will reward my brother with

a gracious sweep of the royal hand
and grant him favors sealed in baby

talk. And then of course the three

will stumble on each other out

the door and ride back moony-eyed

and babbling slowly in an ecstasy

of wisdom, power, and discovery;

and tell us all about the teacher,

God, or king—because they’ll never

all of them agree on what
it was they saw, or whom.

But we
will know exactly what they saw:

nothing. Nothing but some beggar’s

child. We know them all. Caspar;

Balthasar; my brother, weakling

Melchior: three men
looking all across the desert

sand for power, glory, wisdom—

-

but each a picture pitiful

as there could be of powerless,

of half-insane, or merely foolish

child of man. All they seek

is one just like themselves—someone
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who is nothing—and that is just

what they will find. Oh, it won’t make
a difference in all the world

to those three desert-addled men
what child it is or whose it is

they stumble on when Caspar thinks

they’ve struck upon the spot; whatever

child it is, that child will do,

and they will call it king or God
or teacher, falling on their faces

as they spill their gold and myrrh
and frankincense.

“We’ve found the child!”

they’ll say when they return with empty

chests and footsore camels. Let

them say what they will say. No one

of us who knows those men will listen

to them, no matter what they say.

Caspar

Caspar, the eldest of the three, was an astron-

omer—the kind who watched the stars to see the

hand behind that moved them. It was he who saw
the star we call the Star of Bethlehem, he who
told the other men what they had waited years to

hear—but never waited more impatiently than he.

He brings a gift of frankincense, an incense

that was set aside for use in holy rites alone;

an incense one would only give to God.

But as he rode across the endless desert

in the night, beneath the star that called him
from his books and from his charts, the wife of

Caspar looked out toward the west, where he had

gone.

(The Wife of Caspar)

I knew my husband wouldn’t find

what he was looking for, I knew
that long before he left. I knew
that he was looking, too, even though
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he never knew himself. Always

he was searching stars beneath

a still and silent moon. At night

he would stand for hours and look

and not know he was looking for

his face, and not the face behind

the stars. Or late, almost ’til morning,

he would study ancient books

by light of smoking, dripping candles,

searching for the formula

that would bring the proper stars

in proper line in proper time,

to point the way behind the dark

straight through to the creator’s face.

But it was his face, Caspar’s

face, that he was looking for.

He thought that he was seeking God;
he didn’t know himself.

Poor man.
My husband is too poor a man
to bring a gift to anyone;

much less has he to give to God.
And now he is convinced he’s found

the formula that points him to

a spot in heaven, and that spot

must be the place where God Himself

has reached into the universe

and has made His throne—a place,

the very place, where God has broken

into time and space from His eternal

realm behind the fold of darkness

in the mantle of the cosmic

dust. And so, if he could find

that place on earth that corresponds

to that place in the heavens

—

that spot that mathematically

has the same location here

as God’s throne has in heaven there

—

then my husband would have found
the spot where God would come to earth.

And all that he would have to do

would be to wait until a sign

were given in that spot in heaven;

then he would know what was about
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to happen here on earth, and where.

He saw the sign: a star. A brilliant

star that blossomed up from nowhere
in the night exactly in

that spot. And now he goes, certain

that God, who made and filled

the center spot in heaven with

His Presence, now will make
a center spot on earth to fill

with His own Son. My husband says

that spot on earth is Bethlehem

—

a town in Judah, but it could be

a town or village anywhere on earth,

for what my husband does not know
is that he doesn’t seek the center

spot in heaven or on earth,

but seeks the center of his soul.

And the center spot is empty;

that is why my husband is

too poor to bring a gift to God,
who made all souls.

Frankincense

is what he brings. Frankincense:

a scent that’s set apart for God
alone, an incense to be burned

nowhere but in the temple of God.

My husband goes, expecting he

will meet his God in Bethlehem.

The center of his yearning soul

he hopes to fill by having struck

the formula, the spot, the time

of God. I need not go along

because I know what he will find.

Whatever thing or man he finds

—

whatever star, whatever child

—

it will only send him back

again, back to looking ’til

he learns he needn’t look at all,

save look inside, perhaps. And then,

if after looking in instead

of searching over sands and under

stars, he finds what has been seeking

him—and learns to do, and be,
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whatever’s wrapped inside as if

it were a baby crying only

for the chance to grow—then he would be

the wind that drives the sand, and not

the sand that’s driven by the wind.

I know this, even though I never

sought the child. But if the child

is God, then he has sought for me.

For who are we to look for God,

except small creatures, blind

and knowing almost nothing, except

a restless hole inside that cries

and squirms until somehow it’s filled.

That’s why he seeks the child: to find

and lay his hand upon the space

inside that drives him on; he thinks

he needs to find what fills that space,

but first he needs to feel the space.

I hope he’ll feel it if he finds

the child, or even if he doesn’t;

I hope some day he comes to himself.

I hope he sees the hole inside

that’s deep as all the ages, so deep

that he can never fill it up

with all his searching, all his knowledge,

all his following of stars;

a hole as deep as that, as old,

as black, as voiceless, cold and still,

only God can fill.

If

the child is God—or hand of God,

or heart or breath of God—I hope

my husband will not pass him by.

I am not supposed to go

because I am a woman; and yet,

were I a man, I would not go.

For I have found my empty spot

and know that God can fill it here

as well as there, or anywhere.

What I need to know I know
without a journey mapped by stars.

I have the children here, and home,
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and all the sick who need me here

—

and I believe it is the hand

of God that cares for homes, and feeds

the sick, as much as lights the stars.

And He it is who looks for us,

although we think it’s we who drive

the camels, plot the stars, and brace

our steps against the desert wind.

I will stand and wait here,

and serve Him in the work I have

to do, and know that if I wait

for Him God will not send me empty
from my pattern in the stars.

My husband has not learned this,

but still, it could be worse. As much
as it is better to wait than seek,

it is better far to seek

than close one’s eyelids in despair.

At least he has a star, thank God.

And if he finds a child, and if

the child is God, then he has sought

for both of us. God’s speed to him.

Balthasar

Balthasar, the studier who ran his fingers

over all the science and philosophies and stories

of the world like a blind man trying to discern

the fact of God, was carrying a gift of myrrh.

Myrrh was spice, and it was used to wrap the

bodies of the dead against decay. Frankincense

and gold were understandable, but myrrh? The
mystery of myrrh was what the colleague of this

man who rode across the endless desert in the

blackness of the night was thinking on.

(The Colleague of Balthasar)

My colleague Balthasar is not

a man to listen to his sense.

His speculations bothered me

—

though not so much because of what
those speculations were about;
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his methods I could not approve.

The things that occupy his mind
are not the proper matter for

a man of scientific work

:

his thinking in the last few years

was not about the natural world;

instead he toyed with super-nature,

and though he says the two are one,

the supernatural is the realm

of poetry, and art, and things

that people dream at night—and not

of science, since the realm of science

covers only things that hands

can grip and eyes can see. Whatever

else pretends to be is just

a figment of our fevered minds.

We deal with what exists, not that.

And any method that purports

to analyze what isn’t there

cannot be more valid than

a dream that’s dreamt of in a dream.

His methods, then, I disapprove.

Yet, if your logic is as mine,

it stands with pointing finger to

betray my argument. Perhaps,

to tell the truth, it is the subject

of his work that makes me glad

that Balthasar is gone. As long

as miles of desert sand are drifting,

swirling like a wall between

his camel and this place of work
we share, I have relief from death.

Death, death—and what is on

the other side of death—he drove

at me these years until my only

peace was sleep, and even that

was lost to me whenever he

would flap the cloth off some new tale

of ghosts and God and souls. Life!

Life is what the subject matter

is of science—again he’d say

the two are one, but I have seen

the bodies of the dead. I saw

my only brother dead and so
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did Balthasar, when neither he

nor I could save that life with science;

what I saw was gray and cold

and blank as space is motionless

and deep, and dead as space is dead.

What he saw I do not know

—

a rush of silver wings, perhaps.

I still can smell the myrrh they used

to wrap that body to delay

that eyeless form of flesh and hair’s

rotting in its tomb. Let

it rot, I say, and let us go

and be about our business; Life is

all there is; let us cease

to waste our wealth and time on death.

It’s not that I’m afraid of death;

I only want to live in peace

—

but in the day the arguments

of Balthasar, and in the night

the scent and argument of myrrh. . .

Myrrh is what he takes along

to give some child that Caspar says

is some or other sort of king.

Myrrh he brings! The proper gift

for kings is gold. What sort of gift

is myrrh, the spice they use to wrap
dead bodies in? Balthasar

won’t even let a king be born,

except that he remind the child

before it even knows enough to nurse

that he, like all the rest of us,

will die. “Yes,” said Balthasar,

“but more. This is the king of life
—

”

“Then let him be the king of life!"

I said to him, “and leave off with

your evil gift.” “In the midst of life

we are in death, and in the midst of death

we are in life,” he answered me.

“The two are one;” he said, “this king

that is the king of life is also

king of death—the king of life

and death. And only one can be

this kind of king; that one is God.

This child is he for whom you wait

—
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for whom all spirits wrapped in dying

bodies wait: this child is man and God,

life in death, God in man.”

And as he told me this I saw

that Balthasar’s great problem is

that he can’t see things by themselves.

Death and life are one, he says;

God and man in one, he says.

Is it not the proper mind for science

that has the sharpened faculty

to analyze, to take one thing

and see it as one thing apart

from other things—to see the feather

of a dove for what it is,

and not to think of wings; to see

the wing apart from brain, and brain

apart from stomach, lungs, and heart?

A cross-eyed scientist it is

who cannot see that God is God,

that man is man; that life is life

and death is death—and that each one

in each pair is separated

from the other as is eye

from eye! We cannot bring together

what are naturally apart.

But that is why he goes: to seal

the folly of his lifelong work

—

to touch together opposites,

and things most opposite at that:

to touch the child who’s God and man;
and in that touching show that flesh,

that is, he, Balthasar,

can touch the spirit, God, who reaches

through the flesh of him, the child,

and through the flesh of Balthasar,

to touch the spirit of him, my colleague,

Balthasar—do you follow ?

Well I don’t follow this confusion,

and didn’t follow Balthasar.

This pursuit across the desert

—

this chasing stars—is very proper

for my colleague, Balthasar;
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it is a picture of the folly

of his scientific chasing

after God and death and life.

And it's fitting, too, that he

believes that he will find that child,

and I do not; the difference

between my colleague and myself,

when analyzed to simplest terms,

is that he believes what he wants to believe,

but what I want to believe, I can't.

Let him go. I cannot go.

I believe what eyes can see

and nose can smell and ears can hear.

I don’t believe in silver wings

that dimmer between stars in dreams.

And I believe in just the scent

and not the argument of myrrh.

* * # #

They have left us all behind. Perhaps our

weakness, and our need, and our wish to under-

stand were not as strong and deep as theirs.

Some day they will be coming back, these

wise men who have traveled west with gold, and
frankincense, and myrrh. When they tell about

the king and look us in the eye, will they see

the star that brought them to the King; or will

they see, when looking in our eyes, that long

ago that star has flickered and gone out, leaving

us to go about our business, leaving endless

deserts in the night?



Preaching in the 1980’s*

Sermon by

Donald Coggan

I
would like to thank the Warden of

the College of Preachers for the

warmth of his welcome tonight. He has

spoken about mother and daughter, but

in a very real sense the College of

Preachers in England is the daughter of

the College of Preachers in Washing-

ton. And so I bring you all tonight a

greeting from daughter to mother.

The lecture which I have been asked

to give tonight is the first of three. And
as these lectures are at the heart of a

conference at the College of Preachers

my theme has to do primarily with

preaching, and this is true of this first

lecture. I hope, however, that all I have

to say may not be without interest to

those who are not members of the con-

ference or those who don’t normally

themselves preach. Certainly preaching

concerns us all deeply. The man in the

pew can make or break a sermon.

Haven’t we preachers all found that?

Please bear this in mind as I speak to-

night.

The Warden has suggested that in

this address I should look both back-

wards and forwards. I remember that

when one punted at Cambridge, an ex-

ercise which the dictionary defines as

pushing a boat with a pole on the bot-

tom of a river, this is precisely what
one had to do. If you didn’t look back

there wasn’t the encouragement of see-

ing how much distance had been cov-

ered. If you didn’t look forward you

would probably have an almighty col-

* Sermon delivered on April 9, 1980, in

the Washington Cathedral by the Most Rev-

erend Donald Coggan, Archbishop of Can-
terbury, on the occasion of the Fiftieth Anni-

versary of the founding of the College of

Preachers. Printed here with the permisison

of the Warden, Clement Welsh.

lision. At the risk of facing both ways
we will look back and perhaps gain en-

couragement; and we will look forward

and perhaps thereby save the church

and our ministries from disaster.

So this splendid College of Preachers

in Washington is fifty years old. How
were things in 1930? To begin with a

matter of no importance at all, I was
twenty-one. “Bliss was it in that dawn,
to be alive but to be young was very

heaven,” as Wordsworth wrote. And
well he might for his prelude describes

St. John’s College, Cambridge, where
he and I were, though at slightly differ-

ent periods. “Bliss and very heaven,”

yes, if you were in a punt on the Cam
with your examinations behind you,

but not if you were in the dole queue,

a victim of the depression which was to

soon envelop large parts of Europe in

the period between the wars. Something
of the bitterness of that period of dis-

illusionment I was to taste when in the

mid-thirties I became a curate in North
London and worked in its slums.

In 1930 Herbert Hoover was your

president, if I mistake not, and King
George V was our sovereign. Cosmo
Gordon Lang had been at Canterbury

a couple of years and William Temple
at York for one. Temple’s Nature, Man
and God, his Gifford lectures, appeared

in 1934 to be followed by The Preach-

ers' Theme Today, four lectures given

at the College of Preachers in Wash-
ington in 1936, and by the two volumes
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of Readings in St. John's Gospel in 1939

and 1940. On this side of the Atlantic

Reinhold Niebuhr was writing hard.

Moral Man and Immoral Society ap-

peared in 1932, though we had to wait

until the early forties for his Nature

and Destiny of Man, his Gifford lec-

tures. In England C. H. Dodd was pro-

ducing a series of important books. The
thirties saw among others his Romans,

1932, and The Bible and the Greeks, in

1935. His magisterial works on the

Fourth Gospel did not appear until

1953 and 1963. Perhaps Niebuhr and

Dodd could be considered two of the

most influential theological writers of

our period, which gave rise to the re-

vised version of the two command-
ments, you remember which ran,

“Thou shall love the Lord thy Dodd
with all thy heart, and thy Niebuhr as

thyself.”

About Theodore Wedel you will

know better than I. I didn’t know him
until the 40’s, but I guess his pen was

already busy about the time this College

was founded, the College which he was

to serve for so long and with such dis-

tinction later on. The liberalism of the

early decades of the 20th century took

a hard knock on the fields of Flanders.

“God’s in H is heaven, all’s right with

the world” was too jejune an outlook

for a generation the flower of whose
manhood had died in the trenches. Per-

haps we didn’t take a great deal of

notice of Karl Barth’s voice as he thun-

dered away in Germany until Edwin
Clement Hoskins translated his Romer-

brief into English in 1932. Then that

voice and the voices of men like Emil

Brummer could no longer be disre-

garded. The Bible was once again taken

seriously and a period of neo-orthodoxy

ensued. When this college was founded

Hitler’s raucous voice was making itself

heard, though probably few had the

prescience to see that the cost of not

heeding its threats would be another

fearful holocaust nine years later. It

was a weak and weary world that

emerged at the end of that war in 1945.

Exhausted nations and men sought to

reestablish a world of whose ultimate

meaning the majority were despairingly

dubious and the lineaments of whose
God, if he existed, they found it hard

to trace. Theological colleges filled up
with men returning from the wars, and
then a decade or two later were half-

empty. Congregations with some no-

table exceptions were small and the

institutional church was under grave

suspicion. Revolt against authority was
in the air, witness the riots and sit-ins

in the universities and colleges. Cults,

some serious, some mad, some positively

dangerous, flourished. To some, Eastern

mysticism made its appeal; others

sought their refuge in consultation of a

psychology whose meaning they often

ill understood, or in drugs the danger

of which they did not appreciate. The
pervasive effect of radio and even more
of television brought new ideas into the

living rooms of the millions, though

often those millions had little opportu-

nity or indeed inclination to think

deeply about their meaning. Society be-

came multi-racial. The impact of non-

Christian faiths was felt in schools, uni-

versities, factories, homes, as never be-

fore. The period reserved in schools for

religious knowledge was often used for

talks on world religions, and those talks

were often given by people not compe-
tent to do so, or to assess the value of

those religions as compared with Chris-

tianity.

When John A. Robinson’s Honest to
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God burst on us in 1963 it said little

that scholars hadn’t known for many
years. Its impact was partly due to its

being written by a bishop, partly to the

fact that it appeared in a paperback

which could be understood by most

intelligent readers, partly to the fact that

there was a great hunger in the hearts

and minds of everyone for a faith that

would hold water. The person of Jesus

continued to make its extraordinary

appeal even when as in some musicals

it was presented, to say the least, very

partially and even misleadingly, “We
like Jesus; we don’t like his church,”

might have been the cry of many and I

suspect it still is. We are too near the

70’s rightly to appraise them; and cer-

tainly I wouldn’t venture to assess the

situation in the United States. With
regard to Britain, however, I would

dare to say this: during the closing

years of the 70’s, there were clear signs

of a seriousness which was lacking in

the 6o’s—of feeling out for a faith which

an intelligent man could honestly hold.

Though there was by no means a mass

return to the churches, there was an

increase in congregations in many
places, a liveliness of worship not

known for a long time, an increase in

the number of ordinands. The pessi-

mists who delighted to harp on the

darkness of a post-Christian era, some

of them perhaps harboring a scarcely

recognized death wish, had facts which

would make them think again if they

could be persuaded to switch off the

record of disaster which they had played

for so long.

Now we have looked back, albeit

very cursorily, over the fifty years in

which this College has been doing its

great work. How has preaching fared

during that half-century? Well, it has

taken some hard knocks. If I mention

first the dominant influence of tele-

vision, let it not be thought that I am
knocking that particular part of the

media. I am fully appreciative of its

contribution to society, to culture, to

art, to music, to fun. But if we ask

about its effect on preaching, I venture

to think it has been bad. That is not

to say that there is no good preaching

on radio and television, or that the op-

portunity presented to the preacher is

not great. It is. It is simply to affirm that

television has contributed to that—now
mark the word—contributed to that

trivialization of life, one of whose
marks is an inability to concentrate,

think straight, for more than about

thirty seconds. If preaching is, as I be-

lieve, one of the greatest parts of Chris-

tian worship, a concentrated activity in

which the preacher offers to God the

first fruits of his work and the congre-

gation cooperates with him in mind and
will, then the opportunities of that tak-

ing place by radio or television are, I

think, small. They sometimes occur, but

not often. Preaching, a joint activity of

the person who preaches and the person

who is preached to, cannot take place

when the man preached to is frying

bacon or the woman reading a maga-
zine. Television is the medium of a

headline age and the Gospel cannot be

preached in the fullness of its glory in

headlines. Perhaps the preacher’s great-

est difficulty lies in the fact that the

world in which he works is a world

obsessed with trivialities. If a man wins
a couple of million dollars by gambling,

a feat which calls for a minimum of

mental achievement as I understand

that operation, that is headline news. If

the Church of God in Uganda witnesses

to its Lord through the fires of persecu-
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tion, and does much to save the nation

from disintegration under Amin’s

ghastly regime, that is banished to a

couple of lines on the back page. In an

age when the verb “to have” is en-

throned as being about the only verb

that matters, the climate is difficult for

those of us who, following the teaching

of Jesus, maintain the verbs “to be” and

“to become” are the verbs which matter

supremely, and who live to expound

that truth. Well, we have come to terms

with the fact that it is unlikely that a

Canon H. P. Liddon at St. Paul’s

Cathedral in London or a Phillips

Brooks, reading every word of his man-
uscript at breakneck speed in Boston,

would today draw the capacity crowds

they did a century ago. There are too

many counter-attractions. Why bother

to get the car out when you can be

entertained in your own living room
with the turn of a switch? Why spend

your money or for that matter your

energy and exertion on that which is

bread? Enjoy the saccharine administra-

tions of canned religion in your easy

chair. Yes, an age obsessed with trivi-

alities, unaccustomed to thinking in

terms of the eternal, stranger to the con-

cepts of righteousness, self-control, and

the coming judgment: an age like that

finds it hard when it is asked to con-

sider, to ponder, to assess, to decide.

And these are the categories within

which preaching moves.

Liturgical Renewal

We are talking about the difficulties

facing the preacher in the 70’s and 8o’s.

And these difficulties facing the preach-

er do not come from outside the church

alone. Some are of the church’s own
making, some of them by-products of

the church’s own development. Let me

illustrate. For many years I have been

wholeheartedly behind the movement
for liturgical renewal. I was for some
years the chairman of the English Li-

turgical Revision Commission. Now I

wouldn’t try to dot the i’s and cross the

t’s of all that has emanated from that

commission and from the general synod

which has amended and authorized it.

But I would be prepared to stand up
and be counted among those who hold

that for all the faults of our revisions

on both sides of the Atlantic, the new
services have time and time again

brought freshness and reality to our

common worship of Almighty God.
Within that framework of liturgical

renewal I have rejoiced and do rejoice

that in the great majority of our

churches the Eucharist has become once

again the great central service of the

week. The Lord’s people, around the

Lord’s table on the Lord’s day is the

norm, and surely rightly so. I hope we
shall not go back on that even while

we bear certain caveats in mind. I men-
tion two, the second of which bears

strictly on our present theme of preach-

ing.

(i)

First, we need to bear in mind that

the Eucharist is primarily a service for

the Lord's own people. It is a meal for

the family: TA HAGIA TOIS
HAGIOIS which being interpreted is,

“Holy things for the holy people.” It is

therefore with feelings of anxiety and
ill-ease that I sometimes find myself at a

Eucharist provided for a highly popular

service to which people come who are

quite unprepared for so solemn and
meaningful a rite. I feel for them, in

their heart of hearts they know that they

are not ready. And yet they feel them-
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selves almost trapped. A non-sacra-

mental service of the Word, yes, but

this} It is precisely because I have a

high doctrine of the sacrament that I

enter this caveat.

(i‘)

But secondly, the restoration of the

Eucharist to its proper place in the wor-

ship of the church has frequently led

to a diminution of emphasis on the

preaching of the Word of God. I do not

believe that this is a necessary conse-

quence of this restoration. I simply note

the fact and I regret it deeply. I be-

lieve it is possible so to arrange Eucha-

ristic worship that without unduly

lengthening the service a proper place

is given to the ministry of the Word,
its reading and its exposition. What all

too often happens is that the preaching

part of the service is so reduced in

length that the preacher is inclined to

heed the whisper of the devil at his

elbow in the study, “Why bother to

labor at this? What can you do in five

or ten minutes? A few brief thoughts

on the gospel of the day hastily thought

up on Saturday night—that will do,

won’t it?” So the devil at your elbow.

The devil is gone before you can in-

dignantly reply, “Do what?” The result

of such a diminution of the Word is I

believe disastrous. An ill-instructed, un-

taught congregation, is not likely to be

an intelligent witnessing congregation.

When its members are challenged as

to the tenability of their beliefs, their

mouths will be shut for lack of a reason

for the hope that is in them. The fault

for this disaster must be laid largely at

the door of the priest who is failing to

fulfill his teaching function. I have

elaborated this theme in a lecture en-

titled “Bi-focal Anglicanism,” in some

lectures I gave in Canada in 1978. I re-

vert to it here because I long to see a

restoration of that balance of word and

sacrament—bi-focal Anglicanism, which

is seen in Anglicanism at its best.

Now another difficulty coming partly

from within the church is the stress

which has been laid in recent years on

dialogue as the main method of teach-

ing. Gone are the days, thank goodness,

when a college lecturer dished out notes

only to have them regurgitated at him

at examination time. A process of as-

sessment over the college year whereby

a student’s progress is judged by his

participation in discussion and by his

own researches based on wide reading

is proving to be more satisfactory than

a group of examinations by themselves

at the end of one year or more. Even in

schools projects are now de rigeur.

Teachers and students seek together to

find the truth. This is good, and its im-

plications for the church are of con-

siderable importance. No longer can

the preacher stand, the only educated

man speaking six feet above contradic-

tion to an illiterate audience. He, like

his hearers, is in via
,
on the road. He,

like them, is searching for fuller truth.

He, like them, is subject to doubt, to

ignorance, to the partial view which

distorts the whole. But here again we
need to keep our heads. We cannot,

without vast loss, abandon or diminish

or denigrate the importance of preach-

ing. Dialogue calls for logos
, or else it

will be like stew without meat, and
pretty mushy stew at that. But a

thoughtful, intelligent sermon having

been preached, the preacher should be

opened to the questioning and the criti-

cism of his hearers. Furthermore, ample

opportunities should be given and wel-

comed for such criticism if we clergy
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are humble enough to take it. There

will of course be those who are content

to listen and leave it at that, but there

will be others who are searching, whose
minds are curious, whose doubts are

legion and unresolved, who will want
some kind of follow-up to the sermon

which will allow for the interplay of

minds. This, I will grant, makes a great

demand upon the preacher, but these

are demanding days. The level of edu-

cation is high compared to that of a

century ago. The winds of competing

systems of thought and of ethics blow

around our areas every time they go

into the city on business or turn on their

radio or television. We must be pre-

pared, we preachers, for the rough and
tumble of debate, and we should make
opportunities over coffee after the ser-

mon or during the course of the week
for free and easy discussion of the mat-

ters we have dealt with in the sermon.

The rewards will surprise us if we en-

ter the fray prayerfully and humbly.

The Question of Authority

Perhaps the greatest difficulty, the one

whose influence is more pervasive and
subtle than any other, coming as it does

from without and from within the

church, the greatest difficulty, is the

gnawing doubt as to whether we have

a word to say which has about it a note

of divine authority. It is this doubt

which enervates a preacher for without

such a note to what he says, why should

he rather than anybody else stand up

and declaim Sunday by Sunday? The
world is full of declaimers, each ped-

dling his own panacea for the world’s

views, each trying to commend his own
particular philosophy. If he is just one

more of these, he may well dread the

coming of sermon time and wonder
whether the effort given to preparation

hasn’t been largely wasted. Hut suppose

that, on the contrary, he is in the pro-

phetic, the apostolic succession. Suppose

he’s the last link in that chain which
goes back long before the 8th-century

prophets, that chain of men amazed
that they of all people should have been

called, diffident in the extreme, very

often, tortured sometimes when the

word within them seemed like a burn-

ing fire, but able nonetheless to say,

“the word of the Lord came to me.”

This is the prophetic succession from

Abraham to Bonhoeffer, from Jeremiah

to Oscar Romero. This is the apostolic

success, for the Old Testament pro-

phetic line was renewed and changed

almost but not quite beyond recogni-

tion by the events of Bethlehem and of

Pentecost. It is precisely because the

Christian preacher is a man of the

incarnation and of the cross and of the

Spirit, because he stands in the line of

the prophets and apostles, that he stands

out from the declaimers of other gospels

(if such they can be called) and it is

this precisely wherein his authority

exists and from which he derives his

power. The modern preacher has had to

abandon the ancient ideas of infallibility

and infallible church and infallible book

and infallible anything. But with the

Old Testament prophets he holds and

is held by the belief in a God who
speaks and with the New Testament

apostles he holds and is held by the

belief that in the final age God has

spoken to us in the Son whom he has

made heir to the whole universe. Here,

he believes, is something quite unique,

a word from the beyond which must
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be spelt with a capital W—Word. For

him the Word of the Lord is not a

message expressible merely in words or

parables. It is The Word in flesh, in-

carnated, earthed, in a terribly realistic

fashion made visible to human eyes,

tangible to human touch, nourished at

a human breast, mocked by human
lips, crucified by human hands.

The world of Calvary and Pentecost

is a wholly different world from that

on the other side. That is why the

Christian preacher is wholly different

from the declaimer of other philoso-

phies or gospels or panaceas. Nor does

the difference stop here. The Christian

is a man of Pentecost. That is to say,

he is the agent of the Holy Spirit whose

task it is to annihilate the distance of

time which then separates the Jesus of

A.D. 30 from the Jesus of 1980, and to

annihilate the distance of space which

separates the Jesus of Palestine from

him of Washington, D.C. Through the

Spirit the curse of Babel has been un-

done, and the Word makes sense to the

black man in his crowd and the white

man on Wall Street, to the sophisticated

graduate of Harvard or Oxford and the

illiterate denizen of city’s slum or re-

mote Amazon forest. As a result of

Pentecost, the Word is nigh thee. Yes,

even thee.

We meet for our conference at the

beginning of the last two decades of the

20th century. We meet in the company
of men and women, one of whose main
responsibilities will be to exercise the

ministry of preaching during all or part

of that period in history. What can we
say about our ministry in this field dur-

ing these coming years? It is I think

unlikely that God will raise up from

among us many Liddons or Phillip

Brookses or many Thielickes. It may be

that the day of vast congregations hang-

ing on the word of one great man are

largely past, the pattern of modern liv-

ing having changed so greatly from that

of a century ago. God’s inscrutable

plans may have that in store for us, buc

we needn’t worry greatly if that is a

pattern of the past. What we may be

sure of is this: God’s love for human
kind is as great, as outgoing, as passion-

ate as ever. It never changes. Man’s need

of Christ’s redemption, and of the

power of the Holy Spirit, is as deep as

ever. Homo viator is a lonely specimen:

man as he goes on his trek and he needs

the community divinely provided for

him in the church. One of the divine

means by which God’s love and man’s

need meet has been, down the millen-

nia, the ministry of the Word exercised

in preaching. Though the form of that

preaching changes from generation to

generation and though demands on the

preacher vary from age to age, it would
be disastrous for the well being of the

nation and of the world if there were a

dearth of men and women who in their

own localities and using their own spe-

cial gifts really believed, as did Jeremiah

and a host of others in their day, that

“the Word of the Lord came to me." A
race, a generation without a sure Word
from God is a lost race. Who shall give

them that Word if we do not? I be-

lieve we may go to our task with con-

fidence. We preachers are more exposed

than our forebears were. The demands
made on our ministry are more than

those of a former day. It is likely for

example, that the preacher may find

himself more frequently called upon to

combine his preaching work with that

of a spiritual director, in a day when
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many are searching for a guru and are

showing an interest in mysticism. But

I repeat that there is among many of

our people and in spite of the obvious

superficiality of many others a serious-

ness which responds to a thoughtful

presentation of the Gospel and which

offers an opportunity to the preacher

which was not there yesterday. What
matters supremely is that we be ready

and eager to meet it and to do so in the

power of the Holy Spirit.
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Text: Mark 14: 1-9

T here is a stone of stumbling in this

story. The first reaction I can re-

member having to it as a child is that

the people who thought it would have

been better to give the money to the

poor were right. Three hundred days’

wages for an unskilled laborer, dripping

down over one man’s head—and then

gone! What good did that do him, or

anyone else? Anointing his body be-

forehand for burial. Haven’t we all

heard—and probably even said—that ex-

pensive funerals are bad stewardship?

So what are we to make of it? I still

think that giving the money to the poor

might have been an even better thing

to do. Jesus could be taken, in this

narrative, as arguing that on the con-

trary the woman actually did the best

possible thing. But that is not asserted,

and the story need not be read that way.

What Jesus says is that “she has done

a beautiful thing,” and in the liberty of

the Gospel that is enough. We do not

have to worry about whether it was the

very best thing she could have done. It

is enough that it was a good thing

to do, that she was free to do, that

expressed her love for Jesus, and

anointed his body for burial.

But why was there any occasion to

prepare Jesus’ body for burial? Why
was he going to let himself be killed?

Here is an even greater scandal that

runs through the whole Passion narra-

tive and finds an echo in this anointing

at Bethany. Jesus’ life dripping down
with his blood over a crude instrument

of torture: isn’t that a greater waste

than the spilling of a whole ocean of

cosmetics? And we are left with the

impression that it could have been so

easily avoided. Jesus could have slipped

away from Jerusalem in the night, to

have more months or even years of

ministry in Galilee; and humanly
speaking there would have been noth-

ing dishonorable about that. It would
have been the obviously wise thing to

do.

In the hindsight of faith, of course,

his death was anything but pointless.

He died for our sins. He died to save

us. In his death we are reconciled with

God. That is right at the heart of the

Church’s faith, and I believe it, and
think that we can see many wonderful

reasons for Jesus’ sacrifice. But I confess

that I am not convinced by the argu-

ments of theologians who have tried
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to go further and prove that Christ’s

death was necessary if we were to be

saved, that it was the only way a holy

and righteous God could have saved us.

I imagine there were several other ways

in which God in his sovereign freedom

could have saved the world, in holiness

and righteousness; but he chose the one

he wanted. He chose an incarnation

because he wanted to be our brother

as well as our father, and a crucifixion

because that was the way in which he

willed to be “glorified,” as the fourth

gospel puts it—to manifest and embody
his anger and his love.

As with the woman’s sacrifice, so

with Christ’s greater sacrifice, we need

not worry whether it was the very best

thing that could have been done. It is

wonderful beyond our comprehension,

and dwarfs as well as defies any calcu-

lations of utility that we can make. I

do not believe anyway that God is con-

cerned always to do only the very best.

Could he not have made better creatures

instead of us? When the psalmist says,

“What is man that thou art mindful of

him, and the son of man that thou dost

care for him?” (Ps. 8:4), does he sup-

pose that the reason why God created

us is that we are an essential part of the

best of all possible worlds? Surely not.

I think he rejoices with gratitude, as

we should too, that God has created

human life and found it good even

though he could have created other and

perhaps better universes without human
beings. Squeezing the last drop of good-

ness out of the tube of possibility into

actuality is not God’s game. Neither is

it supposed to be ours. That is an im-

portant part of Christian liberty—the

liberty by which, like the woman in our

text, we may do things that will have

an added significance or even beauty

because we did not have to do them.

There is more to say about the stone

of stumbling. When I was in high

school I read the saying, “For you
always have the poor with you, . . . but

you will not always have me,” as a call

from God to enter the ministry instead

of devoting my life to politics as I had
planned to do. I don’t want to deny
that God was leading me, but I blush

to remember my use of the text. I must
have ignored the barb in Jesus’ saying:

“Whenever you want to, you can do

good to them. . . . Whenever you
want to.” You have had plenty of op-

portunity. But how often and how
much have you wanted to? You who
criticize this woman’s action, have you
really done so much for the poor that

you have nothing left for any other sort

of generosity? Far from telling us, as I

imagined, that caring for the economic
needs of the poor is a ministry of only

secondary importance, Jesus’ saying

stands as a reproach to the weakness
and intermittency of our concern for

those needs.

And yet it does have something to

say—something liberating to say—about

the relation of worship and human need

in our vocation as Christians, and per-

haps in particular in the vocation of

ministers of the Word and sacraments.

It recognizes that we are surrounded

by a sea of needs that are urgent, that

we have to care about, and that we will

never finish meeting. But in spite of

this it denies that the Christian life is

one in which there is room only for

things that have to be done in order to

meet human needs. The Christian life

is a life in which there is room for the

pointlessness of art and the uselessness
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of a funeral—for fun and games, for the

pursuit of truth for its own sake, in

theology or any other discipline, and

above all for the expression of human
affection and devotion to God. To be

sure, we need some of these things. But

it is a perversion of their true nature,

and especially of the nature of worship,

to treat them primarily as means to the

satisfaction of needs. To be really free

for worship, or for love, is to be free to

anoint the body of Jesus for burial

without worrying about whether that

will accomplish something that really

needed to be done.

The Christian life is not founded on

need but on gift—not on our poverty

but on God’s wealth. It rests on the

omnipotence of God. People sometimes

think of belief in divine omnipotence

as inimical to human freedom, but here

I think it is liberating. The reason why
there is room in the Christian life for

things that do not need to be done is

that God does not need us as his in-

struments. “He hath no pleasure in the

strength of an horse; neither delighteth

he in any man’s legs” (Ps. 147:10). He
is not impressed with our strength. He
is not impressed with our looks. He is

not impressed with our smarts. He is

not impressed with our accomplish-

ments. But he wants us, ourselves, for

himself. If he has commanded us to

pursue certain ends, it is because he

cares not only about those ends but also

about our pursuit of them. It is part of

our calling, therefore, to think of our-

selves as ends in ourselves, for God, and

not merely as means or instruments.

The idea of the sabbath has its place

here. Sabbath is rest from work before

it is specifically religious activity. Work,
in the sense that is centrally relevant

here, is activity that is merely or mainly

instrumental and not enjoyed for its

own sake. For a creator who is om-

nipotent and already enjoys in himself

more perfection than can possibly be

embodied in creatures, creation cannot

be merely work. It is also play, or sab-

bath—doing things that do not have

to be done but that he likes to do. His

children are called to share in his sab-

bath—to have time and take time for

things that do not primarily serve ex-

trinsic necessities but are done or en-

joyed for their own sakes. Among these

are more optional enjoyments, such as

art or philosophy or play; but the center

of this gift of freedom is the possibility

of worship, and this sabbath freedom

itself is central to worship.



The Flesh Became Word

An Advent Meditation

by Leon O. Hynson

W hen John spoke of Jesus’ incarna-

tion, he first declared that the

Word was in the beginning, that the

Word was with God, and that the

Word was God. He then asserted that

the Word became flesh and made his

home with us. This represents the glory

of Christian faith set in contrast to other

religions of mankind. Other faiths have

concepts of incarnation or similar

teachings. There is the Demiurge, the

Pleroma, and the Aeons of Gnostic

religion. Hindu faith teaches the ava-

taras of Vishnu and Krishna as divine

responses to human needs. In Hebrew
faith occasional manifestations of the

divine are found, the theophanies. None
of these match the descent of God in

the person of Jesus the Christ. “Let this

mind be in you which was also in Christ

Jesus. Who being in the form of God,

thought it not robbery to be equal with

God,” wrote St. Paul in Philippians

2:6. Jesus Christ was God, aware and

at peace with his identity. The Gospels

do not record any spiritual struggle by

Jesus concerning his self-concept. He
was in the form of God, St. Paul de-

clares. He was always God, “but made
himself of no reputation, and took upon
himself the form of a servant, and . . .

became obedient unto death even the

death of the cross” (Philippians 2:7-8).

Here is the language of submission,

descent, and self-giving; the word of

incarnation. He took upon himself the

status of a servant, reaching the depths

of condescension, dying upon a cross.

This advent Chapel talk, was given by the

Rev. Leon O. Hynson, President of the Evan-
gelical School of Theology, Myerstown, Pa.

This is the meaning of incarnation in

Christian teaching. It has no true paral-

lels in the history of religion.

Christ became man, flesh, servant,

sacrifice. Not so with avataras. Christ

became one with us, the Word became
flesh. In Christian faith the Word must
always become flesh or it remains hid-

den, inacessible, wholly other ( totaliter

aliter), ideal.

However, the continual demand upon
teachers and pastors is the maintenance

of the proper relationship between

Word and flesh. It is always possible to

reverse the relationship between the

two until the flesh becomes word, the

concrete becomes abstract. In Christian

faith Jesus Christ, who has walked with

us in this world of flesh and blood, ful-

fills the idea. There is an intimate and
ineradicable tie between divine potency

and human actuality. For many persons

in the historic and geographic context

of Christendom, an inversion takes

place in which flesh becomes word.

Christmas becomes the mass without

the Christ, the celebration of ano-

nymity, the exaltation of symbol or word
above substance. The hymn of the in-

carnation in Philippians emphasizes the

“name” given to Jesus Christ. The one

who became flesh is named. Christmas

becomes a fleshless idea, an unknown,
a neutral concept when the name is

lost. Xmas is a minor symptom of the

disease that infects our world, so often

faceless, searching for identity.

Advent speaks of the warmly per-
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sonal. Christmas announces a Person.

It is flesh and blood reality, an event

pregnant with life. John wrote: “The
Word became flesh and dwelt among
us.” It is more than a dream, more than

hope, more than promise. It is the

vision of God become man: “We beheld

his glory.” Hope has gained substance,

promise is given fulfillment. Christmas

is airos
,
to be sure, It is the manifesta-

tion of the redeemer at the right time.

But it is more than this. It is chronos
,

God manifest in the flesh at a precise

point in time and space.

Christmas in America is too often

stripped of any moral element. It allows

us to celebrate without commitment,

give gifts but withhold ourselves, re-

joice in the occasion without recalling

its source, and separate pageant from

the central act and actor (the act is re-

demption and the actor or enactor is

Christ). Too many of us isolate our-

selves from the Alpha and the Omega,
standing in the “anxious middle,” un-

derstanding neither first nor last, be-

ginning nor end.

In Christmas we overcome the ano-

nymities of life. The name Christ and

the reality it describes finds us where we
are amidst “blood and toil, sweat and

tears.” The Word became flesh. Words
alone are never enough. “The Word
made flesh” is enough, even in all the

vulnerability of his humanity. The
theology of Christ declares the insep-

arable link between Word and flesh.

Patricia Davies’ poem portrays that en-

during connection with its redemptive

consequences:

WORDS
Words are fragile things to carry

messages:

sound-bubbles bursting

declarations dancing on the wind
questions and answers pirouetting,

posturing.

Even so, the Word:
A babe, swathed in flesh, housed in

hay;

A loaf broken, a cup poured out;

A body rent, coupling heaven and

earth .

1

Redemption shouted in man’s fragility.

1 Worldwide Challenge, p. io.



Don’t just Listen:

HEAR!
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Then Zedekjah the king sent and took him Jeremiah out; and the k* ng ets\ed

him secretly in his house, and said, ‘Is there any word from the Lord?’ And Jere-

miah said, 'There is: for,' said he, 'thou shalt be delivered into the hand of the

king of Babylon.’ Jeremiah 37:17

O earth, earth, earth, hear the word of the Lord. Jeremiah 22:29

Y ears ago when I was a sophomore
in university our professor of psy-

chology conducted an interesting ex-

periment in behavior. A small animal

was placed into a box with an exit door

which opened automatically when
either of two bells was rung. When the

first bell was rung the animal was
treated to food when he came through

the door. When the second bell was
rung he received an electric shock when
he crossed the threshold on his way out.

After a dozen or so trial runs, the ani-

mal learned by the sound of the bell

when he might come out and when it

was better for his constitution that he

remain inside. The climax of the experi-

ment came when the professor rang

both bells at the same time and we
watched the animal shrink back, look

completely confused, and retreat into a

corner trembling from fear.

What a parable about the age in

which we live! Our people, confused

and puzzled by the ringing of so many
bells, by the sounds of countless voices,

have beaten a retreat to Square One
and have never been more in need of

hearing one positive, reliable and au-

thentic voice to give them a message

with some direction, assurance, and

meaning to their daily life. And what
is more: Is there not some person or

group or institution today which has a

word for our times and feels an inner

constraint to articulate it?

It is not difficult to see, then, that

basically ours is a crisis in communica-
tion. On the one hand, there is a chorus

of voices, each one clamoring for our

attention and each like a TV commer-
cial with its own solution and cure for

everything. From the world of govern-

ment, industry, and entertainment,

voices declare the viability of compro-

mise, of the end justifying the means,

of scoffing at principle as long as a

thing works, and of action packed

words influencing decisions in a lack-

lustre age devoid of dreams.

On the other hand, unconsciously

through the years we have driven a

wedge between the religious and the

secular and therefore the words of one

are out of context in the world of the

other. Isn’t it strange how quickly
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people appropriate the jargon of science,

government, and electronics and how
slow they are to discern the vocabulary

of religion? The words of religious

faith are not understood and hence

people are engaged in a futile exercise

of talking past each other. Our country

—as the New Yor/{ Times put it the

other day—is “awash with words,” and

even among worshipping people such

terms as reconciliation, grace, sanctify

are no longer comprehended. Indeed

the idea of redemption is more readily

associated with coupons and Green

Stamps.

Now this is a serious matter, espe-

cially for us as Christian people, be-

cause the faith we declare has been

witnessed to and has proved itself as

the ultimate remedy for human dis-

order, helplessness, and fear. Moreover,

by talking to one another we exercise

communication, God’s great gift to the

human race. The problem, however, is

that today people are listening but have

never learned how to hear. As Dean
Gordon once put it: “So many voices

speaking but saying nothing. So many
people listening but hearing nothing.”

Recently the Sperry Univac Computer
Company ran an advertisement in local

newspapers denouncing our age as one

in which no one listens anymore. On
the contrary, the voices are so many and

so loud, we cannot help listening; the

real question is: does anyone hear any-

more ?

This problem, however, is not pe-

culiar to our age alone. Our Scripture

text today takes us back to a time—600

years before Christ was born—when
Jerusalem, the capital of the little nation

of Judah, was besieged by the powerful

Babylonian army. Inside the city every-

thing was in disarray: on the one hand

there was the king, Zedekiah, who
served as a hapless puppet of Nebu-
chadnezzar, king of Babylon, and who
nursed a forlorn hope that in time

everything would turn out all right. On
the other hand, there was Jeremiah, the

doughty prophet, whose popularity was
zero because he castigated the nation for

breaking faith with the one true God,
for their believing that as long as they

went through the motions of temple

worship their security and salvation

would be guaranteed, and for their fail-

ing to see that in the economy of God’s

moral and spiritual order, cause and

effect were still intact.

For eighteen months the siege con-

tinued while the situation in Jerusalem

grew steadily worse. Then, in a move
of sheer desperation, Zedekiah sent for

Jeremiah and conferred with him se-

cretly in the palace. In a moment of

wishful thinking, he said to the proph-

et, “Is there any word from the Lord?”
“Yes,” replied Jeremiah, “there is. You
will be delivered into the hand of the

king of Babylon.” This was not what
the king was listening for; in his na-

ivete he was expecting variables in the

ways and will of God. Certainly he did

not relish the echo of the prophet’s

earlier and troubled cry, “O earth, earth,

earth, hear the word of the Lord.”

Do you not detect an issue here which
should concern us in this house today?

We are a generation of listeners who
have almost lost the sensitivity and com-
petence to hear. Listening is like watch-

ing the scenery from the window of a

fast moving train; hearing is getting

off at the station and becoming involved

in the human struggle. Listening can be

a passive experience while hearing in-

volves and claims the whole person and
demands things we modern folk try to
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avoid: personal confrontation, the stir-

rings of conscience, and the exercise for

good of your will and mine. Like Zede-

kiah we listen for what we hope will be

said; we shrink from any disturbing

demand like the prophet’s cry, “O earth,

earth, earth, hear the word of the Lord.”

This incident, then, between the king

and the prophet suggests three things

for us here today

:

I. Anyone can listen, but basically hear-

ing involves a confrontation.

Remember John Masefield’s moving
poem, “The Everlasting Mercy,” in

which Saul Kane, a drunken galoot,

was converted to Christian living. And
in reflecting upon his experience, the

fact which stirred Kane the most was,

as he put it, “what I was worth to God.”

It is always this way with the com-
munication of God’s word to his people.

Basically and initially it is a confronta-

tion, a vivid perception, and it is always

WHAT, not how or when or where.

God’s word came to Elijah: “WHAT
are you doing here?” To Micah:

“WHAT does the Lord require of

you?” To Jeremiah himself: “WHAT
do you see?” And the people’s response

to John the Baptist by the river and to

Peter on the Day of Pentecost was:

“WHAT shall we do?” Their hearing

was a response of faith to a tremendous

fact declared by a word coming into

their life from outside and beyond their

life. As the writer of the Epistle to the

Hebrews said, “He that cometh to God
must believe that he is (i.e., he must be

confronted by this basic fact) and that

he is a rewarder of them that diligently

seek him” (11:6).

This points up the mistake of Zede-

kiah. He did not perceive that hearing

involved confrontation. He had listened

to many voices—the princes, the scribes,

the captains and the servants—but now
with his capital city in shambles and the

Babylonian army at his gates, he

yearned for a word from the Lord; and
like a thunderclap Jeremiah declared,

“You shall be delivered into the hand
of the king of Babylon.” As a listener,

all the king ever got from others were
expressions of false optimism, cheap

recipes for holding out, and delusions

about some clever compromise; but the

prophet laid before him the real score:

when the chips are down, the question

is not when or where or how, but

WHAT : What does God intend? What
is the will of a just and righteous God?
And what about us? In our personal

struggle most of us like Zedekiah are

losers because we are nothing more
than listeners. We try, for example, to

make the Bible out to be a glorified

recipe book that tells us HOW to solve

our problems or erase our negative

thoughts or to make it our story rather

than God’s. But the basic message of

the Bible is a fact which confronts us:

“In the beginning God created the

heaven and the earth”; “God is our ref-

uge and strength, a very present help

in time of trouble”; “God was in Christ

reconciling the world unto himself.”

The Bible does not traffic in the “how-
ness” of packaged goods or salvation in

six easy lessons. It confronts us with a

great affirmation about God, and the

purpose of our existence is not merely

to listen to that fact, but to be engaged
by it and to perceive what it means to

make that fact live. As Robert Brown-
ing put it, “God, thou art Love: I build

my faith on that.” “O earth, earth,

earth, hear the word of the Lord.”
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II. Anyone can listen, but hearing will

entail a sensitive conscience.

This morning we read as one of our

Scripture lessons that marvellous story

of Isaiah’s experience in the Temple
(6:1-8). He had been acceptably re-

ligious, a good listener in a well-ordered

national tradition. Then his world fell

apart: the monarch he idolized died

suddenly and the future of his people

looked bleak and grim. With a heavy

heart he went into the Temple in search

of a word and it came to him in a mov-

ing confrontation with WHAT God is.

He heard a voice; his conscience was

stirred; and then his life moved on into

a new chapter of positive usefulness for

God and his own people.

How miserably by comparison did

Zedekiah perform when his world was

brought down! As a mere listener he

did not hear what God was about; he

had not taken God’s covenant seriously

and he even broke his pledge to the

king of Babylon, thereby jeopardizing

his own people and contributing to the

destruction of his own nation. But

Isaiah put himself into the presence of

a God whose voice he heard and from
whom he acquired a sensitivity to what
was morally and spiritually right and
as a result his message has stirred and

sensitized the conscience of men and

women in every generation.

And this brings the issue to the thresh-

old of our own worship in these

1980’s. Is our Christian worship per-

petuating merely a generation of lis-

teners or is it creating in each one of us

a sensitivity of conscience because we
hear who and what God is and what he

has done? For what is our worship
worth today if it does not send us out

conscious of the awful chasm between

right and wrong in a world that has lost

its way? People are not being instructed

in how to hear because we make our

worship of a piece similar in quality to

what is ordinary and common: we
lower our vocabulary to the colorless

routine of the language of the street;

we make the fellowship of the church

akin to the camaraderie of the service

clubs; and our celebration of the

Sacrament takes on sometimes the levity

of a basket picnic. No wonder the world

outside does not come in to engage in

what they are already bored with the

other six days of the week. We expect

them to listen to what they come to

church to escape from, instead of our

creating that spiritual happening, that

mood and atmosphere, where they hear

a voice calling attention to a fact that

lays claim upon the moral conduct and

spiritual loyalty of every human soul.

Our houses of worship would be then

no longer centers for a soothing and

therapeutic massage, but would make
us sensitive to our failures and through

the unveiling of a being and purpose

beyond ourselves would activate our

conscience, recreate our aims as chil-

dren of one Lord, and send us out to

declare that “though the wrong seems

oft so strong, God is the Ruler yet.”

“O earth, earth, earth, hear the word
of the Lord.”

III. Anyone can listen, but in hearing

we are claimed by human concern.

Years ago when I was a student in

Seminary I spent a summer taking care

of a little church in a Highland Scot-

tish community where most of the

members were coal miners, fishermen,

and steel workers in the local mill.

Whenever an accident occurred or

someone was taken with a heart seizure
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or a storm claimed a man at sea, the

villagers referred to the message as “the

word.” However it came, by courier or

telephone, the people would ask: Who
brought the word? How did he or she

take the word?
Like the ancient Jew, for these people

the word was not merely a report that

something had occurred, but it spoke to

the very essence of their faith and ac-

cording to the vitality of that faith it

could spell judgment or mercy, order

or chaos, hope or despair, courage or

fear. Hence in a time of crisis these

people would never ask, “Why me?”
Nor would they rebel in anger against

a hard and harsh order of things. Nor
like Zedekiah would they come snivel-

ing to the clergy hoping to be told it

wasn’t so.

They believed that God was trying to

say something to them, if only they

would hear. In their worship and pray-

ing, a voice was saying: I have created

you in my own image. You are of value

to me. I sent my Son to make the

crooked straight and the rough places

plain. I have called you to reach out as

men and women with my Word for

others. And on hearing this voice they

would search among the chaos and col-

lapse of their own world for the trace

of a will and purpose above and beyond
their own and in that burning mix of

need and aching hearts and shattered

dreams, they would embrace the situa-

tion positively and emerge with a

deeper sense of human concern.

In view of all these things, then, who
among us can be satisfied simply to go

on listening? In the face of the be-

wildering issues in the social, political

and religious world of our times, who
can be so insensitive as to shrug his or

her shoulders and to say, “Who cares?”

Once Charles T. Leber told of a hos-

pital in Westphalia in West Germany
where medical care was given to epi-

leptics, especially children. One day a

wealthy businessman was being shown
through the hospital wards in the hope

that he might be persuaded to support

the work of the institution. He asked

a young doctor how many of these chil-

dren were being helped sufficiently to

lead normal lives again. And the doctor

replied, “About one in a hundred.”

“What?” said the businessman, “One
in a hundred! Why it isn’t worth it.”

“Maybe not,” said the doctor, “but sup-

pose that one boy in a hundred were

your own son.”

Is there any word from the Lord?

Yes, there is! It confronts us as a fact

we must hear: “I am the Lord; I change

not.” It is the key to a sensitive con-

science: “Whatsoever things are true

. . . think on these things.” It points to

the source and quality of our human
concern: “By this shall all men know
you are my disciples if you have love

one to another.”

For the love of God is broader

Than the measures of man’s mind;

And the heart of the Eternal

Is most wonderfully kind.

Are you merely listening? “O earth,

earth, earth, hear (and go on hearing)

the word of the Lord!”



Speeches on Pulpitismo

to Its Cultured Despisers

by William D. Eisenhower

Y ou are right! You think it is out-

rageous that the growing churches

in America are the conservative ones

lucky (sic) enough to have a pulpit

dictator who intones each week about

the necessity of believing unbelievable

creeds and of doing insignificant deeds.

You are right—it is outrageous. But let

me ask you: Is there a place for the

legitimate exercise of authority in the

pulpit? Is it possible today to preach

with authority? Is all pulpitismo bad

pulpitismo?

I am not suggesting we copy the con-

servatives in an attempt to beat them at

their own game. But I do think it is

time we rethink this issue—from the

ground up. Because if our counterparts

to the right are guilty of being too

quick with their “Thus saith the

Lord!”, is not ours the counter-guilt,

we with our “certain contemporary

scholars suggest”? To copy the con-

servative methods would clearly not

do, for the real offense of that style is

not its confidence as much as the hero-

worship such confidence solicits. The
harvest of the pulpit dictator is one of

full pews, but empty hearts. But are

our congregations closer to the King-

dom than theirs? The fastidiousness of

our sermons is clearly more reasonable,

but is it more fruitful?

A graduate of Princeton Theological Sem-
inary (Th.M. 1979), the Rev. William D.

Eisenhower is currently a doctoral student in

Systematic Theology at Union Theological

Seminary in Virginia. An alumnus of Cali-

fornia State University, Fresno, and San Fran-

cisco Theological Seminary he has had pas-

torates in Lincoln, Neb., and Campbell, Cal.

This article was originally a term paper sub-

mitted to Prof. Paul Meyer in “The Nature

and Function of Authority in the New
Testament.”

There is a place for authority in the

pulpit. And the best way to develop

an understanding of that place is to

begin at the ground level with a con-

sideration of the authority of Jesus

Christ. In so doing we must be prepared

to encounter a different order of au-

thority from that to which we are ac-

customed. And we may discover in the

process that the New Testament model
of authority does not fit our present-day

needs and expectations. All to the good

:

it did not fit first-century needs and
expectations either. Remember: the

most indisputably authoritative thing

Jesus ever did was to die.

New Testament Authority

First of all, we need a definition of

authority. The term in the New Testa-

ment writings which is translated as

authority can mean such things as

ability, permission, and capacity to de-

cide. It connotes freedom—the freedom

to act because all restrictions have been

set aside. It would be natural to expect

that someone who has authority will

also be self-confident, but lest we mis-

takenly equate our subject with the

theme of How To Pull Your Own
Strings

,
we should avoid too closely

associating biblical authority with Me-
decade self-confidence. It is not identi-
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cal with assurance. Similarly, it is not

identical with power as such. We would
expect someone who has authority to

be powerful as well, and in a sense, the

New Testament agrees. However, in

an era which assumes that power means

forces and impregnability, we must not

equate authority with power. The New
Testament idea is not that of the guy

with the biggest bulldozer.

Authority is relational. Its effective-

ness is persuasive, but not irresistibly so

—for effectiveness is not actual where

persuasion is not possible (Mk. 6 :
i -6)

.

It is both productive of, and rooted in,

mutuality. This is true horizontally,

but even more so vertically. Biblically,

there is no authority where there is not

a relationship with God. But where

ability or permission or freedom have

been granted from above, there is au-

thority.

We might also add that there is no

authority where there is no responsi-

bility. There may be confidence, there

may be power, but there is no authority.

And this we see in Jesus: he has a mis-

sion. He is a man with marching orders.

He presents himself as such at the read-

ing of the Nazareth Manifesto (Lk.

4:16-22). Here, the power Jesus looks

to is not his own but God’s; the con-

fidence he has is not in himself but in

the one who sent him. And he looks to

God—not as one who expects to wrap

himself in a warm blanket of divine

approval—but rather as one who knows
he has a job to do—and the authority to

accomplish it! As such he fulfills

Isaiah’s words as he reads:

The Spirit of the Lord has been given

to me,

For He has anointed me.

He has sent me to bring good news

to the poor,

To proclaim liberty to captives

And to the blind new sight,

To set the downtrodden free,

To proclaim the Lord’s year of favour.

Jesus has been authorized by God to

bring good news, liberty, sight, and the

message of God’s favor. In this, the

source of his ability is the source of his

responsibility.

It is also very clear in this passage,

and in the Gospels generally, that au-

thority is given through the Holy Spirit.

This is God’s own spirit; clearly, it

accompanies God’s own directive.

Therefore, the understanding of the

gift of the spirit in this passage is poles

apart from the privatistic interpreta-

tion it is sometimes given. To have the

spirit is to have a God-given mission.

God, responsibility, and the spirit be-

long together. There is the One who
calls, the vocation, and the evocative

Presence. In this sense, Jesus is sent; as

such, he has authority.

One aspect of Jesus’ vocation is ex-

pressed in setting the downtrodden free.

He exercises this authority in the heal-

ing at the Pool of Bethzatha (John

5 : 1 fT) . In this incident, a man had been

paralyzed for thirty-eight years. Jesus,

in line with his commission, orders the

man to get up, pick up his mat and

walk, which he does, in violation of the

Sabbath. The Jews are incensed, but

Jesus’ response is simple. “My Father

goes on working, and so do I.” If God
did not desire healings on the Sabbath,

there would be none. But in point of

fact, God does desire and effect healings

on all days. Jesus’ responsibility (and

thus his authorization) is to participate

in the work of his Father—irrespective

of Sabbath laws. Interestingly, the Jews

interpret this act of Jesus and its justifi-

cation as illegitimate power and as
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blasphemous self-confidence. That it

has the authorization of God seems to

be a point they are unwilling to con-

sider. And yet his subsequent state-

ments affirm this very thing. “The Son

can do nothing by himself; he can do

only what he sees the Father doing. . . .

For the Father, who is the source of

life, has made the Son the source of

life” (John 5: 19#).

Notice that Jesus claims nothing for

himself and everything for God. But

this does not mean that he necessarily

relinquishes all authority, just that he

places it in perspective. He does not

say, “I’m weak and worthless,” but only

that he can do nothing by himself. God
is not honored, it would seem, when
we assiduously decline to speak or act

in the divine name. On the contrary,

Jesus honors God with his willingness

to participate in God’s work and to say

so. But the Jews are offended. In the

face of cumulatively warranting testi-

mony, they refuse to accept him. The
problem would not seem to be that they

are holding out for some other quality

or additional quantity of authorization

on Jesus’ behalf. Instead, their position

is that Jesus’ words constitute an inex-

cusable breach of piety. Therefore, says

Jesus, because they refuse to believe in

the one about whom Moses wrote,

Moses himself will be their accuser.

With them, his authority does not

prove to be irresistible. Neither does it

among those of Jesus’ home town (Mk.
6:1-6). What is more, the absence of

faith in Nazareth is so overwhelming
that “he could do no miracle there.”

Whereas in our preceding passage

offense was taken at the height of

Jesus’ claim, here the townspeople ob-

ject because of the lowliness of his

origin. We can see latent in this con-

63

trast what later became manifest in

the history of the Church, namely the

problem posed on the one hand by

Jesus’ divinity, and on the other hand
by his humanity. In both contexts, how-
ever, the fundamental issue is the same.

God saves the ungodly by seeming to

be ungodly.

What we would take to be an ex-

pression of godliness is the capacity to

perform miracles at will—any time and
any place. But Jesus is not authorized

to be a Messiah who saves through

strength, but rather one who saves

through weakness. We see this weak-
ness in Jesus’ humble upbringing—and
then again in his inability to work
miracles in his home town. What does

this eclipse of authority indicate about

the nature of Jesus’ divinely authorized

vocation? Perhaps just this: Jesus was
given the responsibility to proclaim

liberty to those captives who are willing

to hear it, and to give sight to those

blind ones who are willing to receive

it.

Which is to say, Jesus does not culti-

vate a following for its own sake. He
does not solicit the hero-worship of the

crowds. He clings to his vocation, and
where that is not accepted, he is not

accepted. In like manner, Jesus does

not receive any-and-all honor that comes
his way. Peter confesses that Jesus is

the Messiah, but does so with a satanic

conception that understands Messiah-

ship along the lines of the glorious

hero (Mk. 8 :3i ff) . Similarly, Nico-

demus affirms Jesus as “a teacher who
comes from God”, but he comes to

Jesus at night (John 3 :ifT)
.

Just as

there are those who cannot accept Jesus

on the basis of his authority and there-

fore reject him, so there are others who
cannot accept Jesus on his authority
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but who accept him on other grounds.

But Jesus refuses to allow this option.

Peter is told, “Out of my sight!” Nico-

demus is told, “You must be born

again.” And then, of course, there is the

evil spirit who addresses Jesus as the

“Holy One of God” (Mk. 1:24). This

is the title given in the LXX to Samson
and Elisha, but it is praise that Jesus

clearly does not want. The demon is

silenced and ordered out.

It is in this same Markan passage

that we hear of Jesus teaching with

authority. Although it is the teaching

itself which is authoritative, the exor-

cism stands in a close correlation. Jesus’

ability to command evil spirits is taken

as the warrant for his teaching, and the

teaching and exorcism together are un-

derstood as legitimating him as a truly

amazing individual, so much so in fact

that “the news about him went out

everywhere”.

We can wonder about this. Is Jesus’

true significance being appreciated in

this passage? The crowd declares that

this man teaches with authority, but it

is not clear what this is understood to

mean. Is it Jesus of Nazareth with his

very peculiar God-ordained set of re-

sponsibilities, and God-given spirit that

the people find amazing? Is it the man
with a special mission and the ability,

command, permission, and freedom to

carry it out? Or is he just the latest

wonder-worker? Perhaps neither cate-

gory applies. Perhaps the people are too

amazed and too busy spreading the

news and bringing him “all who were

sick and those who were possessed by

devils,” to be bothered with those kinds

of questions.

Authority and Crucifixion

If our contemporary situation is at

all equivalent, we may assume that

then, as now, people were at times

more concerned than cautious, at times

more worried about the physical and
spiritual well-being of themselves and

their families than they were about the

ultimate source. We may assume that

the lines between religion and magic,

faith and gullibility, orthodoxy and
heresy, and between what is significant

and what is trite were often hazy and

unimportant. The crowds were prob-

ably amazed by Jesus without under-

standing why. Similarly, Jesus’ disciples

do not emerge from the Gospels as

overly sensitive to the issue of legiti-

macy and fraud. It is Jesus on the one

hand, and the Pharisees on the other,

who see these particular lines as very

clear and very important. And though

they come to the conclusion via sep-

arate routes, both sides agree: “It is

better for one man to die for the people,

than for the whole nation to be de-

stroyed” (John 11:50). For Jesus’ en-

emies, this is a matter of expediency,

but for Jesus it is a matter of calling.

This is what God had authorized him
to do. This is the fullest expression of

his divinely-ordained responsibility: to

save the ungodly by seeming to be un-

godly.

But death is the end of everything.

To be called to die is to be called to

abandon one’s calling, to be assigned

the responsibility of giving up all re-

sponsibilities. This is the absurdity of

Jesus’ authority. He is authorized to

relinquish his authorization, such that

he will no longer bring good news to

the poor, proclaim liberty to the cap-

tives, give sight to the blind, or set the

downtrodden free. The assumption that

the poor, the captives, the blind, and

the downtrodden might in this way
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somehow benefit is contrary to all hu-

man experience. Death, it must be re-

membered, is not the logical extension

of vulnerable leadership—it is the anni-

hilation of vulnerable leadership. Jesus’

death is not the fulfillment of his au-

thority—it is the end of his authority.

Death cancels everything. And yet, the

most indisputably authoritative thing

that Jesus ever did was, from the cross,

to cry out and yield up his spirit.

Authority in the Pulpit

What sort of pulpitismo is it possible

to base on a model like that? What sort

of preaching with authority can the

Church discover in the example of Jesus

Christ? Beyond confidence of a certain

sort, and power of a peculiar kind,

what can the pastor hope to learn from
all this?

First of all, it is evident that authority

is not primarily a matter of command-
ing people to believe and act in a pre-

scribed manner. Instead it is primarily

a gift which accompanies a personal

relationship with God. It takes the form

of an assigning of a responsibility and

the bestowal of the Holy Spirit who
creates the ability, permission, and

freedom to accomplish that responsi-

bility. But that assignment and that

bestowal do not guarantee confident

and powerful preaching, as our age

defines those terms. What they do guar-

antee is this: on the one hand there will

be people who are unable to tell the
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difference between religion and magic,

but who will nevertheless be very grate-

ful for your help in discovering some
meaning in the middle of their strug-

gles. On the other hand, as a few clear,

significant lines begin to emerge, you

will find your opposition. There are

a few very fortunate pastors for whom
the opposition is outside their church.

There may be a few more who discover

their opposition within their own flock.

But for most of us, as the lines emerge,

we realize that our real opponents are

within ourselves. At the point of the

few truly critical issues, where obvious

truth confronts obvious falsehood, we
encounter Pharisees—inside.

Second, authority is granted to those

whom God intends to ask to surrender

it. This is the insecurity of authoritative

preaching. Perhaps like John the Baptist

we will be required—after having

preached and converted and baptized

—

to say, “He must increase, but I must
decrease.” Perhaps like Jesus we will be

asked to die. Either way it will be in

the knowledge that our opposition can-

not be defeated if we cling to our God-
given authority, but only if we cling

to God.

Therefore, all pulpitismo is bad pul-

pitismo, except insofar as we accept

our vocation to hold fast to our au-

thority or to turn loose of it as God de-

sires. The most authoritative thing we
will ever be asked to do is to give back

to God the ability, permission, and free-

dom to preach with authority.



The Einsteins as

Princeton Neighbors

by James R. Blackwood

O ne of my treasures is a tidy, hand-

written note from Albert Einstein,

penned a day or two after his wife’s

death and addressed to my parents,

thanking them for their letter of sym-

pathy: “Ich bin Ihnen danl^bar fur Ihr

besonders warmherzoges and zartfiih-

lendes Schreiben . .
.”

The story of their friendship began

in front of a log fireplace at Springdale.

Mrs. J. Ross Stevenson, wife of the sem-

inary president, had invited a few

neighbors to meet Mrs. Einstein soon

after she and her husband had come to

Princeton. Mother was one of these

neighbors. The women sipped tea,

nibbled cheese and crackers, chatted

about neighborly things and the weath-

er. Afterwards, because it was raining,

mother offered to take Mrs. Einstein

home in the car—a matter of crunching

up the gravel drive of Springdale in

low gear, crossing Mercer Street, and

stopping at the Einsteins’ apartment in

back of the old Paxton house at the

corner of Mercer and Library Place.

Mrs. Einstein wanted to talk; she had

a sympathetic ear. The two women sat

there talking, talking, until the rain let

up and Mrs. Einstein started to open

the car door. She paused, laid her hand

on mother’s arm, and said, “You and

Dr. Blackwood must come and visit
55

US.

Father and mother thought that the

Einsteins needed their privacy more
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than a visit, and did not go. One day

Mrs. Einstein met mother on the street

and chided her for not visiting. Later

she passed our home, 52 Mercer Street,

when mother and I were in the front

yard dividing and replanting jonquils.

That was in the spring of 1934, when
Albert Einstein still was listed in Ger-

many as “Public Enemy No. 1.”

My parents were looking forward to

a tour of the Holy Land and Europe

that summer. As a matter of fact, father

had thought of asking Dr. Einstein for

an introduction to Zionist friends or

Biblical scholars in Palestine. Well,

mother decided to go through channels;

she put the question to Mrs. Einstein.

\V
T
ould her husband be willing to write

the letters? Mrs. Einstein looked at

mother in amazement, exclaiming,

“But, my darling, I did not know that

you are fewsY'

Mother explained that she was a

Christian, and a Presbyterian on top of

that. Why, then, Mrs. Einstein de-

manded earnestly, why did my parents

wish to meet with Zionists, or with

Jewish leaders of any sort? They had

a heart-to-heart talk about the roots of

Christian faith in the Old Testament.

Mother spoke of a common heritage.

“Besides,” she added, “Jesus was a Jew.”

Mrs. Einstein’s amazement increased:

“Never in my life has a Christian said

that to me!”

She hugged mother affectionately.
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Then she inquired in great detail about

the summer tour. In particular, Mrs.

Einstein wanted to know the name of

the ship on which my parents would

return to the United States, and the

date it would sail from Europe. “The
Westernland," mother told her, giving

her the date. Three times Mrs. Einstein

repeated, “Westernland,
Westernland

,

Westernland." She also muttered the

date of sailing over and over. I won-

dered why.

Before long my parents had a simple

tea with the Einsteins, bread and butter

and Baumkuchen, a cake made to re-

semble the rings of a tree, which a

friend in New York had sent the Ein-

steins. They had been saving it for

someone special, they said, and had de-

cided that their neighbors must be the

ones for whom they had been waiting.

My parents were impressed with the

Einsteins’ welcome, their warmth and

humor, their simplicity and, above all,

their lack of bitterness. Dr. Einstein

could speak plainly about Hitler and

the Nazis without emotional trauma.

On io May 1954, Miss Helen Dukas
typed letters of introduction from Dr.

Einstein to Herrn Hermann Struck in

Haifa, and to Dr. Hugo Bergmann at

the Hebrew University in Jerusalem.

To the latter he wrote in part:
“Zwec\

dieser Zeilen 1st, Ihnen meinen Nach-
barn in Princeton , Herrn Professor

Blac\wood vom hiesigen theologischen

Seminar (Bibelwissenschaft) und des-

sen Frau freundlich zu empfehlen. Ich

hoffe and glaube, dass die \urze Be-

\anntschaft fiir beide Teile Interesse

bieten wird.”

My parents went overseas. They en-

joyed the summer, though the Atlantic

was none too calm on the return voyage

from Europe. The ship heaved. On the
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second day out, mother, to her surprise,

met Mrs. Einstein on deck. Mrs. Ein-

stein drew mother into the cocktail

lounge, which was empty at this morn-
ing hour. She pointed to one corner

of the room, wanting mother to stand

there facing outward. Bracing herself,

Mrs. Einstein stood facing in, her hands

against the wall on either side of

mother’s body. “If you see anyone

—

any movement—at the door or win-

dows, give me a sign and I will stop

speaking.” The words came in hardly

more than a whisper.

Briefly, members of the underground

had broken into the Einsteins’ Berlin

home, which the Nazis had confiscated.

They had removed some of Dr. Ein-

stein’s books and papers, “very dear to

him.” These had been smuggled out of

Germany into Belgium, and were now
in the hold of the Westerland. But Mrs.

Einstein could not get the contraband

through States-side customs. If she

made the attempt and were discovered,

it would cause an international scandal.

Therefore, she asked if my parents

would bring the precious documents to

Princeton.

They had little trouble making up
their minds. The smuggled goods did

not belong to Hitler. So my parents

agreed to take the books and papers

through the United States customs, and
to keep them for awhile at our home on
Mercer Street. In the understatement

of his career, father declared them as

materials acquired in Europe “for

scholarly purposes.” After all, who
would be likely to challenge that state-

ment from a professor of homiletics?

One September evening the Irish Ex-

press left the first part of the shipment,
“2 BXS, 2 TRUNKS OF PERSONAL
EFFECTS,” at our home. Weight:
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292 lbs. Charge: S6.25. Other trunks and

boxes came later. These crammed a

lean-to shed at the back of the house.

Dr. Einstein waited for “the dark of

the moon” to come and look at his

documents. The night was not only

dark but rainy; he wore his raincoat

but no hat. His hair looked like a wet

mop. Yet Albert Einstein bore himself

with quiet dignity. He walked through

the front hallway, the dining room and
kitchen, and took one step down into

the shed. A tense moment! Deliberately

he raised the lid of an old, camel-back

trunk, and took out a black-bound vol-

ume of his early writings. He opened

it and glanced down the pages. Dr.

Einstein looked sideways at father, held

the volume at arms’ length, lifted his

eyebrows in astonishment, and asked:

“Did I write this drivel?”

Both men laughed; that broke the

ice. We left Albert Einstein with his

books and papers. He was deeply

moved to have them in his hands once

more. On another dark night, all the

trunks and boxes were moved a few

hundred yards downhill, from 52 to 112

Mercer Street. We could have guessed

(but didn’t) that the contents would
form the nucleus of the Einstein Col-

lection at the Institute for Advanced
Study.

# # #

Late that fall, father and mother had
dinner with Dr. and Mrs. Einstein,

Margot, and Miss Helen Dukas who
cooked and served the meal, a delightful

evening full of laughter. Dr. Einstein

got out a hat to prove he had one; he

put it on at a comic angle. He joked

about his pipe, which he’d bet his wife

he would not smoke until a certain

date. He went through a scrapbook

filled with cartoons of himself, chuck-

ling, telling the origins of the ones he

liked best. During the conversation

Mrs. Einstein leaned over to mother

and said in a low, husky voice, “1 -6-0-6,”

their unlisted telephone number.
Now and then our phone would ring

and one of the Einsteins would ask,

hesitantly but not apologetically, for a

ride in our car, say, to the grocery or

the drug store. Occasionally—not often

—one of my parents would phone
1 -6-0-6, telling about a drive somewhere
and inviting one, both, or all of the

Einsteins to go along. As a result of

these calls, one way or the other, there

were trips to the Farmers’ Market in

Trenton; to the artists’ colony in New
Hope, Pennsylvania; to the Delaware
Water Gap; to the Jersey shore; to no-

where in particular, just looking at the

woods and fields. “It is good to get out

into the country,” Dr. Einstein said,

“to get away from people.”

At the Princeton University Chapel,

Dr. Einstein and Margot, along with

my parents, heard Stokowski conduct

Bach’s B-Minor Mass. Undergraduates

climbed helter-skelter over the pews

and crowded around Dr. Einstein, hold-

ing out bulletins for his autograph.

Dr. John Finley Williamson of the

Westminster Choir College was a friend

of the family. (In the early 1930’s, as a

guest in our home, he had avidly taken

up father’s suggestion that he move the

choir school from Dayton, Ohio, to

Princeton.) Dr. Williamson liked to

draw people from the community into

musical events, making them not only

listeners but also participants. He was

planning a service of Lenten music.

Since Dr. Einstein played the violin

and belonged to the Princeton com-

munity, Dr. Williamson hoped that he

would join the orchestra. So he talked
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with mother. She was not at all certain

about asking, but asked anyway, mak-
ing sure that Dr. Einstein understood

the nature of the request. Ja, he knew
the Haydn music and cheerfully agreed

to fill a chair in the violin section, pro-

vided, of course, that there be no undue
publicity before or after.

The (then) First Presbyterian Church

filled up for the Lenten service. Dr.

Einstein’s name appeared in alphabeti-

cal order among the instrumentalists

listed in the bulletin. He let the man
who sat next to him tweak the strings

and twist the pegs of his violin during

the tune-up. The music began. Dr. Ein-

stein, who had his own distinctive ideas

about bow markings, nonetheless played

with zest and evident skill. He loved

classical music for its clarity and pre-

cision. Once, though, he made a slip in

timing. He winced and looked up with

big, apologetic eyes at the conductor,

Dr. Williamson, who paid not the

slightest attention to him. Some things

are more relative than others.

That spring Dr. Williamson set up

a festival of contemporary music, with

twenty-one American “firsts.” Dr. Ein-

stein listened to all twenty-one. While
the musicians did their chores, his pub-

lic face told nothing of what was going

through his mind. On a program, how-
ever, he wrote: “Brutally cruel. . . . That
was just half cultivated. ... If Spring

were so I would prefer always Winter.

. . . That may be ‘Zephyrs’ but it sounds

like a thunder storm to me.” Each time

he handed the jottings to my parents,

the pew shook ever so slightly with his

laughter.

In a town the size of Princeton, if

you drove here and there with the

Great One in the car, as I did, people

took notice, especially if you honked
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and waved at friends. Even more, if

you showed up at public events with

Dr. Einstein, word got around. Inevi-

tably, requests came to father, cautious

or bold attempts to arrange a speech,

an interview, an appearance, an en-

dorsement by Dr. Einstein; or, better,

an introduction to him in person. If

any of these were impossible, money
would suffice. Father answered such

appeals with a cordial note and maybe
a small donation. He did not pass them
on to Dr. Einstein.

Princeton Theological Seminary was

a different matter. When President

John A. Mackay wished to invite Dr.

Einstein to the summer Institute of

Theology, father thought it a good idea

and relayed the invitation. Accordingly,

Dr. Einstein made a short speech to

ministers gathered in Miller Chapel.

Once more, when a group of newly-

arrived immigrants came to the Chapel,

Dr. Einstein welcomed them with

words of wisdom and encouragement.

Another group of immigrants came;

he spoke again. I think it accurate to

say that for fifteen years, at least, in the

occasional visits Dr. Einstein made to

the seminary campus, the bid went from

Mackay to Blackwood to Einstein.

Dr. Emil Brunner, our next-door

neighbor while he was teaching at

Princeton Seminary, expressed a desire

to meet Dr. Einstein. The Brunners

and the Einsteins met in our home.
They had much in common—language

to start with; the two scholars laughed

heartily at each other’s tales of blunders

in trying to subdue the American ver-

nacular to some kind of logic. Their

table talk moved from the ridiculous

to the sublime as they compared notes

on Martin Buber. They had several

mutual friends in Switzerland, and a
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bit of catching up to do. In World
War II a number of their friends had

lost jobs, influence, their very lives;

they spoke of this tragic era but did not

dwell on its lasting hurt. The women
did their share of talking. All in all,

the conversation had wit, depth, and

understanding that reflected a neigh-

borly warmth.

When Dr. Brunner had gone back

to Switzerland, he sent a hand-written

message to father. Of all the good mem-
ories from the United States, the happi-

est and best, he said, was that of an

evening with the Blackwoods and the

Einsteins around a dinner table. Father

and mother, too, held this evening as

one of the most radiant memories of

their twenty years at Princeton Sem-
inary.



A Rare Latin Bible

in Speer Library

by Bruce M. Metzger

In 1977 the Robert E. Speer Library

of Princeton Theological Seminary ac-

quired a copy of a rare Latin Bible, pub-

lished at Tubingen in 1564 and edited

by the Swabian reformer of Wurttem-
berg, Johann Brenz (1499-1570).

1 De-

spite several useful features which

Brenz provided as “helps for the read-

er,” the edition apparently had only a

limited circulation. Since it was a Prot-

estant edition the helps were not ac-

ceptable to Roman Catholics, and Ger-

man-reading Protestants used Luther’s

translation. Lor whatever reason, very

few copies of the edition survive today.

The rarity of the edition can be gauged
from its absence from otherwise exten-

sive printed lists of Bibles and library

collections. Bibliographies of Reforma-

tion literature make no mention of the

edition, nor does T. H. Darlow and
H. F. Moule’s Historical Catalogue of

the Printed Editions of the Bible in the

1 For an index to his works, printed and in

manuscript, and to works about him, see W.
E. Kohler, Bibliographia Brentiana (Berlin,

1904). There is no complete edition of

Brenz’s productions, though selected works
in eight large folio volumes were published

at Tubingen in 1576-1590. A Studienausgabe

is currently under way, edited by Martin
Brecht and Gerhard Schafer (Tubingen,

1970—).
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Library of the British and Foreign

Bible Society. No copy of the edition is

in the British Museum, the Biblio-

theque Nationale, the Bodleian, or in

the university libraries at Cambridge,

Gottingen, Glasgow, Munich, and

Strasbourg. Until 1977 no American
collection known to the present writer

possessed a copy. What is even more
surprising is that no mention of the

edition is made in the Indices Librorum
Prohibitorum. The Antwerp Index of

1570 lists almost all Protestant editions

of the Bible, but not this one; the same
applies to the Portuguese Index of 1581

and to the Spanish Index of 1583.
2

On the other hand the title of the

edition is cited by A. G. Masch in his

enlarged edition of Jacques Le Long’s

Bibliotheca sacra
,

3 and by Kohler in his

Bibliographia Brentiana, 4 where infor-

mation is given that in Germany copies

are at Esslingen and Helmstedt; to

which the present writer can add the

information that a copy is in the Evan-

gelische Stift at Tubingen.

The copy of the Brenz Bible in Speer

2 Cf. Fr. Heinrich Reusch, Die Indices

librorum prohibitorum des sechszehnten

fahrhunderts (Nieuwkoop, 1961).
3 Pars sec., vol. 3 (1783), p. 324.
4 Op. cit., item no. 726.
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Library is well-preserved, bound in

sturdy pigskin, and fastened with two
brass clasps. The page measurements

are 24.6 x 16.5 cm. (9 11/16 x 6 /2
inches). With its covers it is 10.8 cm.

thick (4 !4 inches). The title page reads

as follows:

Biblia
[

sacra.
|

cum diligentia, cu
|

ra,

studio singulari elaborata, deque sen-

ten
|

tia doctissimorum virorum, & in-

primis Hebraicte lin guae peritorum,

plurimis in locis vltra priojres editiones

emendata atque
|

correcta.
| j

Praemissis

ubique et D. Hieronymi Prole jgo-

menis, et insuper prooemio eximij theo-

logi Ioannis Brentii, in quo [cum sa-

crarum literarum autoritas praeclare

asseritur, turn breuiter sumjma harum
explicatur, & consilium atque finis de

monstratur.
[|

Accessit Latina interpre-

tatio, nominum Hebracojrum, Chal-

dreorum, Grtecorum, qua; passim in his

scriptis occurrunt,
[

perquam copiosa &
accurata.

| j

Ad haec index fidelis et lo-

cuples rerum sen[tentiarumque me-

morabilium in his libris. [Device] Tu-

bingae, Apud viduam Ulrici Morhardi.

M.D.LXIIII.

This edition, the first Bible issued in

Wiirttemberg, was the work of a printer

named Gruppenback, who followed as a

pattern the Latin Vulgate Bible printed

by Wolrab at Leipzig in 1544 (this, in

turn, was based on the Stephanus 1540

edition). Even in details the Leipzig

and the Tubingen editions agree. For

example, both offer in the margin at

Genesis 3:15 the note “Hebr. ipsum"
attached to the reading of the Vulgate

ipsa (“she,” interpreted by Catholics as

Mary, who would tread upon the head

of the serpent), and both present the

Greek text of the Prayer of Manasseh

following 2 Chronicles. They differ,

however, in that for the New Testa-

ment Wolrab’s edition presents Eras-

mus’s Latin translation in parallel

columns along with the Vulgate.

Both the Leipzig and the Tubingen
editions open with a Prooemium writ-

ten by Johannes Brenz. In this foreword

the authority of the Scripture is sup-

ported by such arguments as: the

Apostles could not lie or speak in jest;

they were eyewitnesses, and could have

always been contradicted by contem-

poraries; they bore testimony to their

teaching by their blood. Further proofs

are to be found in the miracles of Jesus

and the fulfillment of Old Testament

prophecies concerning his birth and

ministry. Moses, who is cast in the role

of legislator, is defended against re-

proaches of black magic and imposture.

The latter part of the Procemium pro-

vides brief summaries of the chief

points in each Biblical book.
5

The sixteen pages of the Prooemium
are followed by four pages of the

“Summa totius sacrae Scripturae,” giv-

ing, so to speak, the pith and marrow of

Biblical theology. Topics, each very

briefly set forth, range from statements

about God; the creation of mankind;

sin; the promise of the Messiah; the

Mosaic Law; Jesus Christ; the Holy
Spirit; faith, love, hope; justification;

good works; Christ as master, high

priest, mediator, and advocate; and fi-

nally judgment, eternal life, and eternal

fire.

5 Whether these argumenta, as they are

called, are the work of Brenz or of another

has been questioned; see Jurgen Quack,

Evangelische Bibelvorreden von der Refor-

mation bis zur Aufkjdrnng (Quellen und
Forschungen zur Reformationsgeschichte, 43;

Heidelberg, 1975), PP- I28f., who attributes

them to an anonymous writer.
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Next follow two indexes, one listing

passages in the Old Testament which

are cited by Christ or the Apostles, the

other listing Old Testament passages

to which allusion is made in the New
Testament.

Then follow two tables of contents,

setting forth the order of the books of

the Old Testament and of the New
Testament. The sequence of the books

in each list agrees with that which is

normal in the Latin Vulgate Bible ex-

cept that 2 Maccabees is followed by 3

Maccabees. No mention is made of the

Prayer of Manasseh. The front matter

of the edition concludes with the text

of St. Jerome’s Prologus galeatus (in

which he defines the contents and limits

of the Old Testament) as well as his

Preface to the Pentateuch. Thereafter,

before each book or group of books, Je-

rome’s appropriate preface is given.

At the close of the volume, after the

Apocalypse, stand two indexes. The
former, printed in three columns per

page, is an extensive list of Hebrew,
Chaldaic (Aramaic), and Greek proper

names, each with its (supposed) mean-

ing given in Latin. The latter is a useful

index to things and ideas which are

contained in the Old and New Testa-

ments.

The edition presents the usual divi-

sion of books into chapters, but not into

verses. The several sections within a

chapter are marked in the margin with

A B C . . . G, spaced so that, whether

the chapter is long or short, the divi-

sions are more or less equal in length

within each chapter. References to paral-

lel passages, as well as variant readings,

stand in the margins throughout the

volume. Two half-title pages are pres-

ent, one for “Prophetae omnes” and the

other for the New Testament (“Novum
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Iesu Christi Domini nostri Testamen-

tum omne”).

According to information presented

by Kolb, 6
the printer of the volume

received a subvention of 300 florin from

the Church. One thousand copies were

allocated to the monasteries, and paid

for by them. A further 76 copies were

allocated to the Oberkirchenbehorde,

at 18 batzen (a Swiss coin worth four

kreutzers). From this number 30 copies

were sent to Mompelgard.
One of the special features of this

edition is, as was mentioned earlier,

the presence of the text of the Third

Book of Maccabees, which concludes

the Old Testament (it is followed by

the colophon “Veteris Testamenti

finis”). This so-called Third Book of

Maccabees has no relation to the other

four
7 books of Maccabees, all of which

deal, at least in part, with the revolt of

Judaea against Antiochus IV Epiphanes

of Syria from 168-167 B.C., whereas

this book deals with events half a cen-

tury earlier.
8 The title, which is a mis-

nomer, was no doubt given to the work
because the book deals with the op-

pression of Jews by a foreign power.

Third Maccabees, written by an un-

known author in a pseudoclassical style

of Greek, purports to be a historical

account of the persecution and miracu-

lous salvation of Egyptian Jewry during

the reign of Ptolemy IV Philopater

(221-205 B-C.). It relates how Ptolemy

6 Chr. Kolb, Die Bibel in der Evangclischen

Kirche Altwiirttembergs (Stuttgart, 1917),

pp. 8f.

7 For an English translation of the little-

known Fifth Book of Maccabees, see Henry
Cotton’s The Five Boo\s of Maccabees (Ox-
ford, 1832).

8 For this reason several editions of 3 Macc.

place it before 1 and 2 Macc., and Cotton

(op. cit.) renames it “First Maccabees.”
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IV, attempting to enter the sanctuary

of the Temple at Jerusalem (217 B.C.,

after the battle of Raphia), is miracu-

lously repulsed. In consequence he de-

termines to wreak his vengeance on the

Jews of Alexandria, and of Egypt as a

whole, first by interfering with their

religion and altering their political

status, and afterwards by letting loose

drunken elephants to trample them to

death in the Hippodrome of Alexan-

dria. After his intentions have been

several times thwarted by Providence,

the king repents and becomes the pa-

tron of the Jews, who return in safety

and rejoicing to their homes. The local

feast of the Alexandrian Jews, of which

the book purports to explain the origin

(6:36), is connected by Josephus ( Con-

tra Apionetn, ii.5) with an event that

took place under Ptolemy Physcon

(145-116 B.C.).

From a theological standpoint, the

book represents the strict and conserva-

tive school of the Hasidim, devoted to

the law and opposed to attempts at

hellenizing. Although it belongs to

Alexandria, it shows no trace of typi-

cally Alexandrian ideas.

Strangely enough, there seems to be

no reference to this book in ancient

Jewish sources. Even more strange is

the circumstances that it should ever

have found entrance into Christian

circles. It is listed in the Biblical cata-

logue in the Apostolic Canons (can.

85), in the Stichometry of Nicephorus,

in the Synopsis Athanasii, and is men-
tioned by Eusebius in his Chronicle

(ii.122). Theodoret of Antioch sum-

marizes the book and treats it as his-

torical (Commentary on Daniel
,

xi).

As can be seen, the attestation is over-

whelmingly Eastern; in fact, the only

Western attestation to the canonicity

of 3 (and 4) Maccabees is the eighth-

century Liber de nameris

?

Since the text of 3 Maccabees is found

in manuscripts of the Greek Septuagint

(A, V, and many minuscules), it is not

surprising that the book is regarded as

authoritative (deuterocanonical) by the

Eastern Orthodox Churches. What may
be surprising, however, is the fact that

in earlier years the book was included

in many Protestant and Roman Catho-

lic Bibles—in the latter, moreover, even

after the Council of Trent declared in

1546 that only 1 and 2 Maccabees should

be received as authoritative.

Over the past three years the writer

has been collecting a list of Bibles, Old
Testaments, and other publications that

contain the text of 3 Maccabees.
10 The

list embraces about 120 items in Ar-

menian, Czech, Dutch, English, French,

Georgian, German, Hebrew, Italian,

Latin, Roumanian, Russian, Slavonic,

and Syriac.
11

The first translation of 3 Maccabees

into English is that of Edmund Becke,

9 The text of Liber de nnmeris probably

originated in Irish circles on the continent

(? Salzburg) about A.D. 750. According to

Martin McNamara, we cannot say whether

the two books were known in Ireland itself

( The Apocrypha in the Irish Church [Dub-

lin, 1975], p. 28).
10 The work of compiling the list has in-

volved the examination of Bibles in the li-

braries of the American Bible Society, the

British and Foreign Bible Society, the Foun-

dation of Reformation Research (St. Louis),

Pusey House and Wycliffe Hall (both in

Oxford), and the university libraries at Bir-

mingham, Cambridge. Glasgow, Oxford, and

Tubingen.
11 The list has been published in Text—

Wort—Glaube; Studien zur Uberlieferung,

Interpretation und Autorisierung biblisher

Texte, Kurt Aland gewidmet, ed. by Martin

Brecht (Arbeiten zur Kirchengeschichte, 50;

Berlin and New York, 1980), pp. 128-133.
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published in London in 1549. The first

edition of the English Bible containing

the book is Becke’s 1551 edition of

Richard Tavener’s Bible (1539).
12 The

12 A curiosity in Bible publishing is Bas-

sandyne and Arbuthnot’s 1579 Bible (the first

Bible printed in Scotland), containing the

text of the 1560 Geneva version; at the bot-

tom of the last page of 2 Maccabees is printed

the title: The thirde boke of the Maccabees

newlie translated out of the original Greke.

But the book itself (which was not part of

the Geneva version) is not included.

most recently published Bible that con-

tains the book (as well as 4 Maccabees

and Psalm 151, texts highly regarded by

Eastern Churches) is the 1977 Oxford
Annotated Bible with the Apocrypha

,

Enlarged Edition, Revised Standard

Version, edited by Elerbert G. May and
Bruce M. Metzger (Oxford University

Press). This is the first truly “common
Bible” in English, containing, as it does,

all the books regarded as authoritative

by Eastern Orthodox, Roman Catholic,

and Protestant Churches alike.



BOOK REVIEWS

The Living Word of the Bible by

Bernhard W. Anderson. Philadelphia:

Westminster, Phila., PA, 1979. Pp. 117.

$4 -95 -

The “Living Word” consists of four lec-

tures that were originally given for the Za-

briskie (Virginia Theological Seminary) and
Vosburgh (Drew Theological School) lec-

tureships. They have preserved the style of

the spoken word.

The “word of imagination” is a discussion

of inspired Scripture and the historical-

critical method, with an application to Gen.

22 (sacrifice of Isaac). The “word of narra-

tion” moves through theology "in the narra-

tive mode” to reflections on the limitations

of the historical-critical method, and the need

to acknowledge “root experience” in the his-

tory of Israel which defines our identity. The
“word of liberation” recognizes the biblical

basis for modern liberation theology, while

cautioning against the danger of identifying

“our story” with God’s story. The “word of

obligation” speaks to a divided mentality:

religion as private and as social, both with

roots in the Bible (the apocalyptic and the

prophetic, respectively). The balancing of this

tension is found in the New Testament proc-

lamation that God’s new age has been intro-

duced through Jesus Christ. Then prophecy

and apocalyptic can be kept together in gen-

erating a responsible attitude to politics.

While pointing up the biblical data, the

third and fourth lectures discuss problems

that would call for more extensive treatment.

Perhaps that is why the reviewer preferred

the first two lectures which are more re-

stricted and very much on target. Professor

Anderson neatly points out the necessity and
propriety of the historical-critical approach

to the Bible, while allowing for its limita-

tions. In his many writings he has exempli-

fied the methodology he describes, and has

succeeded in portraying the important theo-

logical gains that come from a multi-dimen-

sional reading of the biblical text. In these

essays he is in constant dialogue with other

biblical scholars, and his own sure sense of

judgment will be appreciated by all who read

this book. We can be grateful that he over-

comes his “hesitant” (p. 9) attitude about
publishing these stimulating lectures.

Roland E. Murphy
The Divinity School

Duke University

The Early History of Israel
,

by

Roland de Vaux (trans. by David
Smith). Westminster Press, Philadel-

phia, PA, 1978. Pp. 886. $30.00.

This history of Israel, which covers the

period from Israel’s prehistory through the

period of the Judges, is a translation of de

Vaux’s two-volume French work, Histoire

ancienne d’lsrael: Des Origines a I'lnstalla-

tion en Canaan (J. Gabalda et Cie, Paris,

1973). De Vaux had intended to write a

three-volume history of Israel. The first

volume he completed according to plan, but

the second volume, which was to have begun
with the period of the Judges and ended with

the destruction of the kingdom of Judah,

was cut short by the author’s untimely death

on September 10, 1971. The abbreviated

second volume was published posthumously

from notes de Vaux had left, but his insights

on the monarchial period, and his projected

third volume on the exilic and post-exilic

periods to the time of Alexander’s conquests

were lost with the death of this great scholar.

Thus the present work appears as something

of a fragment.

Nonetheless, it is a very valuable fragment.

De Vaux was a first-rate archaeologist, his-

torian, and exegete, and he brought all these

areas of expertise to bear on his life-long con-

cern with Israel’s history. Moreover, de Vaux
was thoroughly conversant with the extensive

secondary literature in the various fields that

impinge on Israelite history. One of the real

strengths of his historical treatment is his

constant dialogue with rival positions taken

in the secondary literature. In this regard,

de Vaux’s work far surpasses the standard

histories of Bright, Noth, and Herrmann, and
equals the best essays in the recent volume

edited by Hayes and Miller, Israelite and
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]udean History (Westminster, 1977). The
Hayes-Miller volume is very uneven in qual-

ity, however, whereas de Vaux’s treatment is

consistently excellent. It is a shame it covers

such a limited period of Israel’s history.

In terms of his treatment of the material

there are few surprises. De Vaux retreats

somewhat from his earlier very positive his-

torical evaluation of the patriarchal narra-

tives (RB 53 [1946] 321-348; 55 [1948] 321-

347; 56 [1949] 5-36), but though more
cautious, he refuses to opt for the total scepti-

cism of some more recent writers. He argues

for a connection between the 'apiru and the

Old Testament Hebrews, and he is one of

the few scholars who still argues for an

ethnic interpretation of the term 'apiru. His

views on the conquest and the period of the

Judges are relatively unchanged. He remains

highly critical of the amphictyonic hypoth-

esis. But if there are few surprises, one is

nonetheless impressed with the balance and

clarity de Vaux achieves in the presentation

both of his own and of rival positions.

This is a very important book, and no

serious student of early Israelite history can

afford to ignore it. De Vaux has not said the

last word, but there is no better place to turn

for the present state of the discussion.

J.J.M. Roberts

The Symbolism of the Biblical

World : Ancient Near Eastern Ico-

nography and the Book^ of Psalms, by

Othmar Keel, (trans. by Timothy J.

Hallett) The Seabury Press, New
York, NY, 1978. Pp. 422. $24.50.

In this uniquely important volume the

author successfully shows by means of over

550 line drawings and photographs the re-

lationship between the motifs found in the

reliefs and paintings of the Ancient Near East

and various forms of expression in the Book
of Psalms and a few other places in the

Scriptures. While standard biblical picture

books concentrate on the geography, history

and cultural artifacts of the Ancient Near
East, this volume deals with the conceptual

milieu of the biblical world. This icono-

graphic approach to Scripture is absolutely

unique in biblical studies and should be ex-
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tended to other portions of the Old Testament

(e.g., Job and Song of Solomon).

There is a detailed commentary accom-

panying the illustrations which not only

explains their own meaning but also relates

them to the individual biblical passages. Of
great help to the reader is the fact that the

illustrations are set in close proximity to the

texts which explain them. Much light is

thrown on the biblical text in these erudite

comments, and many new insights into the

Near Eastern background of the Old Testa-

ment passages cited are found throughout

the volume.

The author, Othmar Keel, Professor of Old
Testament in the Theological Faculty of the

University of Fribourg, Switzerland, has

grouped the illustrations under six main
themes: the conceptions of the universe (pp.

15-60); destructive forces, including death,

demons and national enemies (pp. 61-109);

the Temple, Yahweh’s dwelling place and
sphere of life (111-76)3; and representations

of God (pp. 177-242); king (243-306); and
cult (307-56). Each of these sections contains

a wealth of iconographic material from
Egypt, Babylonia and Canaan which relates

to the symbolism of the Book of Psalms.

In view of the fact that so few pictures are

available from ancient Israel herself, this

book supplies the best gallery of illustrations

to the Psalter that we have. Its value and
interest are not only for scholars and students

of the Bible, but also for all of those fasci-

nated by the symbolic world of Israel and its

surrounding cultures.

Charles T. Fritsch

Israelite Religion in Sociological Per-

spective: The Wor\ of Antonin Causse,

by S T Kimbrough, Jr. (with a fore-

word by Edmond Jacob). Harrassowitz,

Wiesbaden, 1978. (Studies in Oriental

Religions, No. 4)

This volume is the revised and expanded
form of Dr. Kimbrough’s doctoral disserta-

tion presented to the faculty of Princeton

Theological Seminary in 1966. It is the first

scientific evaluation of the life, writings and
method of Antonin Causse and shows the

importance of his work for Old Testament
studies.
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Born of Huguenot parents in a farming

community of southern France, he was
greatly influenced from his early youth by

the daily reading of Scriptures in his home.
Here in these rural surroundings he also

came to see at first hand some of the social

problems associated with injustice and pov-

erty which continued to interest him through-

out his life.

In the first chapter of the book Kimbrough
rightly gives a detailed biography of Causse,

for without this information we cannot un-

derstand his special contributions to Old
Testament scholarship. His student days in

Germany brought him in contact with the

Wellhausian approach to the Old Testament

which greatly influenced him for the rest of

his life. After a seventeen year pastorate in

a small village church, Causse was called to

teach in 1919 at the newly formed University

of Strasbourg where he remained until his

death in 1947. Here Causse produced the

numerous articles and monographs in the

Old Testament and Intertestamental fields

which were ranked by scholars with those of

Max Weber, J. Pedersen and A. Lods.

After a valuable survey of French biblical

scholarship from the time of R. Simon (b.

1638) to the 1920’s (Chap. II), in which
Causse’s intellectual heritage is clearly

pointed out, the writer presents the results

of this scholar’s sociological research on the

life, thought and literature of Israel as

gleaned from his books and articles (Chap.

III). Causse’s studies reveal how the soli-

darity of ancient Israel, based on the ethnic

elements of family, clan and tribe, was
crushed by the introduction of the monarchy
and Yahwism which became the state re-

ligion. Under the influence of prophetism,

primitive collectivism gave way to moral

individualism (Deuteronomy; Jeremiah). In

the diaspora, which was of special interest

to Prof. Causse, Judaism became a religious

community in which the individual’s relation

to God was expressed in the study of, and

obedience to, torah, the piety of the Psalms

and the ethics of Wisdom.
In Chapter IV the writer gives an analysis

and evaluation of Causse’s sociological meth-

od. The sociological approach to the Old
Testament was one of the important develop-

ments in biblical studies in the latter part of

the 19th century and the beginning of the

20th. Pioneers in this field are such scholars

as W. R. Smith, J. Frazer, S. H. Hooke, Max
Weber and J. Pedersen. In France the two
main influences on Causse’s sociological ap-

proach to the Old Testament were Emile
Durkheim and Lucien Levy-Bruhl. Their
contributions to Causse’s thinking are dis-

cussed in detail in this chapter.

The problem as to how much Causse was
indebted to the great German sociologist,

Max Weber, is brought up several times in

the book (cf. pp. 103-5, m-12, 123, 128,

138). Dr. Kimbrough believes Causse was
little influenced by his German counterpart,

although at one place he says that Causse
“drew upon him” for his understanding of

Israel’s social revolution (p. 125). One thing

is certain, however, and that is that Causse

has had little influence on Old Testament
scholarship. He is even omitted by H. J.

Kraus from his Geschichte der Historisch-

Kntischen Erforschung des Alten Testaments

(p. 17, n.i). One reason for this neglect may
be that “none of his works has been trans-

lated into any language.” Other reasons are

offered for this puzzling phenomenon (pp.

128-31), and each one probably has some
truth in it.

This is an excellent survey of Causse and
his work, the first of its kind in English.

More translation material from the original

sources throughout the book would have

made it even more valuable, as well as criti-

cal discussions of Causse’s views. One serious

misprint
—

“were are” (p. 5). A complete

bibliography of Causse’s works is added as

an appendix, pp. 141-4.

Charles T. Fritsch

Jacob's Ladder: Theology and Spir-

ituality in The Thought of Austin

Farrer, by Charles C. Hefling, Jr. Cow-
ley Publications, Cambridge, MA, 1979.

Pp. 132. $3.95 (paper).

This book, unlike so many in academic
theology, is a pleasure to read. Although it

is intended to serve primarily as an intro-

duction to the complex and rich thought of

Austin Farrer (which it does admirably),

people who know Farrer’s work well will
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probably be delighted with the way it ex-

presses so nicely what they already know
and yet surprises them with connections and

ideas they had forgotten or not noticed be-

fore. Above all, they will be stimulated to

return to Farrer himself. So this book has

well served the editorial aims of Cowley
Publications: to wed intellect and devotion,

and to make such a fusion accessible beyond
the borders of academic theology.

When theologians are popular, it is cus-

tomary to explain their popularity; when
they are neglected, to explain their neglect.

But with Farrer it is more profitable to ex-

plain why they are important. Farrer is im-

portant largely because he treats what others

have neglected, so whether he appeals to one

or not, one can learn a great deal from him.

One of the main preoccupations of his philo-

sophical theology was the natural world.

What can we discern in nature which moves
the mind to the thought of God, and what
can nature reveal to us about his will?

Theology for over a century, especially among
Protestants, has concentrated almost exclus-

ively on history and religious experience.

Farrer makes us realize how much we have

missed by isolating them from nature. This

part of his work, which he described as

“rational theology” in contrast to the usual

label of “natural theology”—that much
scorned discipline—anticipated the newly dis-

covered “fundamental theology,” a field

which has yet to discover Farrer.

Another major, but not separate, preoc-

cupation can be described as theory of knowl-

edge. He was concerned to understand, as

far as it is possible, how we apprehend God,
that is, what the mind thinks on and with

when it looks at nature and history (espe-

cially the Bible) and discerns God. Here
Farrer was not only creative and original in

what he said about nature, but also in his

account of how scripture reveals. Farrer

pioneered the notion of inspired images as a

medium of revelation. Although frequently

criticized for his daring conjectures, more
and more frequently we hear people now
saying that poetic imagination must be taken

seriously in understanding the Bible. Farrer

shows one how to take it seriously.

Finally, Farrer was unusual for relating our

reflection on nature and scripture, or “na-

tural” and revealed theology. The connecting

link is an understanding of human agency

or will in relation to the divine will. Here
Farrer showed how knowledge about God is

achieved only as we seek to yield our will to

his will, and thereby we find our true self.

Thus spirituality and theology, devotion and
thought, even though not identical, become
harmonious and mutually supportive. The
image of Jacob’s ladder, an image used by

Farrer himself, so well expresses the two-way
relation between them. Just as Jacob in a

dream saw angels climbing up and down
between heaven and earth, so too do “theol-

ogy and spirituality travel in both directions,

through the human aspiration that seeks

God and through the divine inspiration that

draws the minds of men and women” (p.

12).

Those who knew Farrer or at least who
have spent many hours reading him will

recognize that Hefling’s book has, as we say

of a portrait, “caught his likeness.” Not only

in what is written but in manner and tone

one frequently becomes aware of Farrer

himself.

It should be noticed that there is no treat-

ment of the development in Farrer’s thought

over the years. He was forever re-thinking

his thoughts, and although there is a pro-

found continuity in his thought, there is also

change. For example, Farrer is remembered
by most people as a neo-Thomist. Yet Farrer

himself in his last book tells us that he has

finally cleaned out the remains of an Aris-

totelian view of substance from his thinking,

and he proceeds to recast significantly his

philosophical theology. With hindsight one

can see in several works signs of this change
taking place before the final purging. This

development very much affects one’s view of

the relation of Farrer’s rational theology to

the spiritual life. A short introductory work,

however, can hardly be faulted for this

omission. For the most part Hefling has quite

properly presented Farrer’s most mature view.

But at times one finds it difficult to render

harmonious the various statements Hefling

makes concerning the relation of Farrer’s

theology and spirituality, because the book
fails to take account of the development

within Farrer’s own thought.

Diogenes Allen
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Parables of Kierkegaard, edited with

an Introduction by Thomas C. Oden
(illust. by L. S. Johnson). Princeton

University Press, Princeton, NJ, 1978.

Pp. xxv -f- 186. $10.00.

I read this little book of selections of par-

ables and stories from Kierkegaard’s works
just after I had written a review of the mas-

sive seven-volume English edition of Kier-

kegaard’s Journals. It was like turning from
the examination of an elephant to that of a

flea.

I intend no disrespect when I say that

the flea makes Kierkegaard accessible to the

general public in a unique and much-needed
way. Many times a minister or layperson has

asked me to recommend a book by or about

Kierkegaard as a way to learn something

about his thought. I have always been

stumped by this question. Kierkegaard is so

multi sided, his method so indirect, that

any single one of his works fails to do justice

to what he has to offer; and summaries, by

the very fact that they are sunmmaries, betray

him. The only honest option was to give the

inquirer a list of books.

But Oden has found a way to thread the

needle: a selection of parables which are rich

and suggestive of the multi-sided nature of

the man’s thought and the vast range of his

interests, and which make Kierkegaard ac-

cessible to the general reader without special

training and without having to wade through

a mountain of pages. In addition, the very

nature of a parable is to communicate indi-

rectly, to invite the reader to reflect and to

take responsibility for one’s own person

—

matters all dear to Kierkegaard’s heart. Oden
has provided access to Kierkegaard in a dis-

tinctive way and one which is in harmony
with Kierkagaard’s own purposes.

Diogenes Allen

Dynamics of Spiritual Life: An Evan-

gelical Theology of Renewal, by Rich-

ard F. Lovelace. Inter-Varsity Press,

Downers Grove, IL, 1979. Pp. 455. $8.95

(paper).

Increasing recognition among Protestants

for the need for better spiritual and vocational

formation has created an atmosphere which
is ripe for studies like this. In fact, the im-

perative was even sounded by Raymond
Brown at the Conference on Ecumenism in

Celebration of the Fifteenth Anniversary of

the Decree on Ecumenism, sponsored by the

Diocese of Trenton and Princeton Theological

Seminary last November (1979). When asked

whether there is a continuing thrust in

Protestantism toward further reform, Brown
called upon Protestants to focus more deeply

upon the Gospel, renew a sense of commit-
ment to the church, scholastic responsibility

and ethical seriousness.

Brown, of course, was not the first to take

up this cry. His warning was irenic and fra-

ternal. Too often, however, the call has come
in the midst of theological or ethical accusa-

tions as one Protestant group after another

has pointed at the spiritual deficiencies of

another, believed to be the cause of American
spiritual declension.

In Dynamics of Spiritual Life, Presbyterian

evangelical Richard Lovelace makes an irenic

effort to reach into the rich Protestant store-

house of spiritual treasures, to books like

those of Arthur Dent. Lewis Bayly and Rich-

ard Baxter, in an effort to call forth the

spirit found there. The history and theology

of religious awakenings is the focus of this

study. It seeks “to isolate the main streams

of spiritual vitality which have flowed

through the church’s history. . . . "Lovelace

wants to determine the principles which
governed these movements in order to help

orient new converts (the Jesus People of the

1970s) to the depths of Christian spirituality

and maturity. He seeks renewal in the church

in a way appropriate for our day along lines

pioneered by Philipp Spener (Pia Desideria,

1675) and the best of the Puritans and
Pietists. (Note Lovelace’s recently published

book, The American Pietism of Cotton

Mather.)

Regardless of one’s belief about the be-

ginning of the Christian life (no datable

conscious conversion to faith in Christ, the

necessity of the "born again" experience, the

necessity of "the baptism in the Holy Spirit”),

Lovelace contends that if we were to investi-

gate the spiritual vitality of those in each

Christian faction, we would find equal

amounts of spiritual life or deadness. While

one group’s piety may offend the other, the
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goal of each, newness in Christ and the re-

vitalization of the church ( ecclesia rejormata

semper reformanda ) ,
is often the same. Love-

lace argues further that in certain periods of

the church’s history this has been clearer

than at other times. He scores the Augustin-

ian tradition, as rediscovered and interpreted

by Puritans and Pietists, as carrying this

emphasis to the threshold of the modern
era. With this perspective Lovelace analyzes

the history of awakenings since the Reforma-

tion. In Part One the essential elements of

the spiritual life, as realized by Pietistic

Lutheranism, Puritan Calvinism and Wes-
leyan Arminianism, are drawn out. In Part

Two Lovelace attempts to study these ele-

ments of renewal with respect to their sig-

nificance for the Christian life today. Defini-

tions of evangelicalism and spirituality are

provided throughout the book to help the

reader keep his bearings.

Both Protestants and Catholics interested in

Christian renewal will appreciate this book.

Some may disagree with the genetic lines

drawn by Lovelace (The group, in his opin-

ion, which is central to this reforming thrust

in the United States is the broadly defined

Evangelical grouping.), but all will find his

call for a lively orthodoxy winsome and
challenging. Heavily dependent upon the

work of Jonathan Edwards for much of his

conception of revival and renewal, Love-

lace’s own model for what he defines as

primary and secondary renewal offers many
suggestions which can be of help to the church

today. Perhaps most intriguing is his de-

scription of the various Christian factions as

“tropos paidcias,” various denominational

structures comprising different ways of disci-

pline as part of the common effort at build-

ing up the Kingdom.
This study is not without its problems. For

one thing it is somewhat cumbersome. As
Lovelace notes early on, the purpose of this

book is to provide a manual for individual

spiritual growth as well as to provide a pro-

gram for reformation and renewal in the

church. Creative in its attempt, this reader

felt that at times the study lost its focus in

trying to combine these two tasks. Secondly,

while Lovelace does provide us with the ele-

ments for a theology of renewal, in doing so

further questions are opened up which will

require continued attention in other studies

if the renewal of the church is to affect

fundamentally our culture. One may want
to ask, first of all, what the relation may be

between the theological dynamics of renewal

pointed out here and the three very different

sociological analyses of religious life presented

by Dean M. Kelley ( Why Conservative

Churches are Growing), C. Peter Wagner
( Your Church Can Grow) and Martin Marty
( The Righteous Empire). Then, too, further

attention is required by the problem of the

gospel among the religions of the world.

While God is, no doubt, concerned about

personal spiritual histories, as Lesslie New-
bigin writes ( The Open Secret, 1978), “the

object of God’s purpose of grace is directed

to the whole creation and the whole human
family, not human souls conceived as billions

of separate monads each detached from its

place in the whole fabric of the human and

natural world” (p. 201). Finally, the more
we discover who we are from a socio-anthro-

pological point of view, the greater is the

necessity for a more broadly-based cultural

outlook with respect to the question of what
Christian renewal may actually mean. (Cf.,

e.g., Gerhart Ladner’s book, The Idea of

Reform
, 1959).

None of this, however, is to negate the

positive contributions of this creative study,

this attempt to get in on the “inside” of

history from a broadly-based evangelical per-

spective. As many churches sponsor “Risk

Evangelism” or other such outreach pro-

grams, this book could prove to be a helpful,

even necessary, study to have read. The
spiritual principles raised up here cannot be

overlooked. It is an important resource for a

further understanding of the church’s his-

toric conception of its mission and means of

renewal.

Rodney L. Petersen

Graduate Fellow

Church History

In Search of Christianity
, by Ninian

Smart. Harper & Row, Publishers, San
Francisco, CA, 1979. Pp. 320. $10.95.

This book represents a kind of travelogue.

As such, it presents all of the exciting possi-

bilities—and limitations—of this mode of ad-
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venture. Ninian Smart's purpose is to ap-

proach the visible aspects of Christianity as

one would approach any other lively re-

ligious tradition today. Events of the past

(e.g., the Jesus of history) are not merely

historical relics but are viewed in terms of

their current life. This book indulges in this

sense of time travel in order to break up the

image of Christanity as a single historical

progression. Through the use of such lateral

thinking, the author hopes to present a “col-

lage” which will offer a new picture of what
is so familiar yet strange.

Looking at Christianity through the eyes

of a phenomenologist, Smart attempts to dis-

tinguish between the ideal character and

realistic forms in which the religion has

spelled itself out in different cultural settings.

His empathetic classification is built around

two primary concepts: first, the idea of the

“numinous.” Smart uses this term (per

Rudolf Otto) to refer to the experience of

intense dread or awe, the tremendous, myster-

ious and awe-inspiring quality of that which

is holy. The second concept to be used is that

of myth. “Myths,” Smart writes, “may be

true, profound or the opposite. . .
.” The

word, used neutrally, indicates the sacred

stories incorporated by a religious tradition.

Having laid this theoretical groundwork,

Smart’s collage begins with Romanian Or-

thodoxy, takes us through Italian Catholi-

cism to Monophysite Ethiopia. Swedish Lu-

theranism and the churches of the Reforma-

tion are described, as are movements, like

Mormonism, on the edge of the Christian

perimeter. In the midst of this holy tour,

Smart raises the question about the sources

for these phenomena of faith. Here he at-

tempts to go into the cloister or soul of wor-

ship to illustrate various dimensions of doc-

trine, myth and ethics as they are discovered

in the experience, worship and conduct of a

group.

In a concluding section our author looks

at the varying ways in which people have

read the Bible. He illustrates the effects of

democratization, experimentalization and

secularization upon the subsequent reading

and understanding of this book. Looking at

the Bible in this way helps one to perceive

the way in which it has been variously

“stamped” among diverse groups in the world

today. Regardless of where one’s own theo-

logical convictions may lie, one can achieve

a healthy appreciation for the differences of

opinion which exist in Christendom through
Smart’s efforts.

If this travelogue is exciting and helpful,

nevertheless it has its limitations. Like any

subject analyzed by the empirical eye, cer-

tain aspects are necessarily focused upon
more than others. This leads to the evalua-

tive question. Smart recognizes this and con-

cludes by focusing upon the various “faces”

of Christ in history. This is helpful and
should remind us that with an eye on the

variety of forms in which Christianity has

appeared, one still needs to follow out the

theological “continuities and discontinuities”

(per George H. Williams) in the history of

the church. These are the routes or trenches,

noted by James Luther Adams, which have

vitalized the landscape of faith.

As the Dutch scholar Fokke Sierksma has

shown, the modern study of religions, par-

ticularly as approached through phenome-
nology, has strong affinites with psychology

and, like the latter, leads to an anthropology.

Whether we are brought back to theories

of a human religious instinct or a religious

function of the psyche, the theological im-

perative presses us further. Here, the ques-

tion, “Does it matter?” is one which cannot

be ignored: to do so is to forget that ulti-

mately all of our theological observations are

as handmaidens to pastoral theology. As
ministers and students of religion, studies like

this by Smart will increase our sympathy and
appreciation for the rich variety of the faith

we hold, but cannot be the occasion or excuse

for a diminution in our theological efforts.

Rodney L. Petersen

The Responsibility of Mind in a

Civilization of Machines, by Perry Mil-

ler. (ed. by John Crowell & Stanford J.

Searl, Jr.). The University of Massachu-

setts Press, Amherst, MA, 1979. Pp. 213

$14.50.

The late Perry Miller is best known to

students of American religious history for

his scholarship in Puritanism, especially his

volumes on The New England Mind. Mil-

ler’s intellectual curiosity was certainly not
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restricted, however, to a small area of our

country or a limited portion of its history.

This collection of essays, many of which were
originally delivered as lectures or addresses,

reflects Miller’s broad interests and his keen

perception of our nation’s history as well as

its contemporary challenges.

Crowell, a doctoral candidate in history at

William and Mary, and Searl, an Associate

Professor of English at the State University

College in Buffalo, have included fifteen

shorter pieces by Miller. Although almost

one-half of the essays draw heavily on Puri-

tan material, others treat a range of subjects

including failings of the American and
European educational systems, the role of the

scholar, and the dilemmas posed by advancing

technology. Some readers may desire a vol-

ume more thematically coherent and selec-

tions apparently less random; however, to

honor such a request might well have led

the editors away from what is one of their

primary achievements—a portrayal of the

author himself through his opinionated and
provocative style, a method appreciative of

historical truth and yet mindful of its con-

temporary application.

The volume underscores Miller’s deep con-

cern with the tendency toward conformity

he perceived about him in the middle years

of the century. In “Education under Cross

Fire,” he decries the timidity of the Ameri-

can educational system. If our schools aban-

don their search for new discoveries and dis-

turbing ideas, then they will become little

more than “an assembly line for the pro-

duction of serviceable robots.” He is

suspicious of the growing courtship between
our classrooms and laboratories and our

government, industry, and military. Is the

former not too often merely attempting to

fulfill the avowed purposes of the latter? If

so, the educator has sacrificed his role as

questioner and critic. “Nothing,” Miller re-

minds us, “not democracy itself, and not even

the American way of life, is so sacred that it

cannot be studied, analyzed, and criticized.”

Therefore, it is hardly surprising that in

“Liberty and Conformity” (originally an ad-

dress at the Graduate Convocation of Brown
University) Miller observes that the true

scholar is always something of a noncom-
formist. “No amount of church-going or pay-

ment of income taxes . . .
,” he notes, “can
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ever restore him to respectability.” The sincere

endeavor to investigate and discover is a

“vow not only of poverty but of failure.”

Miller’s self-portrait of the solitary scholar

he similarly characterizes as “The Plight of

the Lone Wolf.”

Yet, as much as Miller applauds noncon-
formity and the “blessing of individuality,”

he is acutely aware of each person’s social

responsibility. In a number of essays, Miller

emphasizes this conviction and points to its

significance for the New England Puritans.

His account of “Individualism and the New
England Tradition” reminds us that the

“individual [Puritan] could be free only for

ends, not from ends, and his liberty was
achieved only upon terms.” Similarly, his

essays treating the Bay Psalm Boo\ and the

Cambridge Platform of 1648' depict the im-

portance the Puritans attached to the com-
munity. Theirs was no “me generation” but

a group of earthly saints who had covenanted

with God and with each other to form a holy

society.

The importance of social duty undergirds

the volume’s title essay, “The Responsibility

of Mind in a Civilization of Machines.”

Here Miller challenges us, our individual

and collective intelligence, to assume re-

sponsibility for the consequences and possible

“fallout” of our machine age. We are not, he

contends, the unwitting victims of a tech-

nology imposed upon us but its creators and
accomplices. In its face, we must not suc-

cumb to apathy or intellectual paralysis. We
must bridge the chasm between scientists

and humanists, between our creations and
ourselves.

The volume’s essays are not being printed

for the first time; they have been drawn
from a variety of other sources. Thus the

collection is not a significant contribution

to new scholarship. Yet the editors have

chosen well in bringing together pieces which

reflect Miller’s catholic interests and com-
pelling ideas. One would hope these essays

will now be given a wider reading for the

knowledge they provide us of our history,

our current challenges, and a scholar who
elucidated both.

John McDowell
Hollins College

Roanoke, VA.
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Learning to Forgive
, by Doris Don-

nelly. Macmillan, New York. NY, 1979.

Pp. xiv -(- 127. $6.95.

“When Hannah Arendt made the claim

that ‘the discoverer of the role of forgiveness

in the realm of human affairs was Jesus of

Nazareth,’ she had in mind, most likely, the

capacity of this kind of radical behavior to

alter lives and situations.” This sentence from
Learning to Forgive could serve to sum up
this striking and innovative book: authentic

Christian claims freshly put, case histories

given in colorful verbatim, plentiful Scrip-

ture allusions, and over-all, contagious en-

thusiasm about the practice and meaning of

forgiveness.

Several years ago when the author, Doris

Donnelly, a Roman Catholic teacher at Prince-

ton Theological Seminary, presented a

learned paper on post-Vatican-II penance,

hearers could agree that her approach was

geared to graduate seminarians at Fordham
University where she had been teaching. But

by contrast, the range and vividness of this

new book—Catholic but urgently ecumenical

—make it “an original.” One possible reason

for such immediacy, indeed, may be her

single-parent experience with two adolescents

in Princeton town, where forgiveness is

more than merely theoretical! Whatever the

background, here are new lines of inquiry

psychological and doctrinal, and invitive

redefinitions of truths long taken for granted.

New territory is mapped for both the be-

liever and even any person of sensibility.

Attention is first given to ways by which

most of us avoid the show-down of forgiving:

pain new and deep, anger, jealousy, resent-

ment, revengefulness, social unacceptability,

or pride. Refusal to forgive produces in turn

anger, hatred, negative memories, retalia-

tion, tension and stress, distancing from God,

lessened self-worth, and guilt—a formidable

roster of disadvantages obvious to any secu-

lar modern observer.

Dr. Donnelly then moves on to describe

forgiveness as “an empowered form of giv-

ing,” an invitation. It is in H. R. Mackin-

tosh’s phrase, “first owning and then dis-

owning our sins.” She quotes also Henri

Nouwen’s claim that forgiveness becomes

real for the compassionate person “who has

discovered the weakness of his friends and the

sins of his enemy in his own heart and is

willing to call every human being his

brother.” Thus in the author’s own words,

“forgiveness is an event, not an idea, and it

comes full circle at the moment I discover

myself and claim myself as a sinner.” These
insights are supported by copious instances

in Scripture and a diverting succession of

everyday experiences. One small criticism,

indeed, is that we become so engaged with

this colorful story or that, that we feel let

down when we are not told in some instances,

how the venture did turn out in the end.

Essentially a teaching book, the presenta-

tion concludes with examples of how Jesus

himself forgave and how he pictured for-

givers in his parables. He forgives, we are

told, "very simply, because he is a free man,
. . . radically and totally free.” His pattern

is for us a transforming one. “In the end, all

forgivers do as Jesus did: they restore self-

worth to the offender; they cancel a debt:

they confer freedom; and they love beyond
their imagining.”

The discussion, impressionistic rather than

systematic, abounds in hope. It moves at alti-

tudes and among attitudes far distant from

the old Anselmic “bargain” or “price paid,”

but manages to avoid “cheap grace” on the

other side, by emphasizing the pain and

anguish which forgiveness calls for. As the

introduction remarks, “these pages deal

mostly with the formidable power that for-

giveness exercises in our lives which enables

us to acknowledge that the decisions of hu-

man life, even when they turn out badly,

are not above repair.”

Most recent doctrinal developments, Pro-

testant and Catholic, have been newly lifting

up forgiveness as the unique keynote of the

Christian story. The re-defining of “pen-

ance” which emerged from Vatican II is not

unlike Luther’s metanoia. The Confession of

ig6y among United Presbyterians highlights

grace, Mediatorship, and reconciliation as

never before in this tradition. World events

force us toward peace parleys and nuclear dis-

armament. It is a time to declare and learn

forgiveness in Christ. This book of Dr.

Donnelly’s, at such a time, is an adventure

and an appeal.

John Oliver Nelson

Founder and Adviser of

Kirkridge Retreat
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Catholicism and History: The Open-

ing of the Vatican Archives
,
by Owen

Chadwick. Cambridge University Press,

New York, NY, 1978. Pp. 174. $13.95.

These Herbert Hensley Henson Lectures

at Oxford locate the high and low marks of

that great cultural tide of historical aware-

ness which has brought the Vatican in the

last hundred years or so to the persuasion

that the archives of the papacy should be

made available to historians.

The story really begins with Napoleon,

who brought the papal archives to European

attention by appropriating them for that

great central archive in Paris which he was

projecting for his new empire of Europe. He
moved chests of documents from Rome by

the trainload—over 3,000 of them—and or-

dered the preparation of an index. Hitherto

only a handful of administrators had used

the archives and there was no general knowl-

edge of what was to be found there.

The archives were the official records of

the curia, maintained for administrative pur-

poses. Systematic record-keeping apparently

began only in the thirteenth century, and

then the main officers of the curia each held

his own records. At times, indeed, the fam-

ilies of high Vatican officials retained their

records. A central depository was established

early in the seventeenth century, and in 1656

the pope ordered that the records of the

Secretary of State be kept in the archives.

These records were henceforth to constitute

the bulk of the collection.

The greatest crisis in the history of the

archives came with Napoleon’s fall and the

attempt by the Vatican to recover its records.

Of over 3000 chests which had travelled to

Paris, about two thirds eventually went back

to Rome. Quantities were destroyed; 2,600

volumes of Inquisition records, for example,

were shredded. And the disorganization and

confusion following on the double move can

be imagined.

But the great nineteenth-century surge of

interest in history was underway, and it was
now generally known that the Vatican ar-

chives was one of the greatest collections in

Europe. The new national consciousness, in

particular, stimulated research. The German
Protestant Pertz led the list in the 1820’s,
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collecting materials for the Monumenta
Germania Historica. Some fifty volumes of

British materials similarly were drawn from

the Vatican repository for the Master of the

Rolls. French, Austrian, Russian, Belgian

and other scholars similarly brought requests

to use Vatican collections.

The curia, however, had no adequate pro-

vision for the arrangement and cataloguing

of the archives, and regulations for access

were rather arbitrary. Texts were sometimes

censured. Apologetic or prudential considera-

tions were prominent. The records of the

trial of Galilei, e.g. constituted an embarrass-

ment. They had been located at the move to

Paris, but the first reasonably accurate ac-

count of these manuscripts appeared only in

1867.

There was a similarly sticky problem at the

time of the Vatican Council when curial au-

thorities sought to prevent access to the re-

cords of the earlier council of Trent. When
the procedures of Trent were made public

in the spring of 1870, the leak resulted in the

disgrace of the archivist Theiner. The turn-

ing point in the story came in 1883 with

Pope Leo’s “Letter to Three Cardinals,”

which opened the archives to historians. Leo
was persuaded that antipapal versions of

Italian history, such as that of Garibaldi,

could be most effectively answered by re-

sponsible use of the sources. He had been

much impressed when the Protestant histor-

ian Sickel used archival materials to refute

charges against the church. The acts of the

council of Trent were now released, although

Leo maintained restrictions on the trial of

Giordano Bruno and the materials on Pope

Alexander VI.

At Leo’s death, and again at the deaths of

the next two popes, historians were nervous

about their continued access to the archives.

In 1921-22, however, the archives were opened
up to 1830, and permission was given to pub-

lish all the letters of Alexander VI.

Professor Chadwick’s description of this

slow massive shift in attitude is enlivened by

sketches of memorable personalities and im-

probable events. The search for the Galilei

documents reads like a spy novel. We are

half ready to believe in the raid Lord Acton

is supposed to have planned in 1870 to prevent

the destruction by the advocates of infalli-

bility of the anathemas against Pope Honor-
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ius. We hear of the dozen Germans who got

into the records of the Datary in the Lateran

palace in 1885, a room with about 3,000 vol-

umes in considerable disorder; of the sub-

archivist Balan catching at the coat-tails of

the Protestant Sickel before he should walk
under the sign on the door proclaiming

excommunication for those entering, and of

the quiet mole Stevenson, tunneling away in

the archives in the 1870’s when everyone

supposed they were sealed tight on the prin-

ciple, “No one gets in; nothing comes out.”

James H. Nichols

More Than Coincidence, by Malcolm
G. Mackay. The Saint Andrew Press,

Edinburgh, 1979. Pp. 242. ,£6.95.

Malcolm G. Mackay is an Australian of

Scottish descent who has had a varied public

career as clergyman, television personality,

businessman, politician and cabinet officer.

After taking three university degrees—includ-

ing a Ph.D. at Edinburgh—he served as a

parish minister, then as Master of the first

residential college in the new University of

New South Wales, then as a member of the

Australian parliament and as executive of an

oil exploration company; and in 1970 he be-

came Minister for the Navy in the Australian

government. When he was defeated for re-

election to parliament in 1973, he found him-

self not merely out of a job, but also, as he

puts it, “pretty well without a faith. I had

become increasingly cynical and sceptical

about religion” (p. 38). In this situation of

spiritual need, he found a renewed Christian

faith through Roger Hicks, a member of the

Moral Re-Armament movement, who per-

suaded Mackay to surrender his life to Jesus

Christ, and listen for and obey his guidance.

Since then he has sought to live his faith and
has written this book to report on what he has

found.

On page 161 Mackay summarizes his view-

point thus:

“1. The ‘Maker’s Instructions,’ the guide-

lines or fixed principles of human behaviour,

are found in the moral law, and particularly

in such cardinal standards as love, honesty,

purity, and peace: the ethical crystallisation of

the Law of Moses, the Sermon on the Mount,

and the great majority of religious and ethical

teachings. . . .

“2. There is an ‘inner voice’ available to

the simplest or most sophisticated man on
earth, to guide and direct him in pursuit of

these moral goals as first steps toward a new
spiritual life and the recreation of human
society. This voice does not depend on race,

class, colour or creed and is the birthright of

all mankind.
“3. As each individual follows this way

he will come to see more deeply into his own
religious heritage, his own people and the

part he and they can play in the universal

search of man for God, and in building a

better future for mankind. . . .

“4. The life of obedience to the Spirit

brings us not only to fundamental changes
in our own personal lives and values but also

to revolutionary changes in our relationships

with others, even those with whom we may
differ most or with whom there have once

been barriers of hatred and mistrust. These
changes can be the raw material of radical

changes to the existing system of society, the

basis of a more thorough revolution than

foreseen by communism.”
Dr. Mackay lays special stress on the im-

portance of listening for God’s voice. He
cites several striking illustrations, drawn from
different parts of the world, of how God
guides those who so listen in their important

life decisions, and the significant social and
corporate consequences which can follow

from such obedience to this guidance of the

Spirit. No doubt there are dangers in such

listening as this—principally the danger of

mistaking an uprush from the subconscious

for an inrush of the Spirit. But it must be

admitted that he has presented a persuasive

exposition of how devout human beings, in

seeking to follow the leading of God’s Spirit,

can make a significant contribution to social

as well as personal wellbeing. His challenge

to such commitment deserves to be taken very

seriously.

Norman V. Hope

The Church in Our Times : An Ecu-

menical History from A British Per-

spective, by Rupert E. Davies. Epworth
Press, London, 1979. Pp. 132. /'1.95.

In this survey of twentieth century church

history, Rupert Davies, the well-known Eng-

lish Methodist leader, discusses several sig-
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nificant developments in ecclesiastical thought

and life. He describes the Liturgical Move-
ment, which, beginning in the Roman Cath-

olic church, has spread to most major Pro-

testant denominations and has given the

laity a more active and meaningful partici-

pation in worship services. Again, Davies

surveys theological thought, particularly the

“crisis” theology of Karl Barth and other neo-

orthodox thinkers, and the “secular” or “radi-

cal” theology of the 1960’s associated with

Harvey Cox, Paul Van Buren, and John

A. T. Robinson. Thirdly, he summarizes the

development of the international Ecumenical

Movement from its beginnings at the Edin-

burgh Conference of 1910 through the for-

mation of the World Council of Churches in

1948, and the important Faith and Order
Conferences at Lund (1952), Montreal (1963)

and Louvain (1971). He also takes note of

significant organic mergers, particularly the

formation of the Church of South India in

1947 and the Church of North India and
Pakistan in 1970. He then devotes a chapter

to the dramatic changes in the Roman Cath-

olic church since Pope John XXIII called the

Second Vatican Council in 1962—changes

which have transformed Protestant-Roman

Catholic relations from diatribe to dialogue.

Finally, Davies focuses on the ecumenical

developments which have taken place in

Britain. There the non-Roman Catholic

churches, deeply divided in 1900, organized

the British Council of Churches in 1942; and
though negotiations for a reunion between

the Anglicans and the Methodists failed in

1969 and 1972, in the latter year the Pres-

byterian and Congregational churches in

England succeeded in uniting to form the

United Reformed Church. Furthermore, at

Nottingham in 1964 British churches were
challenged to “covenant together to work and
pray for the inauguration of a union by a

date agreed upon among them,” and mean-
time to designate “areas of ecumenical ex-

periment” where united Christian action

could take place at the local level. In a final

chapter the author sets forth “some condi-

tions of further progress” towards a united

church.

Some mistakes have crept into this book
which should be corrected in future editions.

For example, Lux Mundi was published in

1889, not 1888 (p. 15); Hugh Price Hughes
died in 1902, not 1920 (p. 16) ;

William
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Temple was translated from Manchester to

York in 1929, not 1928 (p. 27). On page 32 it

is stated that Orthodox Churches felt unable

to send delegates to the first Faith and Order

Conference at Lausanne in 1927; but actually

several members of the Orthodox family of

churches were officially represented at this

conference. But this book, short as it is, pro-

vides a useful and concise summary of some
of the more significant developments in the

history of the church during the present

century.

Norman V. Hope

Scotland's Life and Wor\, by R. D.

Kernohan. The Saint Andrew Press,

Edinburgh, 1979. Pp. 215. $4.95 (paper).

Among the many services rendered to the

Church of Scotland by “that eminent and
efficient Victorian,” Professor Archibald H.
Charteris, was this: that he persuaded the

Life and Work Committee to start a “dis-

tinctively Scottish” monthly magazine which
would function as an official house organ of

the Church. The first issue of Life and Wor\
—as this Church magazine was called—ap-

peared in 1879; and in its centennial year its

history has been written by the present edi-

tor, Mr. R. D. Kernohan.

In telling his story, the author comments,
discriminatingly yet charitably, on each of

his nine predecessors in the editorial chair.

He also discusses the major issues and events

of a strictly ecclesiastical kind with which
the magazine has dealt—such as the Disestab-

lishment controversy of the 1880’s and 1890’s;

the merger of the two major Scottish Pres-

byterian churches (United Free, and Estab-

lished) in 1929, which resulted in the integra-

tion of the United Free Church magazine
The Record into Life and Wor\ in 1930; and
the Bishops’ Report of 1957. He also empha-
sizes the continuing interest in foreign mis-

sions reflected in the pages of the magazine
throughout its whole history. But he also sets

the story within the wider context of the

major political, social and economic move-
ments which have marked the current cen-

tury—for example, the Boer War of 1899-

1902, World War I, the depression of the

1930’s, World War II and the Cold War of

the following decades. All these world events
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found their echoes in the pages of Life and

Work; and this fact presumably explains and
justifies the presence of pictures of Churchill

and Hitler in the book.

A marked feature of Mr. Kernohan’s work
is its stark candor. Thus, he deals at some
length with an article by the Paisley minister

David McQueen in the April 1934 issue,

which he characterizes as ’’with little doubt

the most outrageous article ever to appear in

Life and Work" (p. 139)- In this article Mr.

McQueen peddled the Nazi propaganda line:

that Hitler saved Germany from Commu-
nism, that the Jews were responsible for much
of the moral degeneracy of the Weimar Re-

public which preceded Hitler (and therefore

deserved to be punished), and that the Nazi

attempt to regiment the Protestant churches

in Germany under Reichsbishof Ludwig
Muller was analogous to the reunion of the

Scottish Presbyterian churches in 1929. Mr.

Kernohan notes, however, that McQueen was

rebutted in a subsequent issue of the maga-

zine by John McConnachie, a Dundee min-

ister who had a German wife and was a

translator of Barth. Again, the author does

not attempt to conceal, or even to gloss over,

the acute controversy which developed under

the editorship (1965-72) of his predecessor

Leonard Bell, with whose editorial policies

the Publication Committee (his official boss)

was dissatisfied. Bell fought the Committee
and was vindicated in the report of a special

committee appointed by the General As-

sembly to investigate the matter; but he died

before the General Assembly was able to re-

ceive this report. Mr. Kernohan is also frank

about the difficulties confronting Life and

Work and its editor today—difficulties caused

by the increasing secularization of life in

Scotland and the decline of serious reading

produced by the omnipresent radio and tele-

vision. But throughout his whole narrative

there runs a justifiable pride in the achieve-

ments of the Church’s magazine during its

hundred years of publication, and a deep

faith in its future contribution to the Chris-

tian good of Scotland.

Norman V. Hope

Ahead of His Age: Bishop Barnes of

Birmingham, by John Barnes. Collins,

London, 1979. Pp. 487. ,£12.95.

During the second quarter of the twentieth

century one of the most able, if also one of

the most controversial, of Anglican clergy-

men was Ernest William Barnes, Bishop of

Birmingham. His biography has now been

written by his elder son, John, who retired

after a thirty-year career in the British diplo-

matic service, which included ambassador-

ships to Israel and then The Netherlands.

Born in 1874, Barnes, after a brilliant

mathematical career at Cambridge University,

achieved such success as a scientist as to be

made a Fellow of the Royal Society at the

unusually early age of thirty-five. Ordained

in 1902 as a deacon in the Church of Eng-
land, in 1915 he became Master of the

Temple Church in London; in 1917 was
made a Canon of Westminster; and in 1924
was nominated by Prime Minister Ramsay
Macdonald to be Bishop of Birmingham.
Almost from the outset of his episcopal

career, Barnes was involved in controversy.

Accepting Darwin’s view that man is de-

scended from an ape-like stock, he rejected the

Genesis story of man’s fall, and thus alienated

believers in the verbal infallibility of the

Bible. Again, he strongly opposed the con-

ception underlying the Roman Catholic doc-

trine of transubstantiation, namely, what he

called “the absurd superstition” of a spiritual

presence in the consecrated elements of the

Lord's Supper. This brought him into sharp

conflict with Anglo-Catholics who held this

belief. Again, in 1947 Barnes published what
Roger Lloyd called "his notorious book,”

The Rise of Christianity, in which he virtu-

ally repudiated and rejected “any miraculous

element in the origin of Christianity, either

in the circumstances of Christ’s own birth

and death, or in actions which he performed”

(p. 396). This aroused such widespread op-

position that Geoffrey Fisher, the then Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, stated publicly that

“If these views were mine, I should not feel

that I could still hold episcopal office in the

Church” (p. 410). Barnes, however, did not

heed this blunt call for his resignation; he

continued as Bishop of Birmingham until

within a few months of his death in 1953.

This biography has of course much to say

about these controversies in which Barnes

was involved. But it also makes clear that

he was no mere ecclesiastical polemicist.

Thus, for almost thirty years he was actively
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engaged in the administration of a busy

diocese. In this capacity he not only con-

ducted regular confirmations and ordina-

tions with exemplary diligence and reverence,

and sought the best qualified incumbents for

the various church positions which he had to

fill, but he also raised large sums of money
for church extension in his diocese. For much
of his episcopate he was vehemently opposed

by some Anglo-Catholic priests who persisted

in reserving the consecrated sacramental ele-

ments for the adoration of the faithful—

a

practice which Barnes held to be Roman
Catholic and as such illegal in the Church
of England. Those so-called “rebels” who
defied him were, though vocal and well

organized, never numerous; and before the

end of Barnes’ episcopate all of the churches

in the Birmingham diocese had conformed
to his wishes in this matter.

Even during those years in Birmingham,
Barnes kept alive his scientific interests. In

1927-29 he delivered Gifford Lectures at

Aberdeen University; and these, after re-

vision, were published in 1933 under the title

Scientific Theory and Religion, which won
favorable notices from such eminent scien-

tists as A. S. Eddington and J.B.S. Haldane.

Furthermore, Barnes believed it to be his

duty to seek to apply Christian principles to

current social and political issues. This led

him to become a staunch pacifist, a stance

which he maintained even during World
War II. Never a great lover of capitalism, he

came to favor some form of socialism, though

he never joined any political party; and in

later life he took a keen interest in eugenics,

“weeding out of bad stocks from the popu-

lation,” favoring birth control and even

euthanasia. These positions Barnes upheld,

even though they were not shared by many
of his fellow Anglicans.

This book has much to commend it. For
one thing, it is clearly and even gracefully

written. Again, it shows a well-informed and
discriminating grasp of the many issues,

some of them technical, with which it has

to deal; and it expounds them in under-

standable layman’s language. Furthermore,

though the author’s sympathy with his sub-

ject is very apparent, and leads him to make
some acerbic comments on several of Barnes’

opponents, particularly Geoffrey Fisher, yet

he is by no means blind to his father’s

peculiarities and even his faults; and he

states with fairness and accuracy the views

of his opponents.

Whether Bishop Barnes was “ahead of his

age” or an outdated modernist is a question

to which this book gives no clear answer.

Probably he was something of both of these.

But obviously he was a man dedicated to the

purpose of clarifying the meaning of the

Christian faith and making it prevail as far

as possible in the age in which he was called

upon to live and serve.

In the past half century quite a few biogra-

phies of twentieth century Anglican bishops

and archbishops have been published. In the

judgment of the present reviewer, this book,

next to G.K.A. Bell’s monumental Randall

Davidson, is the most interesting and read-

able of them all.

Norman V. Hope

George Berkeley in America
,

by

Edwin S. Gaustad. Yale University

Press, New Haven, CT, 1979. Pp. 225.

$15.00.

In 1729, George Berkeley, the noted Irish

philosopher and Anglican minister, arrived

in Newport, Rhode Island. Armed with a

parliamentary promise of financial support,

he intended to go on to Bermuda to estab-

lish a university, convert the Indians, and
provide a center for the cultural improvement
of Britain’s Atlantic colonies. The plan was
flawed from its inception. Berkeley possessed

woefully inadequate information about the

New World, had chosen in Bermuda a sing-

ularly inappropriate location for his college,

and had incurred the opposition of influential

men. Almost as soon as he disembarked,

Berkeley sensed that fortune was not smiling

on his endeavor; and when the parliamentary

appropriation did not materialize, he con-

ceded defeat and sailed back to England in

September 1732. George Berkeley in America
recounts the story of these thirty-three abor-

tive months in New England, but it also does

much more. This volume provides fresh

insight into the career of a major philoso-

pher and through him a deeper understand-

ing of an important segment of the eight-

eenth-century religious mind. Gaustad, more-

over, has adorned his narrative with a grace,
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clarity, and wit worthy of the subject—a man
whom Sir Isaiah Berlin once characterized

as exhibiting "a classical lucidity and beauty

of expression never again attained in Western

philosophy.”

A particular vision of history, religion, and

culture motivated Berkeley to leave the secur

ity of a deanery in Ireland for the uncertain-

ties of America. Convinced that Britain and

other European nations were in moral de-

cline, he reposed in the New World his hopes

for a revivified Christian civilization. This

dream reflected a common eighteenth-century

view that the Western Hemisphere was an

Eden before the fall or, in Berkeley’s words,

a “Seat of Innocence,/Where Nature guides

and Virtue rules.” On this “virgin Earth,”

the “Pedantry of Courts and Schools” would
be swept aside; and humanity would have a

new beginning. But Berkeley’s hope rested

upon more than the myth of paradise

regained; it was also based on a linear under-

standing of history moving toward fulfill-

ment. Berkeley did not repudiate the achieve-

ments of Western culture in favor of an Ar-

cadian primitivism. Only the artificiality and

decadence of the old world would be pruned

away while its best fruits would reach per-

fection in the New. In order to realize this

dream, piety and learning had to exist in

intimate relationship. Standing between the

excesses of the enthusiasts and the cold ra-

tionality of the deists, Berkeley sought, in

Gaustad’s words, “a via media broad enough

to embrace both passion and reason, wise

enough to encompass both mystery and un-

derstanding.” Berkeley’s was a vision of a

comprehensive Christian culture in which

the arts and sciences were not indifferent or

hostile to faith but expressions of it. The
dean’s catholicity of interests embodied his

ideal. Whether donating books to Harvard

and Yale, procuring an organ for Trinity

Church in Newport, expressing his views on

architecture, preaching a warmly evangelical

sermon, or writing a tract on the allegedly

curative powers of tar water, Berkeley pro-

vided a testimony incarnate to what he called

“a life of civility and religion.” It was to

such a life, at once urbane and Christian,

that Berkeley wished to call the men and

women of British America through his uni-

versity in Bermuda.

Gaustad’s portrait of Berkeley the church-

man and humanitarian also affords a better

understanding of the philosopher. Long be-

fore his journey to America, Berkeley estab-

lished his reputation as an innovative thinker

by advocating immaterialism—the notion

that all things are ideas in the mind of God
and that so-called "matter” has no existence

independent of perception. As novel then as

it is unfashionable now, this idealism lends

itself to caricature as the product of fanciful

imagination; but Berkeley’s intention was
practical rather than speculative. He believed

that distinctions between ideas and the phys-

ical world tore a rift between the real and
the intelligible, thus opening the way to

skepticism. Moreover, he feared that the

“swaggering materialists” of the new science,

as Gaustad styles them, were creating a self-

contained physical universe which functioned

independently of God. As a counterpoint.

Berkeley asserted that what is known and
what is real are identical and that the divine

mind is the immediate source of this rational

order. Human perception thus pointed in-

evitably to the God “in whom we live and
move and have our being." Whatever its

technical merits, Berkeley’s philosophy was
another means by which he affirmed that all

knowledge, rightly used, was conducive to

faith and could not be severed from it. His

idealism provided the theoretical underpin-

ning for his notion of a comprehensive

Christian culture.

As Gaustad recognizes, the durability of

Berkeley’s legacy to America is mixed.

Throughout the nineteenth century, orators

frequently invoked his vision of a golden

age in the New World in support of Ameri-

ca’s providential mission, some later philoso-

phers such as Peirce and Royce acknowledged

their debt to him, and several educational

institutions still bear his name. However,

his commitment to an urban Christian cul-

ture was in many quarters soon swept away

in a tide of revivalistic passion and his ideal-

ism in the flood of Scottish Common Sense

philosophy. After reading Gaustad’s admir-

able (and admiring) treatment of Berkeley,

one is tempted to wish that it had been

otherwise.

James H. Moorhead
North Carolina State University

Raleigh, N.C.
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The Emergence of the Catholic

Tradition: A.D. 100-600 (Vol. I, The
Christian Tradition ), by Jaroslav Peli-

kan. University of Chicago Press, Chi-

cago, IL, 1971. (Phoenix paperback

edition, 1974). Pp. 394. $5.95.

This fresh, fair, immensely learned survey

of Christian doctrine in the context of phi-

losophy and the competing religions of the

Greco-Roman world is a bargain at the price.

It represents the fine flowering of the life-

work of the Dean of the Graduate School of

Yale University, who is also Sterling Pro-

fessor of History and Religious Studies.

This volume deals with the Jewish back-

ground for Christianity, the heretical devel-

opments in Marcionism, Gnosticism and

Montanism with the opposing concern for the

maintenance of the Apostolic tradition. The
transition from the apocalyptic to the con-

tinuing nature of the Church is traced as the

Church Catholic develops its ecclesiology and

means of grace. The doctrine of the Trinity

and the relationship of Christ, the God-Man
to the Father, is expounded in the light of

heretical and alternative formulations of

theology. Christian anthropology and the re-

lationship of nature and grace are studied in

detail. Finally, Pelikan summarises in great

clarity and detail “The Orthodox Consensus.”

This work is marked by erudition of the

highest order, lucidity, concision, and fairness

to opposing viewpoints. Its range and depth

are a triumph of theological scholarship.

Horton M. Davies

Princeton University

The Spirit of Eastern Christendom

:

A.D. 6oo-ijoo, by Jaroslav Pelikan.

University of Chicago Press, Chicago,

IL, 1974. Pp. 329. $5.95.

This is the second volume of Professor

Pelikan’s magisterial work, The Christian

Tradition, which is subtitled, A History of

the Development of Doctrine. When the five

volumes are completed, we shall have the

finest American history of Christian doctrine

written, and one fit to be compared with the

great German works, such as Harnack’s

Dogmengeschichte. What makes it so impres-

sive is its panoramic scope of doctrinal de-

velopment through twenty centuries in both

East and West, its immense knowledge of

the sources in the original languages and of

interpretations in the language of Western

Europe and of the Slavic World, combined
with subtle summaries and pithy evaluations.

For this reader also Dean Pelikan’s work is an

advance on other histories of doctrine be-

cause of its recognition, especially in the East,

of the liturgy as the matrix of orthodox

theology.

In this particular volume there are several

highlights. First, the profoundly significant

Trinitarian and Christological expositions of

doctrine which aim at avoiding Monophysite
and Monothelite heresies. Much attention is

also devoted to the Iconoclastic Controversy

of the eighth and ninth centuries, which was
concerned with the propriety of using images

in worship and private devotion. Here the

arguments of both iconophiles and iconoclasts

are presented with extraordinary fairness.

The presentation of Christian Trinitarianism

in polemics with Judaic and Islamic mono-
theism is treated in great detail. The worsen-

ing relations of Byzantium with Rome is

considered fully. Finally, the late flowering

of Eastern Orthodoxy is mirrored in mystical

theology, and in the odd quasi-Calvinism of

the seventeenth century Patriarch of Con-
stantinople, Cyril Lucaris, and in the promis-

ing beginnings of Slavic Orthodoxy in Russia.

I found only one typographical error, “onat-

sists” (sic) on p. 230, a minuscule speck in

a macrocosmic sun!

Horton Davies

A Communion of Communions:
One Eucharistic Fellowship

, ed. by J.

Robert Wright. Seabury Press, New
York, NY, 1979. Pp. 302. $9.95 (paper).

This paperback book of three hundred
pages is an impressive tribute in both docu-

mentation and interpretation of the profound
concern of the American Episcopal Church
for the re-union of the Churches. This Com-
munion is actively engaged in ecumenical

discussions with the Roman Catholic Church
and the Orthodox Church and in both cases

the ordination of women to the priesthood
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and the diaconate has provided a setback.

The Episcopal Church is also considering

reunion with the Lutheran Churches and
here, as Dr. William Rusch’s subtle essay

indicates, the problem is the episcopate for

Lutherans. Apart from sharing in the inter-

denominational Consultation on Church
Union, the Episcopal Church is also involved

in discussion with leaders of the Baptist

Churches. And, as if this were not enough,

there is already a comity of association with

the Old Catholics, the Lusitanian Church in

Portugal, the Spanish Episcopal Church and
the Philippine Episcopal Church.

This book clarifies the aims of these con-

versations, the difficulties as seen from both

Anglican and non-Anglican participants, and
documents achievements. It provides the valu-

able "Detroit Report of the National Ecu-

menical Consultation and the Papers of the

Triennial Ecumenical Study of the Episcopal

Church, 1976-79.” In fact, the latter is the

volume’s subtitle. The work is wisely edited

and was well worth doing. It will surprise

both Episcopalians and the wider ecumenical

community in America and beyond.

Horton Davies

Christianity in European History, by

William A. Clebsch. Oxford University

Press, New York, NY, 1979. Pp. 315.

$4.50 (paper).

William Clebsch is Professor of Religious

Studies at Stanford University. The aim of

his ambitious book is ‘‘to demonstrate that

changing cultures and differing aspirations

produced a variety of Christianities, evinced

in various manifestations of Christ over the

centuries of European History.” The author

adds, "Perhaps a more accurate and cer-

tainly a more cumbersome title would have

been, ‘The Christs and the Christianities of

European History’” (p. vi). One cannot

quarrel with the aim, but one can have

legitimate doubts about the method in so

short a scope. Desiring to make modern
men and women share in the experience of

encountering the different Christs in history,

Dr. Clebsch has selected exemplary men and
women as the mirrors by which to reflect

these differing understandings of Christ and

Christianity. Even if we, born after the En-
lightenment, could de-sophisticate ourselves

in such a way as to empathize totally with
these exemplary persons—itself a most du-

bious proposition—this is to forget that the

residue of history has lost a lot of the essen-

tial documents and interpreters. More serious,

however, is the almost solipsistic choice of

the exemplary persons. As the author admits,

other historians would have chosen different

exemplary persons. Hence the method, while

new, is open to the charge of subjectivity.

Granting these difficulties of method, the

book is written with grace and liveliness.

Again and again one is delighted by the

author’s insight, wit, and relevance. We are

introduced to an interesting selection of

martyrs and monks, philosophers and em-
perors, popes, mystics and theologians,

moralists and pietists, and we are brought
up to date with activists and apologists.

Horton Davies

A Short History of the Western

Liturgy, by Theodor Klauser. (2nd

edition). Oxford University Press, New
York, NY, 1979. Pp. 240. $14.00 (cloth).

$5.95 (paper).

Catholic Loyahsm in Elizabethan

England, by Arnold Pritchard. Univer-

sity of North Carolina Press, Chapel

Hill, NC, 1979. Pp. 243. $15.00.

Both books under review are the works of

thorough scholars rightly published by uni-

versity presses. Both deal with the life of the

Roman Catholic Church with deep under-

standing and yet not uncritically. In other

ways they differ markedly.

Klauser’s work is a classic, the product of

a lifetime of research by a professor of the

University of Bonn who was the editor of the

Reallexicon fur Antihe and Christentum and
a renowned liturgiologist. This is the second

English edition based upon the fifth German
edition and the felicitous translation is the

work of Principal John Halliburton of Chi-

chester Theological College. The work’s most
notable contribution to the subject is the

explanation of how Charlemagne’s kingdoms
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and empire came to celebrate a pontifical

liturgy in ordinary parishes instead of the

simpler and appropriate parochial liturgy

which in its slightly earlier form was char-

acterized by Edmund Bishop as “marked by

simplicity, practicality, a great sobriety and

self control, gravity and dignity.” The pomp
and hierarchial separation from the people

would already in the ninth century drive the

Western liturgy toward its medieval nadir of

allegorical, non-participatory spectator wor-

ship.

Our second volume, by a young scholar,

was originally in the form of a Yale Univer-

sity doctoral dissertation. It is an example of

the best kind of revisionary history for it

shatters the previous stereotype that pictured

the Elizabethan Catholics as being under the

thumbs of Jesuits scheming from seminaries

across the water to bring down Elizabeth’s

Via Media through an invasion more political

than theological. It shows that there was an

important group of Catholic Loyalists in

England who were concerned for the main-

tenance of order and stability in England
and who hoped for an accommodation of

religion and politics. The admirable tone of

the author may be discerned from his com-
ment on the report that Weston the Jesuit

fell on his knees before two quarreling in-

mates of Wisbech Castle prison, neither a

friend of his, and vowed not to rise until

they were reconciled. Dr. Pritchard adds:

“The two were indeed reconciled but unless

they were as liberated from normal human
passions as was Weston himself they might
well have regarded him as a sanctimonious

meddler” (p. 8 1 ) . This book aims to under-

stand causes and to disentangle motives in

the hottest controversies. In this it succeeds

admirably.

Horton Davies
Princeton University

Age of Spirituality : Late Antique

and Early Christian Art, Third to

Seventh Century
, ed. by Kurt Weitz-

mann. The Metropolitan Museum of

Art, New York, NY, 1980. Pp. 736
(folio size). $45.00.

This is, both literally and symbolically, a

magnum opus. It is a memento of the most

impressive exhibition of Antique and Early

Christian Art ever to reach these shores.

Gathered from the major museums and pri-

vate collections of the world are 594 objects,

each of which is described, dated, and ana-

lyzed, and in most cases photographed, by

an expert. In addition, there are superb

essays in five different categories into which
the art objects have been divided.

For the years A.D. 300-700 the art is con-

sidered in detail. The first division considers

“The Imperial Realm” and includes an essay

or portraiture, another on Scenic representa-

tions, and a third on Architecture.

The second division deals with "The Classi-

cal Realm” and has articles on Mythology
and the Gods of the mystery cults, on Science

and Poetry, and on Architecture.

The third division deals with the “Secular

Realm” and includes essays on Representa-

tions of Daily Life, Portraiture, Objects from
Daily Life, and Architecture.

The fourth division may seem surprising,

in view of the Second Commandment, but
there is an important if relatively short sec-

tion on “The Jewish Realm.”
The final division will be presumably of

greatest interest to our readers, as it is "The
Christian Realm.” It comprises 273 double-

columned pages and is a treasury of early

Christian art of many kinds. It includes

tracings of frescoes, sarcophagi carvings,

illustrated marble epitaphs, ivory diptyches,

terracotta slabs, baptistery wall paintings

(Dura Europos), portrait busts, images of

biblical characters and scenes, glass bowls
with images on them, earthenware bowls,

embossed bronze sheets, illustrated flagons of

silver with partial gilding (representing

Adam and Eve and the three Magi), textile

fragments, engraved rings, silver ewers (one
with a repousse image of the healing of the

man born blind and Christ giving the keys

to Peter), illuminated Gospels (the Ascen-

sion scene from the Rabbula Gospels), silver

plates (nine embossed with scenes from the

life of David), mosaics (as of the Trans-

figuration in the Monastery of St. Catherine

in Mount Sinai), statuettes (Christ as Good
Shepherd), icons (encaustic on wood),
woollen representations (of the Virgin, for

example). Such is only an indication of the

different materials and techniques used for

early Christian art.
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To make these objects more meaningful

are essays on: Abbreviated Representations by
Erich Dinkier; Narrative Representations by
Herbert L. Kessler; Iconic Representations.

Apse Themes and Holy Sites Representations

all by Margaret E. Frazer; Altar Implements
and Liturgical Objects by Victor H. Elbern;

and on Architecture by Alfred Frazer.

Here, indeed, is God’s plenty, and we are

chiefly indebted for the mamoth organiza-

tion of the exhibition and the book that

commemorates it to Professor Kurt Weitz-
mann, formerly of Princeton University and
now of the Institute for Advanced Study,

and to Princeton University Press which has

published it in association with the Metro-

politan Museum of Art. Here, indeed, is

God’s plenty, a visual companion to the bibli-

cal faith which should be in every theological

seminary library as well as in the private

libraries of early church historians and new
testament scholars.

Horton Davies

Introduction to Christiati Worship,

by James F. White. Abingdon Press,

Nashville, TN, 1980. Pp. 288. $7.95

(paper).

The author, who is the well-known Pro-

fessor of Worship and Preaching at Perkins

School of Theology of the Southern Metho-
dist University, has written several books on
worship and church architecture, both his-

torical and contemporary. This so-called “In-

troduction” is an attempt to sum up his

learning and make it available for the be-

ginning theological student. Its emphases are:

historical, theological and pastoral.

My first criticism is that although this was

a very worthwhile endeavor, too much was
attempted especially for beginners in sem-

inaries. The consequence is that the book
reads more like an encyclopedia, even if a

lively one, than should be the case. Further-

more, it has an added defect, a consequence

also of its over-ambitious plan, that there is

too little written on too many different topics.

The first chapter, for example, tries to sum
up the major concepts of three Protestant

thinkers and of three Catholic thinkers in the

area of worship: namely, Hoon, Peter Brun-

ner, von Allmen, Underhill, Casel and Pius

XII. With the exception of the last, each

author has written full-length, exhaustive

books so that to give them six pages in all is

to sell them short. Further, it seems curious

to have omitted the greatest liturgiologist of

the Catholic Church in the twentieth century,

namely, Josef A. Jungmann, though it is good
to see Paul Hoon’s The Integrity of Worship
given the recognition it deserves. Still within

the first chapter we have an analysis of such

key words as gottesdienst, office, liturgy,

paraliturgy, worship, cult, latreia, thusia, pro-

skjunein
,
thres\eia, sebcin, ritual, ceremonial,

ordo. All this is done in six and a half pages.

It would be otiose to give further examples

of over-density in the information provided.

Succeeding chapters deal with “The Langu-
age of Time” (II), which is an interesting

brief history of the Christian Calendar, and
“The Language of Space” (III) which deals

with architecture. This includes such fas-

cinating comments as “Try to preach against

triumphalism in a baroque church! Try to

teach the priesthood of all believers from a

deep gothic chancel never occupied by any

but ordained ministers!” It also includes the

neuter term “Godself” of which the author

is excessively fond as a way of avoiding

sexual references to the Deity. The fourth

chapter, dealing with “The Spoken Word,”
recounts synagogue worship as the ancestor

of Lord’s Day worship and discusses the serv-

ices “of the hours” historically and in the

latest Roman revision. Preaching is defined

thus: “The preacher speaks for God, from
the scriptures, by the authority of the church,

to the people” (p. 138). Oddly enough al-

though the chapter deals with the problem of

the pastoral prayer, it is very short on the

authority of Scripture or the importance of

the sermon, although this was always cen-

tral in Protestantism and is increasingly

recognized by modern Catholicism.

Chapter V, “The Acted Sign,” deals with

the sacraments, as does the entire second half

of the book. Their history as sign-actions is

rapidly surveyed, including a short account

of Casel’s mysterion-theologic and Schille-

beeckx’s sacramental theology. White’s final

preference is a version of Calvin owing much
to Augustine.

Chapter VI is entitled “Initiation and

Reconciliation” and gives us a thumbnail

history, followed by an exposition of five
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New Testament metaphors of initiation, and

concludes with sound pastoral advice. Chap-
ter VII is on “The Eucharist” and begins with

a bare sketch of the historical developments,

then the Dix four-action hypothesis is ap-

proved, and it continues with a rapid account

of the historic Eucharistic families, also the

Reformed and Methodist Communions. Then
there is Brilioth’s analysis of the five major

eucharistic themes in theological exposition,

with two additions (eschatological and pneu-

matic), and then we are back again with

“transsignification.” The final chapter, “Pas-

sages” (VIII), deals with Rites of Passage,

such as weddings, ordinations, ministry to

the sick, and burials. Here again we have

history, theology, and telegrammatic pastoral

advice.

In short, there is too much information

here for an introduction and not enough
for an encyclopedia. And, as far as I am able

to judge, the information is accurate, with

the exception that the English artist referred

to approvingly on p. 107 is Sutherland, not

“Sunderland” and it is a pity to speak of

four artists without a reference to a single

one of their works. Here, then, is an invalu-

able compendium to worship to be consulted

rather than to be read through, except by

experts.

Horton Davies

Public Religion in American Culture
,

by John F. Wilson. Temple University

Press, Phila., PA, 1979. Pp. ix + 198.

$12.50.

As an historian, John F. Wilson of Prince-

ton University has been commenting on
American “civil religion” ever since Robert

Bellah sent up his trial balloon on the subject

in Daedalus (Winter, 1967). Wilson has writ-

ten enlightening essays, e.g., “The Status of

‘Civil Religion’ in America,” in F.lwyn A.

Smith, eel, The Religion of the Republic

(1971) and “A Historian’s Approach to Civil

Religion” in Russell E. Richey and Donald
G. Jones, eds., American Civil Religion

(1974), insights from which have made their

way into this volume before us. As a sociolo-

gist Bellah sought to identify a religious cult

which he found located in our nation’s his-

tory and institutions. This has been mani-

fested especially in times of the national crises

and through our national leaders, that is,

in the days of Washington, Lincoln, and John
Fitzgerald Kennedy. The ensuing debate

over Bellah’s suggestion proved highly sug-

gestive, but also exasperatingly elusive. Us-

ing Ben Franklin’s home grown, “public

religion,” instead of the Rousseau term “civil

religion,” Wilson set for himself the task of

delineating various aspects of the phenome-
non, clarifying the theories used to explain it,

and reflecting on why this discussion should
be taking place at this time in our nation’s

life.

Franklin, an eighteenth century Euhemerus,
considered popular religion as useful in form-
ing citizens and in shaping a common life.

With contemporary sociological insights,

Wilson considers that which may be religious

as a “language of intelligibility about the

social world in its least-bounded context,”

a patterned behavior as a means to achieve

collective identity and which provides co-

herence to the lives of individuals and groups

within the nation, and those attempts to give

organizational expression to sustain religious

patterns of belief and behavior. The author

moves from a consideration of empirical

evidence to a more theoretical consideration

of the presence of “public religion” among
us. In developing his evidence he analyzes

religious elements of the “national covenant,”

its Hebraic, Christian, Classical sources, with

America as God’s chosen, and with an ex-

emplary and emissary role to champion
democracy of individual rights to liberty and
property. He then describes several ways by
which this covenant has been nourished and
perpetuated: religious rhetoric in the langu-

age of leaders (e.g., presidential inaugurals,

state of the union messages, Thanksgiving
Day proclamations), ritual observances on
national holidays (e.g., oath taking, Memo-
rial Days, funerals of national figures), social

institutions in which the mythic ideas and
ritual are perpetuated (e.g., in public schools,

patriotic voluntary societies, sports events),

and various religious meanings of the nation,

especially as shaped and reshaped by wave
after wave of new immigration. Moving to

the more theoretical, Wilson discusses the

various models used to explain public re-

ligion, the political (Rousseau), the social

(Durkheim and Bellah), the cultural (Will
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Herberg), and the theological (Sidney

Mead).
All of this is very worthwhile, especially

since Wilson writes so well. He has sorted

out in a judicious manner many of the var-

ious aspects of this discussion. “At issue,” he

writes in one place, "is the religious referent

—that is to say, the objects to w'hich the

relevant evidence (patterns of belief and be-

havior) have reference.” It is this “religious

referent” which I wish Wilson had discussed

more thoroughly as a theologian and clarified

from a theological perspective. The angle of

vision in this volume is basically historical

and sociological. That is to be expected,

given Bellah’s Durkheimianism and Wilson’s

professional interest as an historian. In this

connection, while reading along, I could not

suppress a revision in Gibbon’s famous line

about various modes of worship during the

decline of the Roman Empire. Some con-

temporary sociologists may not be able to

decide whether religion is false, as the phi-

losophers believe, or true, as the people be-

lieve. But various sociologists, like the Roman
politicians, believe that some form of religion

may be very useful for societal purposes. Bel-

lah, like Euhemerus and Franklin before

him, may be exploring the utility of the gods

in a time of social confusion. But for some
Christians there is a larger context in which
this discussion has been proceeding. Wilson

alludes to it when speaking of the “biblical

God” as the referent of some Americans, be-

fore whom all else is relativized. For several

decades—since the rise of the modern to-

talitarian state and before the rise of this

discussion of “public religion”—W'e have

been concerned about the nation in the light

of our biblical commitment, and about our

sometimes flagrant, sometimes inadvertant

adulation of the United States as a form of

modern idolatry. International and national

ecumenical bodies, e.g., the WCC and the

NCC, have given attention to this larger

dimension of the problem. Carlton J. H.

Hayes gave expression to it in Nationalism:

A Religion (i960), as did Herberg and Mead
from different angles. Martin E. Marty had
the dangers of nationalism in mind in his

attempt to delineate prophetic as well as

priestly aspects of “public religion.” It is

with those people who have been apprehen-

sive about nationalism as idolatry with w’hom

I w'ish Wilson had spent more time to de-

termine how they fit into this discussion.

For them the discussion has not been simply
a matter of social utility, but also a matter
of ultimate concern.

Wilson concludes that is it not possible for

us to speak of an institutionalized cult, al-

though he concedes that some kind of

formalized “public religion” may be in for-

mation at this time. He suggests that we may
consider this discussion in the light of the

crisis of the old order, representing a largely

idealized perception of a Protestant past, and
the emergence of a new, more pluralistic

international order. It may be considered as

a “political-religious revitalization movement
at a transition point to new’ global arrange-

ments. . .
.” That is a very helpful insight.

Given Bellah’s global vision and his interest

in the prophetic aspects of America’s re-

ligious past, he seems to be very concerned
also in preventing us from turning America
into a golden calf. Wilson, for his part, re-

minds us of something he called our attention

to in the first essay he wrote on this subject

in 1971. Even if we could identify "public

religion,” w’e could not establish it, since

religious freedom is an essential ingredient

of our democratic rights for which we sup-

posedly stand as a people. This makes for a

diffusion of power, political and religious,

and makes us somewhat more cautious about

pouring the catsup of religion—Gore Vidal’s

imagery—as a sanction over all of our politi-

cal and other doings. And this freedom helps

to assure that the debate over the “religious

referent” and the language about the “social

world in its least-bounded social context” will

continue among us.

James H. Smylie

Union Theological Seminary

Richmond, VA

Prophets of Rebellion: Millenarian

Protest Movements against the Euro-

pean Colonial Order, by Michael Adas.

University of North Carolina Press,

Chapel Hill, NC, 1979. Pp. xxvii +
243. $19.00.

This title could suggest to readers of The
Bulletin some kind of history of certain sec-
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tarian Christian movements. In fact, as the

first in a projected series of volumes in com-

parative world history, Michael Adas’ study

turns to far less familiar materials. Adas has

selected five native rebellions spread across

Africa and Asia over more than a century.

These are Prince Dipanagara’s rebellion

against the Dutch in Java, 1825-1830; the Pai

Maire rebellion of the Maori in New Zealand

led by Te Ua Haukemene, 1864-1867; the

Munda rebellion led by Birsa in East Central

India, 1895-1900; the Maji Maji uprising

instigated by Kinjikitile in German East

Africa (Tanzania) 1905-1906, and the rebel-

lion led by Saya San in British controlled

Burma, 1930-1932.

Each rebellion involved an indigenous

people who were losing important traditional

cultural self-identity to the influence of Euro-

pean colonialism. While some of these people

made material gains through their contacts

with colonialism, all perceived themselves to

have suffered a loss of former status.

For each group, the rebellion involved a

millenarian vision, in which their former

social esteem would be recovered. These were

classic conservatives, people who wished to

recover a past which they believed to have

been not so much materially better, as cul-

turally and spiritually more authentic. In

each case, they moved into some kind of

military confrontation with the colonialists.

(These colonialists included other indigenous

allies of the Europeans who were frequently

recruited as agents for the Europeans, giving

old native enemies a superior social status in

the new order, often a far worse insult than

the European domination.) These confronta-

tions pitted native weapons, magic talismans,

and incantations against the guns of the

Europeans, with the rebellion failing sooner

or later, depending on how quickly and how
forcibly the colonial powers organized their

response.

Most importantly, Adas has focused his

cases on those in which the rebellion was led

by a strong figure whom he terms a prophet,

and without whom, he argues, no mille-

narian protest could have emerged. Using the

concept of revitalization movements, Adas
seeks to explain the support which each of

these prophetic rebellions generated. Particu-

larly, he stresses the fact that the prophets

called up traditional elements in the peoples’

religious thinking and transformed these

into millenialist symbols which helped the

people believe that now was the particular

time of salvation from their foreign oppres-

sors. While Adas’ descriptions of the content

of these beliefs is brief, and his explanations

of the millenialist transformations of these be-

liefs by the prophets are also sketchy, he does

make a persuasive case for the whole appeal

of these movements to people who were often

bewildered by the way the Europeans oper-

ated from a totally alien world view. He is

especially clear in interpreting how the talis-

mans and other magic elements, which failed

to protect the natives against European weap-

onry, were important symbols for the adher-

ents, affirming their participation in the tradi-

tional culture which they believed could be

restored through the rebellions.

Adas concludes that these prophetic re-

bellions demonstrate that revitalization move-
ments are not necessarily limited to “rootless

and marginal social groups who have been

cut adrift by the breakdown of village com-
munities during periods of profound change”

(p. 185). He also argues persuasively that the

“grim toll of human lives lost . . . must be

set against the widely touted claims by Franz
Fanon that violence has served as a source

of renewal, uplift, and solidarity among
colonized peoples” (p. 189).

The strength of this work lies in Adas’ use

of a series of events that are unfamiliar to

most of us to invite our reflection on the

forces which are set in motion when very

different cultural assumptions are brought

into intense contact. His material is intui-

tively fascinating, and he presents it as a good
storyteller. He is far more successful at pro-

voking further questions and reflection than

at establishing formal proof of his theses.

Adas explains people not rebelling under
similar circumstances as a lack of prophetic

leadership. Yet he acknowledges that in

Burma there were many prophets around,

but he does not explain why Saya San was
able to fulfill the prophetic role that led to

rebellion when others had not. In his con-

clusion, he introduces a contrast between
these prophetic movements and later nation-

alistic movements, comparing Birsa with
Ghandi and Saya San with U Nu. He sug-

gests that the later leaders included far more
European content in their nationalism, but
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he does not pursue the implications of this.

This might reveal some interesting contrasts

between prophetic leadership and bureaucratic

organization.

At several points, Adas would seem to have
been better served by a closer reading of Max
Weber’s work. Adas consciously rejects

Weber’s concept of charisma when he selects

the term “prophet” for the leaders of the

rebellion. The label does not much matter,

but when Adas tries to explain the shift of

power from the prophets to their military

aides, he could have learned much from
Weber’s discussion of the routinization of

charisma, and the chapter on mobilization

would gain from an appreciation of Weber’s

differentiation between power and authority.

It is also surprising that Adas never refers to

his Rutgers colleague Peter Berger’s excel-

lent discussion of the social location of

prophets.

Beyond these limitations, this is an inviting

book. Adas has taken some quite inaccessible

events, has seen their significance and their

connections, and has put the information in

a perspective which allows the reader both

to absorb the information and to conjure

with it how it may apply to contemporary
situations. In particular, the current attempt

by the Ayatollah Khomeini to impose a

Shiite Islamic society in Iran seems to fit very

well with much of what Adas says about

prophetic millenarian rebellion, with the pro-

found difference that Khomeini and his fol-

lowers have no illusions about modern
armaments.

John N. Bartholomew
The Lindenwood Colleges

St. Joseph, MO

The Churches and the Indian Schools,

i888-jgi2, by Francis Paul Prucha. Uni-

versity of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, NE,
1979. Pp. 278. $16.50.

The title of the volume may not suggest it

clearly, but this is essentially a book about

Protestant-Catholic relationships, and more
generally about church-state relationships.

American Indian mission schools happened

to provide a battleground for such issues.

This book is not essentially about Indian-

white relations, if those relations are seen

as reciprocal. The volume focuses almost ex-

clusively on “white” intentions and activities;

Francis Paul Prucha does not claim to do
more. Readers who wish a description of

American Indian perspectives, initiatives, and
responses will need to search elsewhere.

This work follows two recent volumes by
Prucha about humanitarian reform efforts

to “Americanize” the Indians. With the as-

sumption that the United States was a “Pro-

testant nation,” the reform programs were
conceived largely in Protestant terms. How-
ever, increasing Catholic population and
political strength eventually led to conflict.

Prucha’s chronicle in this book begins in

the late nineteenth century when Protestants,

many of whom had gladly delivered their

Indian mission schools into government
hands, began to recognize that the expanding
Catholic Indian school system was the pri-

mary beneficiary of federal mission school

funds. The Indian Rights Association, allied

with several Protestant mission boards, ar-

gued that federal assistance to such schools

was improper; most arguments were made
on grounds of church-state separation, but

latent anti-Catholicism frequently found ex-

pression. The Bureau of Catholic Indian

Missions did battle for the other side, claim-

ing that federal programs and policies, shaped

by Protestants, violated the religious freedom

of Catholic Indians.

Prucha is meticulous, and sometimes dry,

in detailing the political strategies and battles

waged by these forces for two and a half

decades. Conflicts involved legislative con-

firmations of Commissioners of Indian Af-

fairs, direct federal appropriations to mission

schools, the allocation of rations, treaty funds,

and tribal funds, the disputed right of

Catholic Indian families to choose their own
schools, provisions for religious instruction

in government schools, alteration of the

Protestant character of common religious

services at government schools, and the con-

tested right of nuns to wear religious garb in

Catholic schools taken over by the govern-

ment. Catholics met increasing success in

these battles over the years, which reflected

on more than the merits of the specific ar-

guments. More sympathetic government re-

sponse to Catholic appeals evidenced grow-
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ing Catholic strength and political acumen.

In Prucha’s words, Catholics “had clearly

come of age in Indian affairs.”

Bruce D. Forbes

Morningside College

Sioux City, Iowa

Luther’s House of Learning: Indoc-

trination of the Young in the German
Reformation, by Gerald Strauss. The
Johns Hopkins University Press, Balti-

more, MD, 1978. Pp. 390. $20.00.

This large, well-documented study con-

cerns Christian education among sixteenth

century Lutherans, not primarily in the fam-

ily and congregation, but in the daily lessons

of children in private and public schools.

The author begins with Luther’s own shift

(around 1525) away from the family and

toward the school as the superior place of

nurture and education. This “attempt to re-

make the human personality” (p. 3) peaked

around 1530 and thereafter gradually suc-

cumbed to the resentment, boredom, and

apathy which met the reformers’ systems of

routine and compulsion.

Strauss is an historian of education and

makes no claims to be a theologian. He
analyzes only superficially the doctrinal side

of the tension between belief in original sin

and a confidence that the young could be re-

made. Luther’s pessimistic anthropology “was

said to satisfy the claims of theology” (p. 34),

as if some other claims were primary, implies

the author. Yet the work does uncover fas-

cinating records of parish visitations by var-

ious authorities. Dozens of archives docu-

ment an astounding litany of pastors’ com-
plaints about their apathetic and irreligious

flock, especially when the heroism of Luther’s

revolt had faded into business as usual.

Strauss attributes this to the reformers’ own
ambivalent anthropology, the inevitable

bureaucracy and formality of their pedagogi-

cal methods, and the resistance of “folk

piety” or superstition to the narrow social

appeal of the Reformation.

Although beautifully written and vividly

descriptive of the daily life of students and
teachers, this book will benefit few pastors

concerned for Christian nurture in the home
and parish. This is no defect in a contribution

to the history of education. More serious is

the author’s lack of theological insight (or

indeed of any religious conviction according

to the final footnote) which leads him to

claim for the Reformation a central purpose

no Lutheran reformer entertained, namely
“to make people—all people—think, feel, and

act as Christians” (p. 307).

Paul Rorem
Teaching Fellow

Church History

Profiles in Belief: The Religious

Bodies of the United States and Canada,

by Arthur C. Piepkorn. Vol. Ill (Holi-

ness and Pentecostal) & Vol. IV (Evan-

gelical, Fundamentalist, and Other

Christian Bodies), bound together.

Harper & Row, San Francisco, CA,

1979. Pp. xvii + 262 & xviii + 191.

$23.95.

Given the current accents of American re-

ligion at the beginning of the 1980’s, the

latest two volumes of Piepkorn’s theological

omnibus are particularly important. They
outline the dimensions of a theological per-

spective we can expect to persist through the

next two decades. I Pentecostal expressions of

Christian faith continue to flourish in South

America and Africa, while an intellectually-

alert and culturally-pluralistic Pentecostalism

makes itself increasingly felt here at home.

The vast kingdom of evangelicalism works
to fulfill the promise it left unkept from the

nineteenth century. The electric church, with

its lens-refined version of down home spiritu-

ality, has already given rise to an “evangelical

chic.” Finally, as
1 the end of the Church’s

second millennium approaches, millennarian

themes will emerge as never before. The rest

of the century may well belong to Joachim

of Flora and his spiritual descendants, not

the least of which are those described in the

present volumes of Profiles in Belief.

Volumes III and IV in this series catalog

an incredibly wide range of religious groups

and as a result, more than in any of the

earlier volumes, point up the problem of
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categorization. For example, the term “evan-

gelical” itself is so plastic as to be used both

of Protestants generally and of specific evan-

gelical sub-groups such as fundamentalists,

charismatics, and neo-evangelicals. Still more
confusing is the fact that each of these groups

regularly move in and out of mainstream
denominations already discussed in Volume
II. Hence, the most recent volumes occasion-

ally give the appearance of overlapping cate-

gories and artificial distinctions. Trying to

avoid this, the editor is driven at last to list-

ing such diverse groups as the Friends,

Seventh-day Adventists, and Unitarians un-

der the category of “Other Churches in the

Christian Tradition.” Such anomalies may be

an inevitable part of the task of ordering that

which frequently defies order.

The burden of listing the organizations

alone requires so much space that historical

and theological perspectives are necessarily

given less attention in these volumes than

was the case in Volumes I and II. One is

made aware of the debt of the Holiness

movement to John Wesley, for example, but

is never able to grasp the way in which this

develops in the experience of American
Methodism. Curiosity is also aroused con-

cerning the division in Holiness ranks which
gives rise to the Pentecostal movement at the

beginning of this century. Much of the

phenomena in these volumes still further cry

out for sociological analysis. Many of the

churches are among those H. Richard Nie-

buhr labeled “churches of the disinherited,”

appealing to the social virtues of equality,

fraternity, and humility. In this respect, the

prevalence among them of footwashing as

a churchly ordinance can be seen to express

a social as well as biblical dynamic. But in

these volumes such analytical perspectives

almost entirely give way to the editorial

principle of statistical comprehensibility.

Yet the stories which are told of individual

churches make the book a fascinating study.

Curious paradoxes abound, from Unitarian

Fundamentalists (stressing “Jesus only”) to

the irony of hyper-dispensationalism’s inad-

vertent support of biblical criticism. Re-

peatedly an individualistic emphasis on per-

fection will lend itself to the most rigorous

social action. Through it all there appears

again and again the free and enriching move-

ment of the Holy Spirit, perhaps grasped by
these churches more fully than any others

within American Christianity.

Belden C. Lane
St. Louis University

St. Louis, MO

Wrestlin' Jacob , by Erskine Clarke.

John Knox Press, Atlanta, GA, 1979.

Pp. xv -f 207. $12.50 (cloth). $6.95

(paper).

Erskine Clarke, Dean of Students at Co-
lumbia Seminary in Decatur, Georgia, com-
bines careful and detailed research with a fine

style and an eye for drama in giving us a

valuable addition to the growing collection

of studies on religion in the Old South. He
takes his title, Wrestlin’ Jacob

,
from a slave

song. These songs are an almost irrepressible

source of book titles and inspiration for those

who study and write about black religion in

America. This book is the story of a struggle

—the struggle of some white Southern

preachers to bring the gospel to black slaves

and the struggle of the blacks to find God
and hope in a land of sorrow.

Clarke presents the story fairly. The white

preachers were men of principle and compas-

sion. Their primary purpose was not to sup-

port slavery but to convert the slaves, and,

where possible, to improve their temporal

condition. But, out of expediency or convic-

tion, they chose to work within a cruel and
unjust economic and social system and, by

doing so, they did support slavery by word
and deed. They preached the gospel, but their

word was weakened and compromised by

what they did and by what they did not do.

Nevertheless, blacks received the word from

the mouths of the white preachers and heard

in it a message of liberation and hope, a

truer and more authentic gospel. They heard

a message which sustained them in this life,

gave them hope for the next, and often en-

abled them to resist the forces of slavery, or,

even more significantly, freed them to for-

give and love their enemies.

The book is divided into two parts. Part I,

"The Plantation,” presents the ministry of

Charles Colcock Jones and his mission to the

slaves of Liberty County, Georgia. Jones, an
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alumnus of Princeton Theological Seminary,

and Presbyterian "apostle to the slaves,” has

become a familiar figure to readers of his

extensive and remarkable family correspond-

ence published in The Children of Pride

(Yale University Press, 1972) and A Geor-

gian at Princeton (Harcourt, Brace, Jovano-

vich, 1976).

Part II, “The City,” deals with Charleston,

South Carolina
—

“the capital of the South.”

There white preachers sought to communi-
cate the gospel to the blacks, slave and free,

who crowded the galleries of their churches,

especially after the Vesey plot of 1822 brought
black religious activity much more under the

suspicious observation and control of the

white community. These preachers were a

varied and interesting group. Lutheran John
Bachman and Presbyterian Thomas Smyth
produced the two most outstanding books

of the period upholding the unity of the races.

Presbyterian missionary to Armenia, John
Adger, and high church Episcopalian, Paul

Trapier, began separate churches for blacks.

John Girardeau, born on James Island, South

Carolina, and at home in the Gullah dialect,

developed a distinctive folk preaching style

which made him immediately popular among
the blacks of the city. The slaves did not find

an end to slavery in the churches of Charles-

ton, but they did find a little rest, strength

to go on, pride in being black, a firm yard-

stick with which to measure the behavior of

their masters, and the hope of heaven. It was
no small discovery.

The gospel was preached and heard in the

Old South. The word of the Lord tran-

scended the grave imperfections of the human
vessels. The failure of the white preachers

to condemn slavery should not blind us to

their substantial contribution to missions.

Kenneth Latourette has written, “.
. . all the

extensive Protestant missionary effort of Euro-

peans and Americans in Asia and Africa in

the century between 1815 and 1914 had re-

sulted in no greater numerical gains than

had been achieved among the Negroes of the

United States in the same period” (A History

of the Expansion of Christianity, vol. 4, p.

32 1 7);
This attractively illustrated paperback gives

us another look at black conversion to Chris-

tianity
—

“perhaps the most astounding chap-

ter in the history of American religious life”

(p. 81).

David C. Calhoun
Covenant Theological Seminary
St. Louis, MO

Living Together Alone : The New
American Monasticism, by Charles A.
Fracchia. Harper & Row, Publishers,

San Francisco, CA, 1979. Pp. 186. $5.95.

In Living Together Alone: The New
American Monasticism, Charles A. Fracchia

writes about ten religious communities rep-

resentative of what he calls the “new mo-
nasticism”; "new” because it is an expression

of contemporary needs and inspirations and
“monasticism” because it is community-
centered, spiritual in direction, and set apart

from the world in varying degrees. The new
monasticism is a development Fracchia thinks

is perhaps “of far reaching historical im-
portance in the U.S.” (p. 1). In the course

of the book, Fracchia visits two Buddhist

communities, one Hindu, one Quaker, one
nondenominational Christian, and five

Roman Catholic. All ten communities
prompted Fracchia to be “intensely inter-

ested” in their inhabitants; so interested, in

fact, that he worried about becoming “too

close” and losing his sense of objectivity

(ibid.). The result of his subsequent attempt

to remain objective is a book that is curiously

detached, ahistorical, and lacking in both a

viewpoint and a purpose.

Fracchia’s approach is neither conversa-

tional nor scholarly. It is not conversational

because it expresses few opinions beyond the

merely descriptive. It is not scholarly because

although he assures us in his introduction

that all his reading “for months” has been in

the history of monasticism, he hestitates to

share the results of that reading either in the

introduction or in the body of the book. This

lack of historical background is paralleled by

the lack of background the reader is given

about Fracchia himself. The cover of the

book tells us that Fracchia, a San Franciscan,

is “a teacher, lecturer, and author of two
previous books.” This is sub-informational.

Fracchia could be a nursery school teacher,

a lecturer in auto mechanics, and an author
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of two books on hydroponic gardening.

Moreover, for all the reader knows, he could

be a Sufi, a committed atheist, or a born-

again Episcopalian. In his quest for “objec-

tivity,” Fracchia leaves both history and him-

self out of the book. If it is not a work of

scholarship, it is also not a work of personal

reflection, reaction, or insight.

Almost without exception, Fracchia de-

scribes the people he meets in the various

monastic communities as “attractive” (wom-
en) or “handsome” (men). He is frequently

amazed, astonished, and impressed. Although

he makes some tentative sociological observa-

tions (most adherents of the new monasti-

cism are white, middle-class, and young), he

hesitates to draw any conclusions from them
other than the usual “burn-out” theory of

6o’s activism. In addition, more than a few of

Fracchia’s observations call for analysis. Why,
for instance, is the need for spiritual “mas-

ters” so pronounced in the Buddhist and
Hindu communities Fracchia visits? How
does an attitude toward employment that

views all work, however menial, as “sacred”

or a way of meditation challenge the values

and aspirations of a materialist society, as

Fracchia claims it does? The reader is con-

tinually frustrated by an approach that sel-

dom goes beyond “Wow!” in the way of

opinion.

Fracchia’s attitude toward Roman Catholi-

cism is another puzzling aspect of this vol-

ume. In his introduction, he describes Roman
Catholicism as moribund and rigid (p. n).
The charismatic movement, he claims, is “the

only movement in U.S. Roman Catholicism

at this time that has any vitality” {ibid.)

(The pro-life movement, whatever else one

might think of it, could hardly be said to lack

vitality.) Even more curiously, Fracchia states

that “there has been no development of flex-

ible institutions for Catholic Spiritual Com-
munities” (p. n). The rest of his book proves

differently since five of the ten spiritual

communities he discusses are Roman Catholic,

approved and supported by the Catholic hier-

archy and firmly rooted in Catholic tradi-

tion. The Trappist and Benedictine Monas-
teries he visits are innovative and “new”;

they are also orthodox, traditional, and very,

very old. What is Fracchia thinking of when,
despite his examples to the contrary, he main-

tains that “Catholicism in the U.S. has not

yet perceived the necessity for new approaches

to the monastic life” (p. 12)? Surely, St.

Joseph’s Abby (Chapter 1), the Spiritual Life

Institute (Chapter 4), Weston Priory (Chap-
ter 6), Our Lady of Guadalupe Monastery
(Chapter 8), and the Monastery of Christ in

the Desert (Chapter 10) argue otherwise.

There are a few good things to say about

the book. It reads well. It acquaints readers

with communities they might not otherwise

encounter. The pictures are nice. There is

something about the pictures, however, that

reminds one of an overall objection to Living

Together Alone. Out of twenty pictures, most
of which portray people, only two name the

people represented. If all the pictures were
anonymous, one could assume a policy of

anonymity. As it is, one can only assume that

the picture labeling, like too much of the

book, simply lacked intentionality.

Rebecca L. Knight

The American Jeremiad, by Sacvan

Bercovitch. University of Wisconsin

Press, Madison, WI, 1979. Pp. xvi +
239. $15.00.

As the title of his study suggests, Sacvan

Bercovitch focuses upon the primary rhetori-

cal tool of, the Puritan clergy, the jeremiad,

but Bercovitch’s interest here ranges far be-

yond its use by the Puritans. Accepting

Clifford Geertz’s contention that religious

symbols have a “shaping” influence upon
society, Bercovitch sees in the jeremiad the

religious symbol by which American culture

was committed from its first settlement to an

historically organic process of modernization

and through which an American middle-class

consensus was formulated and adapted under
the pressure of changing events so that this

thrust towards modernization might be

readily assimilated by an ever increasing and
diverse American population.

Bercovitch traces the changing shape of

the jeremiad from its earliest peculiarly

American formulations by such first gen-

eration Puritans as John Winthrop and John
Cotton to the early nineteenth-century when
the writers of the American Renaissance used

the jeremiad almost in spite of themselves.

However, Bercovitch lays the foundation for

his thesis in his first three chapters when he
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outlines the character of Puritan jeremiad

rhetoric and suggests the effect it would have

upon the American psyche. In these chapters

Bercovitch’s picture of the Puritan jeremiad

differs from that sketched by Perry Miller in

several significant ways, but the most im-

portant of these involve two of Miller’s basic

assumptions about Puritan rhetoric. Accord-

ing to Bercovitch, Perry Miller chose to in-

terpret the relationship between Puritan his-

tory and rhetoric much as a psychologist

would interpret wish-fulfillment dreams.

That is, the conflicts necessitating the rhetoric

rather than the rhetoric itself are “real” and

important. In contrast to Miller, Bercovitch

claims that the rhetoric of the jeremiad was

as important as the conflicts since it continued

to shape American attitudes towards progress

and the nation’s role in history long after

the peculiar conflicts of Puritan society were

superceded by those of the Great Awakening,
the Revolution, and the era of Jefferson and

Jackson.

Perry Miller had realized that the jeremiad

continued to be used into the period of the

Revolution, but Bercovitch believes Miller

was unable to adequately explain this fact

because in his view Puritans employed lan-

guage to develop reasoned arguments that

“would penetrate the affections of their audi-

tors.” Thus the jeremiad was for Miller a

neat “either/or” proposition between mu-'

tually exclusive options of secular progress

or sacred progress. To Bercovitch, on the

other hand, Puritan rhetoric was powerful

because it was “suggestive, provocative, and

poetic speech” that could resolve the ap-

parently contradictory “either/or” of the

Puritan covenant into a “both/and.” Rather

than offering the Puritan a mutually exclusive

choice of either accepting secular history’s

modernizing tendencies or pursuing the Puri-

tan errand into the wilderness, Puritan

rhetoric fused secular history with sacred

history and, thereby, redefined the errand as

the pursuit of New England secular progress.

Once this redefinition was accomplished

by the Puritans, the jeremiad needed only to

be expanded by successive generations of

Americans so as to form a cultural consensus

that would give coherence and stability to the

entire American population as well as sup-

port a perception of America as the nation

chosen to be in the vanguard of progress.

The major steps in the expansion of the

jeremiad were associated with the Great

Awakening, the Revolution, and the early

national period. During the Great Awaken-
ing, Bercovitch contends that the proto-

nationalistic elements in the Puritan jeremiad,

i.e. the idea of New England as the chosen

people, were drawn out and the constituency

of that chosen people enlarged to include all

“reborn” American saints. With the Revolu-

tion, Whig preachers further altered the

jeremiad by amplifying “the Puritan distinc-

tion between the Old World and New” and

by intensifying the dual Puritan emphasis

upon process and control so that the Revolu-

tion was encouraged, but its socially destruc-

tive elements carefully channeled. Then
finally in the last stage of the jeremiad’s

development, Bercovitch claims that the

Federalists’s method for creating harmony
within the new nation was fundamentally

inadequate to its task. Hoping that the self-

interest of particular groups would create a

balance of counteracting forces, the Federal-

ists did not recognize what Bercovitch be-

lieves modern communities have learned from
harsh experience. That is, that "modern com-
munities have as much need for spiritual co-

hesion as did the communities of the past.”

However, Bercovitch maintains that the Fed-

eralists’s oversight did not prove fatal to the

new nation because the continuing tradition

of the jeremiad provided the newly consti-

tuted nation with a common social ideal and

a uniquely American sense of pursuing a

special historical mission.

Overall, Bercovitch’s thesis is quite com-
pelling since it not only accounts for those

groups within the American middle-class

consensus but for those outside it who criti-

cized the consensus for excluding them. As
Bercovitch points out, the consensus was so

all-encompassing that these out-groups in-

evitably argued their case for being included

in terms of the very consensus that excluded

them. However, the most questionable as-

pect of Bercovitch’s thesis is the extent to

which he explains out-group criticisms in

terms of the middle-class consensus. Many
historians of recent American history would
claim that the middle-class consensus has

been shattered. Yet Bercovitch’s study gives

no hints as to how this might have happened.

For Bercovitch, the middle-class American
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consensus was a circular affair in which both

in-groups and out-groups were incapable of

arguing in any other terms than the con-

sensus itself. One must then ask Bercovitch

how he believes the impenetrable circle was

ever broken since the one obvious answer,

i.e. the criticism from out-groups, is excluded

by his thesis.

Milton J. Coalter
Graduate College

Princeton University

Cotton Mather: The Young Life of

the Lord’s Remembrancer, 1663-1703,

by David Levin. Harvard University

Press, Cambridge, MA, 1978. Pp. xvi +
360. $16.50.

Although no early American Puritan leader

has escaped historiographical controversy,

few have prompted so many one-sided evalu-

ations from historians as has Cotton Mather.

For this reason, there is great cause for re-

joicing with the publication of David Levin’s

biography of Mather’s first forty years. In the

preface to his book, Levin admits that he

has not learned to love Cotton Mather, but he

has learned “why others loved him” and has

personally “come to admire and respect him,

both as a writer and as a man.” Such a bal-

anced attitude is, of course, easy to claim but

difficult to translate into an even-handed bio-

graphical account. Yet in Levin’s case, the

promise of his claim is faithfully fulfilled by

his book.

Levin recognizes that “Mather’s character

and experience challenge the biographical

vocabulary” of our modern “hostile age.”

Thus, instead of translating Mather’s experi-

ences with angels and witches into currently

acceptable psychological or sociological para-

digms, Levin provides an account of Mather’s

life that simultaneously illuminates the am-

biguity of the events in which Mather was

involved and records Mather’s personal in-

terpretation of those events in terms of the

supernatural.

The pattern that Levin has discovered in

Cotton Mather’s early career can be very

simply summarized as the rise and fall of

Mather’s identification of his life history with

the history and prospects of Congregational

New England. Levin denies that this identi-

fication was a form of megalomania on
Mather’s part for he claims that the seed for

such an association was planted in his given

name. Through his name Cotton Mather, a

third generation New England Puritan, was
symbolically associated with his first genera-

tion Puritan grandfathers, John Cotton and
Richard Mather. However, Levin does not

rest his thesis solely upon Mather’s name.
Even more important in fostering Mather’s

personal identification with New England’s

past and future were three critical character-

istics of Mather’s early life. The first was the

development of a very close, complementary
relationship between Cotton Mather’s ministry

and that of his father. The second was the

prominent part played by the Mather family

in both the religious and political affairs of

Massachusetts until 1692, and the third was
the apparent repeated fulfillment of the two
Mather’s “Particular Faith.” The idea of a

“Particular Faith” was, according to Levin,

unique to Cotton and Increase Mather and
amounted to the belief that they were spe-

cially blessed with premonitions of future

events in which Providence would allow

them particular benefits.

Cotton Mather’s confidence in his identi-

fication with the history of New England
peaked between 1688 and 1692 and Levin

maintains that Mather's assessment of his

place in New England history was not en-

tirely unjustified. In this period the future

prospects of New England were indeed tied

to the Mathers since Increase Mather in Eng-
land was lobbying William and Mary for a

new charter for the colony and Cotton

Mather in Massachusetts was writing the

colony’s apology for the 1688 overthrow of

the Andros government and counseling the

judges of the Salem witchcraft trials on their

proper role and procedure. However, in 1692

after Governor Phips overruled the latest

convictions in the witchcraft trials, the for-

tunes of Cotton and Increase Mather shifted

dramatically. Phip’s act began what Levin

calls a “separation of the political world from
the world of spirits” in Massachusetts that

significantly diminished the Mathers’s sub-

sequent influence. Of course, Cotton Mather
would continue to enjoy a large religious

following after 1692 and between 1694 and

1698 would write his most memorable work,

the Magnolia Christi Americana
,
but the close
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identification of his life history with the fu-

ture of New England would no longer be a

true picture of reality. In Mather’s own mind,

this unpleasant fact would be rudely brought

to consciousness when his “Particular Faith”

failed to protect either his wife, Abigail, from

death in 1702 or his father from rejection as

the leading figure at Harvard College.

In addition to Levin’s success at treating

Mather the man, he has also served future

scholarship well by exposing the unique

character of each of Mather’s early writings.

In particular, Levin illustrates the limitations

of Mather’s Reserved Memorials when used

as though they were a faithful and complete

diary of Mather’s movements and thoughts;

the complementary role that Cotton Mather’s

Wonders of the Invisible World and Increase

Mather’s Cases of Conscience were intended

to play in the aftermath of the witchcraft

trials; and the historical accuracy and icono-

graphic style of Mather’s Magnolia Christi

Americana.

In only two areas could the reader ask for

more from Levin. In his account of the de-

cline of Cotton Mather’s influence in Massa-

chusetts from 1692 to 1702, Levin notes that

while Mather’s star was on the decline, he

continued to maintain a large congregation.

The question that naturally comes to mind
is why a large group of people continued to

support this leader of declining significance.

Levin answers this question by simply de-

scribing Mather’s numerous pastoral activities

and the continued superior quality of Mather’s

homiletics. No doubt these factors did con-

tribute to Mather’s continued popularity, but

what about the political allegiances of Mather

supporters? Were not Mather’s followers that

portion of the Boston population that was

experiencing the same uncomfortable feeling

of history passing them by that their leader

sensed in the decade following 1692? A sec-

ond modified negative to be attached to

Levin’s book is perhaps unfair to him since

it concerns the books sequel. Levin concludes

his biography with the following sentence:

“Cotton Mather lived vigorously in his com-

munity for exactly a quarter of a century

after his fortieth birthday, but after 1702 the

Mather whose personal and spiritual life were

united with the life of New England lived

nowhere else but in his Magnolia." Levin’s

conclusion has the ominous ring of an obitu-

ary. Are we to conclude then that the Cotton

Mather who would “live vigorously” for

another twenty-five years was a man of little

note living on the periphery of New England

life and thought? Since Levin prompts the

question, we can only hope that he will soon

answer it with as admirable a work as his

present study of Cotton Mather: The Young
Life of the Lord’s Remembrancer.

Milton
J.
Coalter

Diving Deep and Surfacing: Women
Writers on Spiritual Quest

, by Carol P.

Christ. Beacon Press, Boston, MA, 1980.

Pp. 159. $5.95.

As I finished this book I wanted to begin

it again or to find several women with whom
I could share it. Without doing either, the

experience of reading it will not soon fade

away. I suspect that many women readers

will experience it and that most male readers

will think about it, maybe discuss it, maybe
make conscious decisions about its value.

Carol Christ, a woman whose name is

known in the religious community of femi-

nists from Womanspirit Rising: A Feminist

Reader in Religion
,
which she edited with

Judith Plaskow, is herself a writer on a

spiritual quest. Knowing this about herself

is perhaps the key to her ability to discern

dimensions of the quest in other writers and

in the women they portray in novel, poetry,

music and other art forms.

Christ knows that images function at deep

levels to inform, shape and express human
experience. Her premise in this book is that

women have been bereft of significant images

to use in the shaping of their identities, their

aspirations, and their values. She rules out the

images provided in religious writing per se,

images which use the male experience as

normative; she turns instead to writing by

women who have sought to describe human
experience on their own terms. Seeking iden-

tity, aspirations and values and the wholeness

which includes them all is equated with

spiritual quest, and the direction of the search

must be first into the depths of one’s life

and only then to the human community of

culture and history.

Five writers are chosen and they are scru-

tinized together with the women about
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whom they write. Readers may be frustrated

in having to deal with Christ’s selections

from those writings or, like me, find in the

selections such richness in the stuff of one’s

life as to motivate more careful reading of

the originals.

Like the writers she uses and a number of

women theologians, Christ believes that life’s

meaning is to be found in going inward to

the nothingness which, when confronted, ap-

pears to point the way to everything. Every-

thing is wholeness in which no aspect of

personal or corporate life rides roughshod
over the rest. Exploring the writings of

Margaret Atwood, Kate Chopin, Doris Les-

sing, Adrienne Rich, and Ntozake Shange,

Christ sees women beginning to “experience

their own experience,” both the nothingness

and the quest, and to find that the world’s

dualisms of body and soul, reason and emo-
tion, people and nature are overcome. Un-
like much other writing, these authors cele-

brate the quest and do not expect that a

solution will or should be found for the

puzzlement that is life.

I would be very surprised if any woman
could read Diving Deep and Surfacing with-

out finding a piece of her own experience

described. The images are rich, their sources

are varied, the nothingness and wholeness in

which they are born and celebrated are

familiar.

Should a man read the book? Oh, yes, and

with care, allowing himself to accept that the

pictures cast up by the words are close to the

truth of many women’s lives. Let any reader

attend to the images and not be fearful that

the quest which creates them will ultimately

lead to anything that is alien to our vision

of the New Jerusalem, a new heaven and a

new earth.

Wholeness of persons, of the human com-

munity and of the natural world and of their

interrelationships is the vision and the goal.

Women cannot be whole by themselves but

neither can a new heaven and a new earth be

realized without them.

Freda A. Gardner

In Praise of Learning, by Donald B.

Rogers. Abingdon Press, Nashville,

TN, 1980. Pp. 64. $2.95 (paper).

Donald Rogers, professor of Christian

education at United Theological Seminary
in Dayton, Ohio, has written an unpreten-

tious, gentle book. It asks quietly to be read

by pastors, church educators, parents and
teachers who are programmed to the hilt and
programming without ceasing. It beckons
learners of all ages who catch the anxiety of

their teachers and leaders and feel inadequate

in their continuing education as the people of

God. Dr. Rogers asks us who plan to listen

to those who learn and to hear their stories

of how they learned what they know. He
asks that we listen and learn and help those

who teach to know that indeed they have

taught. In Praise of Learning speaks of at-

tention to the whole learning environment,
to appreciation of the need to be heard, to

gratitude for what is done by the least of

these and the best of plans. This is a little

book, a simple book by one who knows
education and has the sensitivity to recog-

nize goodness and truth and to praise it.

Freda A. Gardner

The Preaching Moment: A Guide to

Sermon Delivery, by Charles L. Bartow
(Abingdon Preacher’s Library, William

D. Thompson, ed.). Abingdon Press,

Nashville, TN, 1980. Pp. 125. $4.95

(paper).

In thirteen years of critiquing students’

sermon delivery in the classroom (chapel)

context, I’ve frequently commented about the

need for “spark” (presence, aliveness, en-

ergy, “nowness”) in the delivery of sermons.

Much of the time, any creative energy has

been expended at the typewriter, preparing

the sermon-as-manuscript, and it simply is

not matched by creative energy in the

sermon-as-delivered. The result: the preacher

ends up cheating him-/herself and his/her

congregation. Charles Bartow, minister of

the Presbyterian Church of Deep Run, Bed-

minster, Pennsylvania, and former teacher of

speech and homiletics at Princeton Theo-
logical Seminary, has written a book which
could be very helpful in dealing with this

problem.

Dr. Bartow discusses (literally, the book
is like an extended conversation) the nature
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and purpose of preaching, offering theologi-

cal and theoretical substance as well as prac-

tical techniques. His model preacher is the

“listening preacher.” This preacher’s talking

(in preaching) is only half of the sermon;

listening is the more important half. Both in

the preparation and in the delivery, the

preacher listens—receiving thoughts, feelings,

convictions—and then talks, to a congregation

which is a vitally important partner in the

conversation.

Four principles of sermon delivery emerge,

and each is given a separate chapter. The first

principle is concerned with movement of

thought: dealt with theoretically and by

means of exercises to develop awareness of

thought-movement through fulcrum, climax

and denouement. One of these exercises

merits special mention. It is from one of

Dr. Bartow’s own sermons, “Safe from Acts

of God.” Not only is it a good illustration

of movement of thought, it is also an excel-

lent model of how to use narrative scripture

material in preaching. It is a story (about a

character named Robert Ransom Merrill)

about a story (the rich young ruler). Through
his story about Merrill, a contemporary “rich

young ruler,” Dr. Bartow rt-tells the scrip-

ture event for our time, rather than dealing

abstractly and propositionally with the scrip-

tural material and thus losing the dramatic

impact of the original narrative.

A second principle deals with the contexts

from which movement of thought arises, and

with the preacher’s involvement in these con-

texts (as opposed to neutrality or detach-

ment). Exercises that follow explore word
color, connotative speech, involvement in

context and how to speak and reveal that

involvement, images, and sensory awareness.

A third principle discusses the “claim”

made upon the preacher, which is communi-
cated to others in the preacher’s sense of

purpose in the delivery—in establishing the

mood of the sermon. Is what is said, by the

way it’s said, coming across as important or

not so important? Does it reveal how the

preacher feels about the “claim” and does it

expect a similar response from the hearers?

Does the preacher’s attitude towards what
he/she is saying engender a similar attitude

among the listeners? More exercises for

awareness follow this discussion.

A final principle deals with the explicit or

implicit kerygma which relates the religious

experience in scripture to today’s world—

a

Christian interpretation of life. The preacher

is called upon to personalize the gospel, and
this is best done through a conversational,

rather than declamatory, style: talking with

the congregation rather than talking at them.

Here, Dr. Bartow discusses direct eye con-

tact, conversational vs. declamatory inflections

(the latter, a pattern of falling inflections,

presents conclusions; the former offers re-

flections). Suggestions for practice follow.

A chapter on voice and articulation is de-

voted to vocal responsiveness, clarity, and
variety. Responsive voices are alive to what is

being said and to the listeners. They “reach

out vocally and take hold of their listeners,

inviting them to share in animated conversa-

tion” (p. 70). Exercises for breathing, phona-

tion, and resonance are provided. Vocal clar-

ity involves articulation and clarity of thought.

Here the author also discusses the use of

pauses and vowel coloration. Vocal varieties

include quality, duration, pitch, rate, and
volume. More exercises.

A chapter on “body talk” deals with pos-

ture, gross body movements, stance, facial

expressiveness, direct and indirect eye con-

tact, and responding to non-verbal feedback

from an audience.

A final chapter “revisits” the earlier-stated

principles and suggests ways of using them as

criteria for critiquing one’s sermon delivery.

Early in the book, and crucial to the whole

range of thoughts and suggestions about ser-

mon delivery, are some very stimulating ob-

servations about the language of preaching.

Dr. Bartow distinguishes between theological

language (scientific, precise) and religious

language (simple, mundane, earthy, impre-

cise). The latter is the language of preach-

ing. Further:

The religious language of the preacher is

similar to the language of the poet, novel-

ist, or dramatist. It is alive with the

rhythms, accents, and images of ordinary

speech. . . . To put it another way, the

religious language of preaching is meta-

phorical (p. 17).

These and other thoughts on language may
be helpful in guiding one towards the goal

of a conversational approach to sermon de-

livery. Even more helpful—yet not included
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in this volume—would have been some sug-

gestions on style. How does one learn to

write/preach conversationally? After nearly

two decades of being educated to write aca-

demically, literally, propositionally (i.e., for

the eye), how does one learn to express one-

self for the earl Spoken “essays” from the

pulpit abound—theological lectures in the

guise of “sermons.” Some advice on matters

of style of expression for preaching would
be extremely helpful in enabling preachers

to achieve the “conversational” goal.

Dr. Bartow’s book will be most useful on

the practical level to seminary students who
have instructors able to help them apply some
of the practical materials. This would be

particularly true (as it would be with any

book on voice and articulation) in the area

of voice and diction where one’s own dis-

crimination of, e.g., vowel placement or con-

sonant distortion (“. . . But I didn’t say

‘wabbit,’ I said ‘wabbit’!”) or other voice

problems may be inadequate and require the

help of a person trained in that field. At the

least, however, the material in this section of

the book should increase one’s awareness of

such problems and the need for such assist-

ance.

Over-all, Dr. Bartow’s “guide to sermon

delivery” should be of great help to any

preacher—student or veteran—who is sensi-

tive to the demands of “the preaching mo-
ment” and the need for that “spark” that’s

so often missing.

G. Robert Jacks

The Minister As Family Counselor ,

by Charles William Stewart. Abingdon

Press, Nashville, TN, 1979. Pp. 207.

$8.95.

The dust jacket and first few pages of this

book are bright with promise as the author’s

thesis is introduced, “.
. . that the nuclear

family unit is too small, too isolated, and

too lacking in roots and support systems to

carry the total responsibility for sustaining

parents and children today.” From the open-

ing discussion we then expect some insight

into the ways family systems and congrega-

tions interact (sometimes helpfully, some-

times destructively), how pastors who are

not specialized counselors can use learnings

from the family counselling field in their

ministry with families, and what unique re-

sources, both sociological and theological, a

local church might bring to bear on family

stresses and strains.

As the book unfolds, however, a growing
uneasiness sets in. True enough, the author

quotes good people in the family therapy

movement, knows the prevailing theories,

values the church and her traditions, and in

general says the right things in a clear style

whose only major flaw is a tendency to jump
from one subject to another just when the

going gets good. So what, I asked, seems to

be the matter? 1 am both a minister and a

clinical member of AAMFT, and neither

my ministerial nor clinical hackles were being

raised; quite the contrary, the bibliography

is excellent and the author carries his solid

reputation well.

Then it came clear: in order for a minister

to understand and use the material of this

book wisely and responsibly, he or she would
already have to have enough knowledge and
experience so as not to need the book! Had
I been reading the book as a newcomer to

the field of family dynamics, relationships,

and counselling (as many ministers would
be) I would have been swamped. Paradoxi-

cally, I would also have been sorely tempted

to go start making like a “family counselor”

armed with dangerously little information or

expertise. The trouble is not that what is

said is faulty or unclear. There are simply too

many topics considered at too little length or

depth to suffice for what seems to be the

strong covert purpose of the book, namely,

persuading ministers to see themselves and

to work as “family counselors,” right down
to therapy sessions, contracts, one-way mir-

rors, and videotape! That, then, is my chief

worry, that on the strength of what the book

says some minister may now assume the

mantle of “family counselor” with every

good intention but almost none of the cau-

tion, training, and self-critical reflection called

for by this specialized field.

I offer three examples of that danger.

First, early in every good marriage and fam-

ily counselor’s training (and I include the

clinically trained minister, even without the

more specialized label, here) he or she has

to give up the noble desire to “save mar-

riages” as a basic purpose. It just doesn’t work,
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for some very good psychodynamie reasons.

Theologically, too, our commitment has tra-

ditionally been to trying for the most loving,

creative, and faithful outcomes of situations,

not perpetuating marriages that either ought

to be ended or have reached such an im-

passe that continuing the relationship is doing

more harm than good (especially, but not

exclusively, to children). To my horror, this

book starts early with the explicit motive of

saving marriages and never gives it up. Heal-

ing relationships is a very different matter.

Second, responsible ministers and coun-

selors relinquish the role of “answer people”

whose chief aim is to fix things up among
their constituencies, in favor of being agents

of reconciliation, interpreters of life’s mean-
ing in the perspective of Christian faith, and

supportive care-givers even in those vexing

situations where any ready answer or reso-

lution would be, in the nature of things,

idolatrous. That is virtually an axiom, but

this book comes again and again to the

business of giving “gospel answers” to lists

of "questions” which might walk through

the counselor’s door one morning. It is a

dangerous business.

Third, while the language of “unconscious”

and “countertransference” is used here and

there, the book consistently shies away from

discussing either minister’s or family’s “out

of awareness” life, to use Sullivan’s term.

That ministers themselves might have feel-

ings, needs, and intentions which are neither

immediately visible nor unfailingly positive

is a seriously neglected issue; yet no respon-

sible clinical training enterprise in the world

lets its students anywhere near a “client”

without serious consideration of it.

Part of the difficulty overall is that the book
cannot decide whether it wants to be about

nurturing families in the church, or about

treating families in therapy. There is a world

of difference. The first pages of the book
seemed to promise the first approach, which
would have been more than welcome. Fam-
ily therapy insights, with which the author

is well acquainted, might have been brought

to bear on the minister’s day-in and day-out

relationships with families, even troubled

ones. Understanding the congregation as a

network of family systems and as itself vir-

tually a component of many family systems

would have been extremely helpful. The

“systems approach” which the author men-
tions but does not fully explain or use could

have been penetratingly applied to congrega-

tional dynamics having to do with families.

All of this could have been done without
veering into the domain of treating dysfunc-

tional or pathological family systems, which
calls for far more specialized competence
than even the well-trained minister can bring

to bear.

Another of the promises of the book was
for some talk about how ministers could

train laypersons to help other families. That
would have been a good subject; equipping

lay leadership in pastoral care areas beyond
physical support services (taking food to

shut-ins, delivering magazines to hospital

patients, and the like) is one of our biggest

needs in ministry. I was shocked that this

well-advertised part of the book’s contents

comprised, in the end, less than two pages

at the back of the book. At the same time, the

book completely ignores the whole range of

ways in which ministers and laypersons can

make matters in families worse, not better,

by ill-informed, ill-timed, and un-reflective

intervention. We will never really get down
to business training lay people in pastoral

care until we get beyond our pious assump-

tion that good will and enthusiasm on their

own are going to do the trick, the uncon-

scious be damned! When a layperson, en-

listed perhaps by a minister-reader of this

book to be a “family aide,” enters a family

picture, he or she becomes part of that family

system for good or ill. The minister has at

least two absolutely critical lines of responsi-

bility here, neither of them mentioned in the

book; (a) helping the aide understand and
cope with the experience (quite possibly

negative and painful) of being involved in

a troubled family, and (b) protecting fam-

ilies from the well-intentioned but disrup-

tive ministrations of other congregation mem-
bers when they are either not called for or

inadequately done.

The book continues an unfortunate tradi-

tion of writing about clinical situations in

and around the church but without theologi-

cal connection or reflection. Take out some
of the sociological peculiarities of congrega-

tions and some of the illustrative but not

constructive use of biblical material, and this

book could be about any relatively intimate
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volunteer association presided over by any

relatively high-minded professional person.

Not that that is bad in and of itself; just dis-

appointing when one wonders where a theo-

logical perspective on the interaction of

Christian faith and family helping dynamics

might possibly be.

Two final details, one more serious than

the other. First, I would have hoped that the

author himself would have broken the habit

of using sexually exclusive language (the

masculine pronoun for both sexes), but fail-

ing that at least that an Abingdon editor

might have caught it. Second, and less sig-

nificant, this is one of the least tastefully pre-

sented books I have seen lately. The dust

jacket features a color photo of a painfully

posed family (the kind you see in religious

magazine ads for getting your wills and be-

quests together) gazing with supernatural

intensity on an encyclopedic book open to a

map of the holy land! That tableau, beneath

the gilt-lettered title words. “The Minister

As Family Counselor,” is at least a minor
symbol of what is wrong here.

J.
Randall Nichols

Building The Word: The Dynamics

of Communication and Preaching, by

J. Randall Nichols. Harper & Row,
Publishers, San Francisco, CA, 1980.

Pp. 174. $8.95.

“Building” a sermon, not “writing.” For

“unless the Lord builds the houses we call

‘sermons’ they will surely be in vain.” Homi-
ledcian J. Randall Nichols of Princeton Theo-

logical Seminary works with the metaphor

in hopes of combining creativity and utility.

Regretably, his building stands as a leaning

tower of preaching, complete with half-built

metaphors.

Do not let me mislead you. Some areas

almost come together: inviting meaning by

eisegesis before clarifying the message with

exegesis; sharing the struggle of the study to

transform listener adversaries into listener

colleagues; avoiding plagiarism by delivering

sermons by great preachers (here he shows

what he means instead of telling about it)

;

varying a small number of basic themes by

using a sermon plan worksheet.

Some phrases provide Hoor molding: shoe-

horn everything into love; “sacralized nar-

cissim where we worry obsessively about

being interesting"; unfingerprinted texts;

linguistic briarpatch of definition.

His plans are correct: invitation, not ex-

planation; the language of experience must
converse with the language of concepts for

diagnostic acumen; “relevance may be irrele-

vant”; upset conventional expectations about

preaching.

What goes awry?
The Contents look right: Why Build At

All: purposes revisited; The Basic Design:

strategies for preparation and preaching;

Specs and Materials: the tactics of preaching;

Living In The Blueprint: the receiving end

of preaching; Back To The Drawing Board:

methods that work. Five sections, five sub-

titles. Metaphoric images with analytic im-

plications.

Impression: the foundation is still settling.

The foundation of inner reality. Nichols has

a contractor’s approach to what he knows
is an architect’s task. There are “many
dwelling-places”—many rooms—in God’s

house (John 14:2 NEB). I fail to read in his

blueprints that house, even though he care-

fully details hypothetical occupants.

Nichols settles into the break between
image and idea. That break is the abyss of

middle-range conceptualization: neither ab-

stract enough to be analytical nor concrete

enough to be imaginative. So we read inade-

quate blueprints: mixed metaphors of archi-

tecture and carpentry, of tourist visas and
telephone wires, of microscopes and garden

tools. Fie explores the metaphors too little;

he admonishes the reader too much. His

advice crowds out explication. A dynamic
story ends up as a static scaffold.

Nichols needs to heed his last section:

back to the drawing board. He slips the very

“cog” he would avoid. He works more with

“rhetorical linguistic concreteness and ab-

straction" than with “functional dynamic
immediacy and remoteness." In rejecting

“overworked concreteness” he overworks ab-

straction. A house divided against itself can-

not stand (Mt. 12:25).

What next?

A more disciplined synthesis of the ana-

lytical and the metaphorical. Two images, not

one, might help. Jeremiah 1:10 provides a
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clue: “to build and to plant.” He mixed his

metaphors. At once intentional and in touch.

Botli rational and natural. Recent research on

the brain identifies these as one-step-at-a-time

abstract processing and all-at-once attending

processing. Active and receptive modes of

mind-building.

In identifying the splinter in Nichols’ eye

I am irritatingly aware of the 2x4 log in my
own eye (Mt. 7:1-5). It takes a struggling

contractor to recognize the struggle. Did the

Lord have a hand in Nichols’ “building”?

Somewhat, yet not enough. But then we are

all builders who die not having built the

Lord’s house. It truly is “a house not made
with hands” (II Cor. 5:1). So, too, are the

houses we call “sermons.”

James B. Ashbrook

Colgate Rochester/Bexley Hall/Crozer

Rochester, NY

Blacky Theology: A Documentary

History, ig66-igyg
,
by James H. Cone

& Gayraud S. Wilmore. Orbis Books,

Maryknoll, NY, 1979. Pp. 657. $12.95.

Professors James H. Cone and Gayraud S.

Wilmore have, by their book, BIac\ The-

ology: A Documentary History, ig66-igyg,

made additional significant contributions to

the cause of Black Theology. Some of the

contributions of the book are: (1) A defini-

tive but not necessarily convincing answer to

the question, What is Black Theology?; (2)

A chronological history of Black Theology’s

development; (3) An attempt to bring Black

Theology into the public arena for recogni-

tion, discussion, debate or attack on terms

that make it possible to disdain or ignore it;

(4) An edited compilation on Black Theology.

It is appropriate that these two seminary

professors edit the anthology. Cone, after all,

wrote the first book on Black Theology,

BIac\ Theology and BIac\ Power, in 1969,

and a plethora of books and articles have

subsequently issued from his keen mind and

pioneering spirit. Dr. Cone also has lectured

to students and dialogued with scholars over-

seas regarding Black Theology. He can, there-

fore, be called the Father of modern Black

Theology.

Wilmore has also been an early and ar-

ticulate proponent of Black Theological apolo-

gia in this country and overseas. He too has

a long list of articles on Black Theology to

his credit, and his ofttimes eloquent voice has

been heard in judicatories of the church of

which he is a member, the United Presby-

terian Church in the United States of Amer-
ica, as well as on college and university cam-

puses and in councils of the World Church.

No two theologians have had more to do
with shaping, preaching, and explaining

Black Theology than Cone and Wilmore.
They were participants in the history of Black

Theology. Thus, they are eminently qualified

to edit a much needed book on this subject.

We owe them a profound debt of gratitude

for providing us with a basic resource book
of 623 pages: divided into six parts. The
reader is introduced to each part by one of

the editors. These introductions serve to place

the divisions of the book into their proper

topical and chronological order. Some of the

more interesting topics are: Black Theology
and the Response of White Theologians,

Black Theology and Black Women, and Black

Theology and Third World Theologies.

Our indebtedness, however, must not blind

us to a few troublesome spots in the an-

thology. This reader was concerned by the

fact that the matrix of the articles in the

book appears to be the Black experience

rather than the Black experience in juxta-

position with divine revelation. The clearest

revelation of love, truth, and freedom in the

Bible is seen in Jesus Christ. One would not

reach this conclusion from reading many of

the articles. There are, to be sure, some pass-

ing references to the Bible in a few of the

articles, but they are minimal.

Another concern issues out of the fact that

the careful reader of Black Theology cannot

always be successful in determining where
theological reflection ends and rhetoric begins.

One of the typical statements in the book
indicates that “The Black church sees . . .

the awesome responsibility of helping to

strengthen a people in a revolutionary situa-

tion with the moral fibre and muscle that

will enable them to keep their eye on God”
(p. 278). This, and similar statements, raises

a question: Is the articulation of the responsi-

bility of the Black church born out of theo-

logical reflection or rhetoric?

Another concern is reflected in the query:

Why does the book carry such a heavy
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sprinkling of ambiguities? It is not safe for

those of us who speak and write to assume
that the listening anti reatling audience at-

tach the same meanings to such words as

“freedom,” “liberation,” and “Blackness”

that we do. Apparently, several contributors

to the anthology made this assumption.

The anthology contains a heavy sprinkling

of not only ambiguity, but also of esoteric

language and big words. The reader does not

move far into the book without being way-

laid by such words and phrases as “frenetic,”

“doxical dimension,” “hybris,” “fructify ex-

pectations,” “transcendent reference,” “on-

tological conditions,” and “a new metanoia.”

These words and phrases are not peculiar

to the book under review. Many preachers,

philosophers, and theologians seem to be

afflicted with the usage of their professional

“in talk.” This kind of affliction limits the

listening or reading audience. It could have

been remedied somewhat in this publication

by the inclusion of a lexicon. Moreover, it

seems to me that some of the purposes of the

book are to challenge, encourage, motivate,

and enable its readers to do theology. Wil-

more seems to be sensitive to this point.

Several times he calls for Black Theology to

break out of the classroom, theological dis-

cussion groups, and filter down “to the people

in the pews” (pp. 241-254). But how can

you do theology if what is suggested is

couched in the “in talk” that is foreign to

plain, everyday talk?

The troublesome spots of this important

documentary record do not siphon away its

historic significance and value. They are

mere directional signals pointing to some
areas where this welcomed collection of

articles on Black Theology can be strength-

ened. The troublesome spots do not and can-

not contribute to the depreciation of the

book. The truth is: The wealth of informa-

tion in the articles, the Epilogue, and the

Annotated Bibliography of Blac\ Theology

make the money spent in purchasing the

book a wise investment.

Robert T. Newbold, Jr.

Associate Stated Clerk

United Presbyterian Church, USA

Blacky Preaching, by Henry H. Mitch-

ell. Harper & Row, Publishers, San

Francisco, CA, 1979. Pp. 248. $4.95

(paper).

“.
. . A first draft, a primer, a launching

pad for free anil frank discussion by Black

students and pastors in service.” This is how
Henry Mitchell describes his book entitled

Black. Preaching. And, the author’s descrip-

tion is accurate.

Henry Mitchell, in a pioneering effort, has

written an informative and challenging book,

documented adequately with notes and foot-

notes from Black history. These historical

references depict the struggles and progress

of the early Black preacher from the days of

slavery to the beginning of the twentieth

century. Many of the references are brief,

but informative. They remind us that many
white people felt that Black people had no

souls to be saved. Slaves were not allowed

to preach or to decide unilaterally to assemble

in worship. The white preachers predictably

justified slaveocracy. The souls as well as the

bodies of slaves were brutalized.

Despite the ban on slaves gathering to wor-

ship without the supervision of their masters,

some slaves assembled clandestinely. It was
out of the underground Black church, and

during the early period of so-called freedom,

that “Black culture sermons” emerged. Black

culture sermons are messages preached in the

Black idiom. The book is enriched by ex-

cerpts from some of these sermons.

Mitchell contends that the genre of Black

preaching is distinguished by effective com-

munication. And, effective communication

presupposes the ability and willingness to

speak the language of the people and the

ability to interpret biblical stories in the con-

text of the background of the listeners.

One of the eleven chapters in the book is

entitled “Black English.” This is the only

controversial section in the publication. It

leaves the reader with the impression that

“Black English” is the predominant language

of Afro-Americans. Such a claim deserves

serious questioning, because most Blacks do

not know what Black English is. Neither is

there a ground-swell effort to find out.

Mitchell seems committed to making a case

for what he calls “Blackese.” He makes the

case, but it is weak. This, however, is not
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entirely the author’s fault. It is clue primarily

to the fact that most of the dimensions of

Black preaching cannot be captured by pen

and put down convincingly on paper. Who
can make the cadence, chant, call and re-

sponse, and drama of Black preaching come
alive on the printed page? Black preaching

must be heard and felt, not merely read and

discussed. Despite these acknowledged handi-

caps, Mitchell has succeeded in providing the

readers of this book with the opportunity of

sampling some of the flavor of Black preach-

ing.

Despite the soft spots in the book, and the

disagreements that many readers will register

with the author, Henry Mitchell has placed

us in his debt for his creative analysis, docu-

mented history, and lucid theological exam-

ination of Black preaching. No student of

preaching, therefore, should count his or her

library complete if it does not include a copy

of Henry Mitchell’s book, Blac\ Preaching.

Robert T. Newbold, Jr.

Freedom for Ministry, by Richard J.

Neuhaus. Harper & Row Publishers,

San Francisco, CA, 1979. Pp. 232. $8.95.

The fad for ministry in tire 8o’s appears to

be the vehement disclaiming of fads. In

Freedom for Ministry Richard Neuhaus joins

the trend of boldly eschewing trendiness.

This book aims at “a critical affirmation of

the church and its mission” through a com-

bination of witty satire, common sense, sim-

mering anger and general hopefulness, all

mixed with a measure or two of theological

insight.

This book is fun to read. Actually, you

don’t read it; you experience it. Neuhaus

uses the spicy, irreverent style of the late

6o’s/early 70’s in declaring a close to what

he calls that “silly season.” As one who was

on the frontlines of the civil rights and anti-

war movements, Neuhaus sarcastically cri-

tiques the trivialization of biblical radicalism

into ecclesiastical chic. Most readers will

chuckle through much of this book as humor
and aphorism highlight the ecclesiastical fol-

lies yet to be found among denominational

establishments still unaware that it is no

longer “with it” to be “with it.” But the

humor often wears thin, at times seeming as

113

if Neuhaus had collected his apothegms and
then written a book which could utilize them.

And on occasion the humor slides past wit

into areas of questionable taste.

Still, the book can be helpful. The author

guides the reader through some rudimentary

ecclesiology, considers ministerial authority

and models, explores a basic theme for min-
istry, and examines the functions of ministry

in relation to word, sacrament, and commu-
nity. He also gives a defense of old fashioned

holiness in the personal lives of ministers.

This type of quick review may prove useful

to those who entered the ministry during the

heady days of ministerial ferment when such

subjects were often either untaught or un-

heard in the seminaries. It will also be useful

as an aid toward decompression for those

shell-shocked as a result of ministering dur-

ing that era. It is not that Neuhaus finds the

goals of the 6o’s wanting; it is rather the

naive assumption that they could actually

be attained that he finds unbiblically roman-
tic. It may be that this heavy dose of accom-

odation to the broken reality of the church
will prove overkill for the already jaded

realists of the 8o’s. But it certainly seems an

effective remedy for the hangover of the 6o’s.

Unfortunately there is a lot more affirma-

tion in this book than argument. A major
goal seems to be the conditioning of pastors

and church leaders against gullibility through
ridiculing the superficiality of passing fash-

ions in ministry. Such conditioning and en-

couragement toward fundamental grass roots

ministry is helpful. However, a closer tie

with theoretical reflection on ministry would
have strengthened the case. The shock value

of this “critical affirmation” is evident but

nothing is offered which can ground the

church worker for sticking it out the next

time social disintegration rocks the church.

Finally, then, the helpfulness and utility of

Freedom for Ministry depends on the needs

of the person reading it. And the only way
to determine one’s personal need for this

book is to start reading. That’s not a bad
suggestion for anyone; it certainly won’t be

boring.

Carl E. Zylstra

Ten Faces of Ministry, by Milo L.

Brekke, Merton P. Strommen, & Doro-
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thy L. Williams. Augsburg Publishing

House, Minneapolis, MN, 1979. Pp. 256.

$7 -50 -

Ten Faces of Ministry reports the findings

of a 1974 survey of 5000 Lutherans in the

United States and includes interpretive re-

flections on the data developed. In the survey

laity, pastors, theological professors, seminar-

ians, and denominational executives were
asked to rate 461 statements regarding min-

istry as to the potential helpfulness for min-
istry of the trait described. The ratings were
then statistically analyzed: first into clusters

of 77 characteristics of ministerial stance and
practice; and then further into ten broad

areas of ministry. The results of the study at

each stage are contained in the book which
organizes itself around the ten areas or "faces”

of ministry and then breaks down further

into a discussion of the 77 characteristics de-

veloped, including a listing of the 461 state-

ments, statistically grouped. The study is

methodologically similar to the American
Theological Schools’ Readiness for Ministry

project in which Brekke and Strommen also

participated.

The value of this book is its thoroughness

in studying what people actually want in a

minister as possibly distinct from what some-

one might think they want. And so by pe-

rusing the data in this book many pastors

might be saved from some naive assumptions

regarding parishioners. However, there is no
evidence that any statistical analysis was done

on how widely congregations vary in min-
isterial expectations, and any pastor basing a

ministry on the assumption that any particu-

lar Lutheran congregation actually embodies

this precise profile of expectations will likely

find a rude surprise.

Furthermore, the assumption of the study

that 5000 Lutherans cannot be all wrong is

a good one—and one often forgotten in min-

istry studies. It ought to be presumed that

5000 Lutherans (clergy, theologians, laity)

have at least some intuitive ideas as to what

makes for effective ministry, even apart from

the concept of “partners in ministry” for

which the authors make a somewhat sketchy

case. This study highlights the intuitions re-

garding effective ministry of a significant

portion of the Christian church and thus

provides data which can serve as a useful

check on any church leader’s personal intu-

ition regarding effectiveness in ministry.

Yet the authors never seem to solve ade-

quately the question as to the specific use to

which these findings can be put. They plainly

state, "We have no overall desire to shape
ministry to 'what people want’ ” (p. 17). And
yet the stated purpose of the original study

was to determine entry level qualifications

needed by ministers. And so, despite the

authors’ disclaimer noted above, the struc-

tural nature of the study is that of a market
survey designed to enable seminaries to pro-

duce a consumer acceptable product—ad-

mittedly a major concern of the early 70’s.

Moreover, this book reinforces such potential

uses of the findings by suggesting that church
calling committees determine their wants in

a minister by using a checklist based on the

survey. And although again the authors

warn that choices must be made for a

particular congregation, the structural design

appears to be one in which ministers and
congregations can be paired on the basis of a

77 item statistical match-up, on the analogy

of a computer dating service.

However, a more fundamental problem
with the book stems from its casual attention

to the theological issues implicit in the study

itself. Theological concerns were implicit at

several stages of the study—the selection of

items for the survey, the wording of the

items for the questionnaire, the naming of the

77 characteristics, and the centering process

of arranging the characteristics within ten

areas. But only in the last two of these stages

do the authors give evidence of having been

consciously concerned with the theological

issues, and even there the theological discus-

sion appears to have been an uncritical at-

tempt at a consensual description.

Still, in general, such a study as that on

which the book is based is commendable for

having taken seriously the actual practice of

ministry as a fruitful source of discussion con-

cerning standards for ministry. And although

sensitive observers of ministry will probably

find few surprises in the data, the informa-

tion presented here will be helpful. But the

book overreaches itself when it attempts to

move beyond data reporting into discussion

of possible standards.

Carl E.Zylstra



Book Notes

by Donald Macleod

BAILLIE, John, A Diary of Private

Prayer. Charles Scribner’s Sons, New
York, NY, 1979. Pp. 135. $2.25 (paper).

For thirty years this hook of private devo-

tions has experienced constant popular ac-

ceptance and in circulation is now approach-

ing a million copies. The author, whose name
was a household word for decades in theo-

logical circles in the English speaking world,

has bequeathed to us through refined liturgi-

cal expression a wide range of devotional

insights and stimuli which have given this

book its enduring character. From the heri-

tage of his Scottish forbears John Baillie

learned early how to begin and end the day

with God. In these pages he assures us of

and teaches us this “more excellent way.”

BRADNER, John, Symbols of

Church Seasons and Days. Morehouse-

Barlow Co., Wilton, CT, 1977. Pp. 78.

$4.25 (paper).

Most students of Christian art, particularly

liturgical, are well acquainted with several

classics in the field, including such definitive

works as Appleton & Bridges, Symbolism in

Liturgical Art; George W. Ferguson, Signs

and Symbols in Christian Art; and Louis

Reau, Iconographic de VArt Chretien (3

vols.). In John Bradner’s paperback we have

a more narrow, yet very useful, focus on "the

symbols and concepts associated with the

various seasons of the liturgical year.” The
arrangement makes for handy reference: the

material is divided into seven sections ac-

cording to the main festivals of the Church

Year; the entries are listed alphabetically; an

index is provided of Scripture passages; and

the volume concludes with a short bibliog-

raphy. This is a much needed concise com-

pilation for classroom and study group use.

BROMILEY, Geoffrey W., Children

of Promise. Wm. B. Eerdmans Pub.

Co., Grand Rapids, MI, 1979. Pp. 116.

$3.95 (paper).

All of us owe Professor Bromiley an im-

measurable debt for his monumental trans-

lation of Kittel’s Theological Dictionary of

the New Testament. In this recent paperback

on the controversial issue of “infant” versus

"believers” baptism he contributes some sober

thinking where it is needed painfully and
critically today. In the course of eight cogent

chapters, Dr. Bromiley, Professor of Church
Flistory and Historical Theology at Fuller

Theological Seminary, covers historical,

scriptural, and theological bases and facets

of the sacrament of baptism. This mono-
graph has a timely character because its

author brings two things into proper focus:

the idea of the covenant in baptism (so much
a part of the Reformed tradition and so unac-

countably missing in some of our service

books, including the UPUSA’s Worship-

boo\ !); our “ingrafting” into Christ as the

result of the regenerative work of the Holy
Spirit. A careful reading of these chapters

would do much to bring many ministers and

sessions towards a clearer understanding of

this sacrament and avoid or dispel the liturgi-

cal chaos which currently obtains.

DAVIES,
J. G., The Westminster

Dictionary of Worship. The Westmin-
ster Press, Philadelphia, PA, 1979. Pp.

385. $12.50.

This dictionary was published initially in

1972 in Great Britain under the title A Dic-

tionary of Liturgy and Worship. The editor.

Professor J. G. Davies of the University of

Birmingham, is a liturgical scholar as well

as a recognized church historian. He engaged

some sixty-five leading authors to produce

this encyclopedia which “is intended to pro-

vide background knowledge about worship

for those who are regularly involved in it or

would learn something about it” (p. v). The
articles are marked by reliable factual con-
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tent, and remembering the inquiring mind
the writers recount not only “what has been

or is done but why it has been or is done.”

The subjects and items relate not only to

the mainline historic churches of Christen-

dom but include more recent denominational

expressions and even several major world
religions. This is a worthy volume for any
preacher’s reference shelf. The quality of its

scholarship is truly significant.

FITZGERALD, George R., A Prac-

tical Guide to Preaching. Paulist Press,

Ramsey, NJ, 1980. Pp. 156. $4.95

(paper).

This is a “how to” book on preaching. Its

author, George R. Fitzgerald, is a Paulist

priest who, after seven years in the admin-
istrative/professional field (at St. Paul’s Col-

lege and The Catholic University of America),

became editor of the Paulist Press. Since

Vatican II, with the re-discovery of preaching

in the Roman Catholic tradition, there has

been a critical need for homiletical help

among priests and other religious. Unfor-

tunately many of these traffic in the bare

mechanics of writing and communication and

have as yet to catch up with a clear delineation

theologically of why we preach and of the

interaction of exegetical substance with

preaching as witness and worship. This little

book, nonetheless, is a helpful guide, even for

Protestants who boast in the advantages of

four centuries of practice.

GRANVILLE-BARKER, Harley,

Prefaces to Shakespeare, Vols. I & II.

Princeton University Press, Princeton,

NJ, 1978. Pp. 543 & 449. $5.95 & $5.45

(paper).

A half-century has gone by since Granville-

Barker’s commentaries on ten of Shake-

speare’s plays made their initial appearance.

Since 1927 generations of English majors in

universities and colleges have been guided

and influenced by these classic volumes from
the pen of a critic who was himself an actor,

playwright, and director of Shakespearean

theater. Not only was Granville-Barker a

literary scholar but there was something more

in his chapters of dramatic criticism: he

brought Shakespeare to life in the stage

through the wholeness of his approach to and
execution of the plays. The interplay of char-

acters, the quality of the Elizabethan dra-

matic poetry, and the importance of scenery

were to him matters of singular importance.

No reader of Shakespeare can overlook or

neglect these chapters. Their place is secure

among the best of Shakespearean literature.

LEWIS, Alec, The Quotable Quota-

tions Boo/{. Thomas Y. Crowell Pub-

lishers, New York, NY, 1980. Pp. 333.

$12.95.

Politicians and after dinner speakers in-

dulge in “one liners” with the hope of mak-
ing any pedestrian statement more engaging
and memorable. Clergy, too, may find such a

technique effective if used sparingly. Indeed

occasionally a sprawling idea can be brought

into sharp focus by an axiom or aphorism
of someone else’s creation. Alec Lewis, a

New' York journalist, public relations man
and speech writer began compiling “quotable

quotes” in 1963 and has taken more than

ordinary care in researching the following:

Who said it first? What actually was said?

How long will what they said be remem-
bered? Here are 2,800 quotations under 500
contemporary subjects arranged alphabeti-

cally, with cross-references to related topics.

This is a useful compilation. It is exciting

even to browse through it.

MUGGERIDGE, Malcolm, The End
of Christendom. Wm. B. Eerdmans
Pub. Co., Grand Rapids, MI, 1980. Pp.

62. $2.50 (paper).

The table of contents indicates the theme
and perspective of this slim volume: (1) The
End of Christendom; (2) But NOT of Christ.

This book comprises the substance of the

Pascal Lectures on Christianity and the Uni-

versity, delivered in 1978 at the University

of Waterloo in Ontario, Canada. A brief In-

troduction (by John North) places Mug-
geridge and Pascal into perspective and then

the two lectures follow in and by a somewhat
wide-ranging literary method we have learned

to expect from the distinguished journalist
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turned religious prophet. Muggeridge is em-
inently quotable and comprehensive in his

grasp of history and incisive in his probings

into the moral and cultural scheme of things.

His replies to student questions after each

lecture are reported in full and are not as

satisfying as one would hope; nevertheless he

brings from his own treasure things new and
old and in these his customary wit and real-

ism are engaging.

MURPHY, Edward F., The Crown
Treasury of Relevant Quotations.

Crown Publishers, Inc., New York,

NY, 1978. Pp. 658. $14.95.

The title of this compilation of quotations

is slightly misleading: the truth is that the

relevance of any quotation depends upon
the context in which it is used. All this aside,

every writer and public speaker will agree

with John Jay Chapman when he said, “The
power of quotation is as dreadful a weapon
as any which the human intellect can forge.”

Edward Murphy, a teacher who lives in New
York, has spent more than twenty-five years

collecting witty comments, clever quips, wise

observations and insights, and other pithy

sayings involving the concerns and interests

of contemporary society. The items are ar-

ranged alphabetically and the indices include

the names of the authors and almost fifty

pages of subjects. The range of authors is

impressive, including classical and popular

contemporaries; what is more, the literary

source of each quotation is identified. Of
the many encyclopedias of this kind, Mur-
phy’s work is among the most highly re-

spectable.

QUOIST, Michel, Living Words. Gill

and Macmillan, Dublin, Ireland, 1979.

Pp. 85. £1.95.

The name of Michel Quoist is associated

with fresh and creative devotional writing.

The popularity of his initial publication,

Prayers of Life, established his name as a

writer of rare insight and hence millions of

readers have responded positively to his

Christocentric interpretation of the religious

life. An ordained priest, Quoist took degrees

in social and political science at L’Institut
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Catholique in Paris and was a pastor for

many years in Le Havre. Presently he serves

as secretary-general of the French Episcopal

Committee on Aid to Latin America. Those
who have read his Christ Is Alive and Meet
Christ and Lave will want this most recent

paperback with its critique of contemporary
personal and social mores and its original

handling of familiar Gospel pericopes and
their messages that go to the very heart of

modern living.

RAYBURN, Robert G., O Come,
Let Us Worship. Baker Book House,
Grand Rapids, MI, 1980. Pp. 319. $8.95.

Among the spate of new monographs on
liturgies and/or Christian worship, this vol-

ume by Robert G. Rayburn is a very am-
bitious survey which he carries off rather

well. As chairman of the department of

practical theology at Covenant Theological
Seminary and from experience in five pas-

torates, Rayburn brings to his writing suffi-

cient competency for his intention: “This
book is designed to instruct ministerial stu-

dents in corporate worship; to inspire min-
isters to prepare their worship services more
conscientiously; and to help all Christians

participate in worship more whole-heartedly.”

Certain features of this book are commend-
able: it is a very comprehensive treatment of

the worship responsibilities of the everyday
parish ministry; it takes its perspective from
biblical bases and theological dimensions; it

recognizes the roots of our heritage in the

“free” churches; and its author as an experi-

enced parish minister provides many helpful

hints and guidelines for the average clergy.

The subtitle is “Corporate Worship in the

Evangelical Church.” This puzzles me, and
prompts the query: Why imply that corporate

worship in the “evangelical” churches should
involve specifics different from the “re-

formed” tradition generally?

SNOWDEN, Rita, Christianity

Close to Life. Collins and World, Cleve-

land, OH, 1978. Pp. 157. $3.50.

For decades Rita Snowden has supplied

preachers with stories and tales that have
brightened junior sermons and Sunday
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School classes on three continents. Now,
after these many years of sharing the joy of

her faith and out of her experiences as a

deaconess and social worker, she has written

probably her best among a score of titles.

Here, in twenty-seven brief chapters, she

writes theologically reflectively upon her

varied religious experiences; her call to be a

Christian; the people who have influenced

her spiritually and socially; and especially

those issues and questions which trouble

every person who takes seriously the presup-

positions of our common faith. This series of

short essays would form the basis for a sea-

son of discussion among groups intent upon
clarifying and deepening their beliefs.

SWANSON, Stephen O., The
Double Cross. Augsburg Publishing

House, Minneapolis, MN, 1980. Pp. 93.

$3-75 (paper).

This is a second helpful book by Stephen

O. Swanson who is a pastor and college

English instructor in Northfield, Minnesota.

Here, in seven succinct chapters, he dis-

cusses the “double cross” in which he brackets

a deadly sin with the perversion of the virtue

which is its opposite. Swanson’s style is direct

and clear and his material ranges from older

classical to contemporary. He is a good

student of human nature and is able, there-

fore, both to diagnose and prescribe with

competence. These pages will have honest

appeal to the student mind and for the reg-

ular preacher there are here many seed

thoughts for preaching.

TURNBULL, Ralph G, A Min-

ister’s Opportunities. Baker Book

House, Grand Rapids, MI, 1979- Pp.

290. $8.95.

In 1946 Ralph G. Turnbull established his

reputation by the publication of his book,

A Minister’s Obstacles (Revell). After two
ministries—one, professorial; the other, a

large parish—and much editorial work on

re-prints of homiletical and sermonic classics,

he has given us now this sequel to his first

volume and in many ways it is his finest

piece of work. In twenty solid chapters he

talks to ministers about their vocation and

how to acquit themselves with integrity in

an age that belittles its past and negates

future hopes. Turnbull is a wide and varied

reader. Moreover, his material is interlaced

with many personal experiences, biblical

references and bibliographical allusions; in-

deed he seems to have read every worthwhile

treatise on preaching currently extant. Every

preacher who has had at least five years ex-

perience should read this book. It will either

change his/her direction or establish him/her

more solidly in the way already chosen.

YOUNG, Robert T., A Sprig of

Hope. Abingdon Press, Nashville, TN,
1980. Pp. 144. S4.95 (paper).

Here are fifteen sprightly sermons by the

minister to the university at Duke LT
niversity

Chapel. The combination of an exciting

style and of fresh substance makes these

pages unusually interesting. The author’s ac-

quaintance with the wide and varied store

of contemporary literature and his unfailing

undercurrent of optimism make lively read-

ing. One misses behind these sermons a broad

theological backdrop and the larger sweeps

of biblical thought; however, Mr. Young
shares with us the encouragement and ex-

pectation the gospel has provided for him

personally in stated situations and he does so

in a direct and effective way.
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Outstanding Religious Studies

A much needed, theological understanding of nature.

THEOLOGY OF NATURE
by George S. Hendry

Ecology and the environment—how can today's church deal responsibly with

these issues9 Noted professor, George S Hendry, examines the situation and
shows how the basic problem is the human understanding of—and attitude

toward—the world of nature In response, he offers a significant theological

contnbution to this most neglected theme

Based on the author's 1978 Warfield Lectures at Princeton Theological Semi-

nary, Hendry's perceptive inquiry addresses the problem, the mystery, the

religion, the science, the philosophy, and the theology of nature with special

emphasis on the doctrine of creation and the work of the Holy Spirit THEOLOGY
OF NATURE is a challenge to Christian theologians to reexamine the world of

nature in the light of their own faith and to create a theological understanding of

nature that is workable for today’s church.

GEORGE S HENDRY is Professor Emeritus of Systematic Theology at Princeton

Theoloqical Seminary
Soft Cover $12.95

Liberation theology reinterprets five major Christian doctrines.

CALLED TO FREEDOM
Liberation Theology

and the Future of Christian Doctrine
by Daniel L. Migliore

This groundbreaking work is the first to reinterpret the basic doctrines of the

church in the light of the theology of liberation Migliore's significant work

establishes the validity and authority of liberation theology as necessary for a

more complete understanding of the Chnstian life

A stimulating and perceptive rethinking and restating of five Christian doctrines.

CALLED to Freedom reinterprets our understanding of Scnpture, Jesus Christ.

God, the Christian life, and the Christian hope, not merely as a theological

exercise, but "for the sake of more responsible Christian witness and life

DANIEL L MIGLIORE is Professor of Theology at Pnnceton Theological Seminary

Paper $5.95

Now at your bookstore, or order direct from the publisher.
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925 Chestnut Street Philadelphia. Pa. 1 9 107



Theology Today
“Among the journals I read, THEOLOGY TODAY is the one I’d

feel most lost without. It covers events, art, and cinema, and it is the

only theology journal that shows much interest in the church.”

—Harvey Cox

“Solid fare from the mainstream of theological thinking. . . . Reading

THEOLOGY TODAY could do more for us than our random sam-

pling of publicized paperbacks.”

—David H. C. Read

“Always in the front rank, living up to its name and intention. It has

only three or four competitors and probably no superiors.”

—Martin E. Marty

Now in its 37th year, THEOLOGY TODAY has become the most

influential and widely circulated quarterly of theology in the United

States. Its articles have not only charted the trends of contemporary

religious thought but influenced them as well. THEOLOGY TODAY
offers its readers clear, concise essays by prominent writers and a

broadened vision of the task of theology and the church in a changing

world.

For a challenging look at what theology is and can be, subscribe now
to THEOLOGY TODAY for $8.50 per year.

THEOLOGY TODAY, P.O. Box 29, Princeton, N.J. 08540

Please enter/renew my subscription for: ptsb-1980

1 year (4 issues, $8.50) Bill me

2 years (8 issues, $15.00) Check enclosed

Name

Street

City State Zip

Special Student rate: $5.00 per year. Please make all checks payable

to THEOLOGY TODAY in U.S. funds.
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